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ABSTRACT

This dissertation deals with the cognitive act of perception and the
linguistic form of perceptual reports, and the linguistic mechanism of anaphoric
processes involved in the semantics of atomic "events" in human language. It
has been claimed that the notion of "events" should be Incorporated into formal
grammar. Adopting this insight, our main concern in the present thesis is how
"events" are realized in syntactic and semantic structures. I show that Japanese
is a suitable language to demonstrate that an "event" is a fundamental notion of
human thought and language.
I follow Davidson's (1967) original conception of event semantics, and I
illustrate that human language has a variety of devices for marking events, and
that our language architecture does reflect the event structure of the human
mind. More specifically, following the ontological discussion of Bach (1981,
1989), I provide evidence that supports Higginbotham (1985, 1987, 1996) and
Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996), who claim that every predicate (including
stative predicates) has an implicit event argument that can be bound by either
overt or non-overt operators.
For this purpose, I look at data firom three general areas. The first area is
the cognitive judgment style of thetic assertion and its syntactic realization in
perceptual reports. I show that thetic sentences are sentences in which an

event variable e is obligatorily existentialiy closed. The second area I address
involves anaphoric processes of redprodty and eventualities in linguistics
semantics. Specifically, 1 investigate otagai and V-aw, the so-called
"reciprocals" in Japanese. The properties of otagai and V-aw give rise to the
seeming appearance of redprodty. However, I illustrate that "redprocals" in
Japanese are not like the reciprocals in English. I propose that otagai is a dual
existential quantifier over event positions, and that it binds event variables in
predicates. The third area is the semantics of zibun (the so-called "reflexive" in
Japanese) and otagai with regard to "intensional context". This analysis reveals
the different stage-phases of the properties of the Japanese pro-forms.
Throughout the chapters, I pursue the question of how "stageness" is captured
and computed in human language devices.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION: EVENT AND EVENT ARGUMENT

0. Introduction
This chapter provides a background on the linguistic semantics on
events, and on the event argument position as a component of a thematic grid.
In order to prepare for the discussions in the rest of the chapters, I will focus
mainly on predicate types and event arguments. The approach I will take is
"event semantics" or "semantics of eventualities", which originates with
Davidson (1967) and is further developed by Parsons (1994), Higginbotham
(1985, 1987,1996), Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996), and Ramchand
(1996).
Davidson (1967) takes the position that verbs have an argument place for
events, and that adverbials such as quickly or in the bathroom are predicates
predicated of these event arguments. Following Davidson, Kratzer (1989) holds
that only stage-level predicates (Carison 1977), which I will briefly review in the
next section, introduce an event argument position e\ By contrast,
Higginbotham (1985, 1987, 1996) claims that all predicates, Including Ns,
^ Proponents of this line of thought Include Higginbotham 1983, Kratzer 1988, 1989,
latridou 1990, Doherty 1992, Oiesing 1992, Oe Hoop 1992, and Bowers 1992.
Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996) report that Kratzer (p.c.) has not held this position
for some time. The purpose of this chapter is not to refute Kratzer's (1989) view, but to
understand and reconsider the problems inherent in Kratzerian analysis.

introduce an event variable and also a free second-order context variable.
Higginbotham assumes that E-posltions are to be found not only in action verbs
but also in statlves^. This means that the objects over which the E-position
ranges include both events and state of affairs.
In this chapter I will show the reasons that I take Higginbotham's (1985,
1987, 1996) position. I adopt Higginbotham's idea that every predicate including
N has a non-apparent argument position for events. Before presenting this
proposal, we will review the influential works of the "Kratzerian" point of view,
especially those of Kratzer (1989) and Diesing (1992). We will see some of the
difficulties of Kratzerian analyses and reconsider the theory of event argument
positions. I agree with Kratzer and Oiesing's idea that there is an interface
between syntax and semantics in a rigid sense, and that "different syntactic
positions" must be posited for the computation of "different meanings". I also
agree that the intuition behind the stage/individual distinction exists in the
human mind and cognition. However, I argue against the idea that this
distinction comes directly from the lexicon.
1 will demonstrate that Higginbotham's recent proposal (1985, 1987, 1996)
reflects more of the Davidson's (1967) original idea than do the Kratzerian
proposals.

^ Higginbotham (1985, 1987, 1988, 1996), Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996), and

Herburger (1993) can be considered the key proponents of this line of thought

1. Kratzer-Diesing Approach
The well known distinction between stage-level and individual-level
predicates stems from observations by Milsark (1974) and Carlson (1977). One
of the famous syntactic tests on this distinction is whether the predicate occurs
at the coda portion in

f/7ere-sentences.

(1) There are many children sick, (stage-level predicate)
(2) TTiere are many children tall, (individual-level predicate)

Sentence (1) is fully acceptable, while sentence (2) is unacceptable. The coda
position In there-sentences is required to be "stage-level predicates". The
predicate sick depicts a temporal state of many children, and the sentence is
well-formed. On the other hand, the predicate tall depicts the atemporal property
of many children, and the sentence is not well-formed. Roughly, the former type
of the predicates are called "stage-level predicates" and the latter type of the
predicates are called "individual-levei predicates". In this section, we will take
up Milsark (1974) and Carlson (197T, 1979), and then, we will overview
Heim/Kratzer/Diesing-type analyses.
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1.1. Stage-Level Predicates and individual-Level Predicates

1.1.1. Weak and Strong Detemuners—Milsark (1974)
Milsark (1974) dassrfies determiners into two types. One is weak
(cardinal) determiners and the other is strong (presupposed or quantificationai)
determiners. Weak determiners, such as a, some, a few, many can appear with
a subject NP in there-sentences, while strong determiners such as the, every,
all. most cannot Consider the following examples;

(3) There are some ghosts in my house, [unstressed "some"]
(4) Some unicorns entered the garden.
(5) Many people were at the party.

Sentence (3) can only receive a "cardinal reading" of the weak determiner some,
and the truth value of the sentence depends on the existence of ghosts in the
house. By contrast, sentence (4) is ambiguous. It can receive both cardinal
reading of the weak determiner some and quantificationai reading of the strong
determiner some. Sentence (4) can mean either that an indefinite number of
unicorns entered (which is called a 'cardinal' reading), or that some of the
unicorns entered but others could remain outside (, which is called a
"quantificationai" or "presupposed" reading). The quantificationai reading is
construed as "proportional". And the "proportional reading" is barred in there-

sentences. The determiner some is "strong" in this latter interpretation; if the
group of unicorns do not exist the sentence does not have a truth value.
Similarly, sentence (5) is ambiguous. One reading is that the party had rather a
lot of people (cardinal reading), which is actually an adjectival interpretation, just
as in sentences such as They are many{cf. Higginbotham 1987). The other
reading is that it is true of many people, as opposed to others, that they were at
the party (presupposed or quantificational reading). This interpretation is
considered to be a "proportional" interpretation.
According to Milsark, "states" are conditions in which an entity finds itself
and which are subject to change without there being an essential alteration of
the entity, while "properties" are descriptions which name some trait possessed
by the entity. "Properties" are assumed to be more or less permanent or at least
to be such that some significant change in the character of the entity will result if
the description is altered. The following are some of the examples.

(6) State Descriptions
Sfck, drunk, hungry, tired, alert, clothed, naked, drunk, stoned, closed,
open

(7) Properties
[all NP predicates, shapes, colors]
tall, intelligent, beautiful, boring, crazy, a lawyer

19

Predicates in (6) are permitted in existential sentences, wfiile predicates in (7)
are not permitted, as in seen in (8) and (9).

(8) a. There were people sick.
b. There were people drunk.
c. There were doors open.

(9) a. There were people intelligent.
b. *There were people tall.
c. *There were doors wooden.

This classification applies to verbal predicates as well. Carlson (1977, 1979)
analyses the similar data. Most verbal predicates are "stage-level" in Carlson's
term (e.g. kick over a trash can, eat supper, think lovely thoughts), but some are
"individual-level" (e.g. own a bank, have long arms). Roughly, the predicates
shown in (6) are classified into stage-level predicates, and the predicates shown
in (7) are classified into individual-level predicates. There appear to be no
nominal predicates that are grammatical in the coda position of the existentials.

(10) a. There were people doctors.
b. There was a surgeon a happy woman.
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c. TTiere were douds a welcome sight

This leads to the generally accepted (but not necessary) conclusion that all
nominal predicates are individual-level. However, we must notice that nominal
predicates are allowed in secondary predicate construction in English. These
must be interpreted as stage-level NPs.

(11) a. They parted good friends.
b. John left medical school a doctor.
c. They left Cuba anarchists.
d. Mary and Jane started that company poor women. (McNulty 1988)

In the same vein, colors need not be permanent Thus, we cannot instantly
conclude that colors are individuaWevel predicates, either. We will return to
these problems in section 2 .
Going back to Milsark's (1974) observation, the predicate type is argued
to affect the interpretation of the subject

(12) a. The man is sick. (Strong + State Description)
b. The man is tall. (Strong + Property)
c. Sm men are sick. (Weak + State Description)
d. "Sm men are tall. (*Weak + Property)

21

(12d) demonstrates that the weak construal with respect to some cannot be
obtained when the predicate indicates a property. Milsark generalize this as
follows:

(13) Milsark's Generalization:
Properties are only predicated of quantified NP. States may be
predicated of quantified NP, but may also be predicated of NP
without quantification. (p131)

1.1. 2. Carison (1977, 1979)
Carlson's (1977) claim is that the distinction of individual/stage-level
predicates is essentially due to one of domain for the predicates: individual-level
predicates are predicates of "individuals", while stage-level predicates are
predicates of "stages". This is an important assumption we depart from, which is
quite different from Kratzer's.

" A stage is conceived of as being, roughly, a spatially and temporally
bounded manifestation of something....An individual, then, is (at least)
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that whatever-it-is that ties a series of stages together to make them
stages of the same thing (Carlson 1977, p115)".

Roughly, this distinction corresponds to the basically atemporal nature of
individuals as opposed to their time-bound stages (Carison 1979:57). If the
predicate speaks of general characteristics, or dispositions, we represent it as
applying to a set of objects and it is called an "individual-level predicate", if
something more fleeting is intended, somehow more temporary, and in some
sense less intrinsic to the nature of a given individual, the predicate is
represented as denoting a set of stages, and it is called "stage-level predicate".
Carison's commitment of stage-level predications to an essential
spatiotemporal location is carried over to Kratzer (1989). However, we should
note that unlike Kratzer's schema, in Carison's original idea, the fundamental
ontological distinction was in the type of entities, in other words, it was at the
level of the nominal's semantics. See a rough model in Carison (1977) shown
below.
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(14)

kind
/

\
individual
/

/
/
entity V

object
\
\

stage
In Carlson's theory, entities are divided into three types; kind, object, and stage.
Objects, as opposed to kinds, may occupy only one place at a time. Kinds,
though, may occupy many places at a given time. See the examples given in
(15).

(15) [objects]
a. John is an orphan,
b- John knows how to dance.

[kinds]
c. Cats are widespread.
d. Cockroaches are everywhere.
e. Tires are in short supply.
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Stages are something like spatiotemporal slices of things, certain manifestations
or realizations of the same things of "kind" or "object". Each object organizes a
set of stages and makes them stages of one and the same individual. The
examples of "stages" are given in (16).

(16) [stagesj
a. John Is running.
b. Soldiers are drunk.
c. Cats were on the comer.

On the other hand, Kratzer attributes the distinction to a difference at the
level of the predicate. Furthermore, she sees a difference In the predicate's
argument structure. In the theory of Kratzer (and Diesing 1988) stage-level
predicates are distinguished as having an inherent spatiotemporal argument
position that individual-level predicates lack. In Kratzer-Diesing's frameworks,
the stage/individual distinction is a fundamental distinction which can be mapped
to a corresponding syntactic or logical representation. In the next subsection, a
Kratzer-Diesing style analyses will be reviewed.
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1.2. NP Interpretation and Predicates

1. 2.1. Heim(1982), Kratzer(1989), Diesing (1992)
In Kamp (1981)/Heim(1982)/Krat2er(1989)-0iesing's (1992) analyses, a
tripartite representation system is assumed in the logical representation of a
sentence. For example, sentence (17a) is represented as a logical structure
such as (17b).

(17) a. Every llama ate a banana.
b. Every*
T
quantifier

[x is a llama]
T
restrictive clause

(3y) y is a banana A X ate y

t
nuclear scope
(Diesing 1992)

The QNP every llama is divided into a quantifier (an operator) and the restrictive
clause. The rest of the sentence forms the nuclear scope.
Within a Lewis/Kamp/Heim approach, it is proposed that bare plurals
have no quantificational force of their own (cf. Lewis 1975, Kamp 1981, Heim
1982). They only introduce a predicate and a variable into the logical
representation. Unlike the Russellian (cf. Russell 1905, 1919) view, here
indefinite noun phrases are not analyzed as existential quantifiers. Indefinites
must receive quantificational force by being bound by some other operators. In
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the case of (17), the indefinite NP a banana is in the nuclear scope and there is
no operator around that can bind it. Thus, the variable (y) is bound by an implicit
existential quantifier.
Generally, it seems to be widely accepted that indefinite NPs such as (18)
and (19) introduce variables that are not immediately bound by anything.

(18) a boy

boy (x)

(19) boys

boys (x)

Based on this assumption, what researchers have generally agreed is
that all variables must be bound in order to avoid vacuous quantification (cf.
Chomsky 1982, Kratzer 1989). Indefinites as variables must be bound by an
operator otherwise, well-fonmed logical form representations would not obtain. If
variables are not bound, then the sentence is not semantically complete. If there
are no overt operators around that can bind the variables, an implicit binder must
be introduced into the sentence at the translation to the semantics in the logic.
Operators could be overt or covert. One class of overt operators are
quantificational adverbs. (See Lewis 1975, Heim 1982. See also 3.3.1 in this
chapter.) Consider the following example.

(20) A quadratic equation usually has two solutions.

This sentence roughly means that "most quadratic equations have two
solutions". The adverb usually binds the indefinite NP a quadratic equation (x).
The adverb like usually unselectively binds the variable(s) that the Indefinite
provides. The LF representation for (20) is as follows:

(21) [cp [ip [usuallyj [ [ a quadratic equation J [ip ti has two solutions ] ] ] ].

The indefinite here has the quantificational force of the adverb usually. Heim
(1982) argues that Gen (an abstract generic operator) also can do this
functioning as a certain kind of implicit adverb (e.g."usually"). Also she claims
that if variables provided by the indefinites are left over, they are to get
"existentially" dosed off anywhere in the representation in the text For example,
in sentence (22), "the implicit existential quantifier" binds all the variables (x and
y here) left over within the nuclear scope.

(22) a. A man owns a llama.
b. (3x,y) [x is a man A y is a llama A X owns y]
(Diesing 1992)

In Heim's model, existential closure is applied at the discourse level. (See Heim
1982 for details.)

Kratzer (1989) and Diesing (1992) take a slightly different view. In their
frameworks. Gen and adverbs only apply outside VP and the existential closure
works only VP-intemally. Existential closure roughly refers to the semantic
operation which binds off all free variables in the "nuclear scope" that are not
captured by the main operator. Diesing adopt a rigid mapping hypothesis
(shown in (23)) and try to capture more interface between syntax and semantics
directly For convenience, let us repeat the example in (17).

(17) a. Every llama ate a banana.
b. Every*
T
quantifier

[x is a llama]
T
restrictive clause

(3y) y is a banana A X ate y

t
nuclear scope
(Diesing 1992)

Diesing (1990, 1992) proposes a mapping hypothesis given in (23).

(23) Mapping Hypothesis
a. Material from VP is mapped into the Nuclear Scope.
b. Material from IP is mapped into a Restrictive Clause.

She advocates a rigid mapping hypothesis based on position of the indefinite
within syntactic trees. If open variables are in VP, they are existentially closed.

This roughly means that if we Interpret the tree from the bottom up, computing
the VP, we are to existentially close the variables.
She claims that the subject of individual-level predicates is basegenerated at the spec of IP, while the subject of stage-level predicates is basegenerated at the spec of VP. According to her, the following example is three
ways ambiguous.

(24) Firemen are available.
a. 3X X is a fireman A x is available.
b. Gen*.f[x is a fireman A f is a time] x is available at t
c. Genf [f is a time] 3, x is a fireman A x is available at f

In her mechanism, firemen in (24) is base-generated in spec of VP, since
available is a typical stage-level predicate. Here, the indefinite firemen is
existentially closed off within VP, and the interpretation of (a) is obtained. That
is, the interpretation (a) means that there are firemen available at some point in
time. In (b) Gen binds both x and t, yielding a generic reading. According to
Diesing, the sentence in this case means that it is a necessary property of
firemen that they be generally available for fighting fires. This leads to the
conclusion that a person who is likely to give other commitments a higher priority
than firefighting should not be a fireman. The availability of this reading implies
that S-structure subject position can also be an input for a logicai representation

in her system. Firemen moves to the spec of IP for Case theoretic reasons. In
the interpretation (c) the existential quantification is under the scope of a generic
operator. This is called an "existential generic" interpretation, roughly
paraphrased as "Generally, there are firemen available." To receive this
interpretation, LF-lowering of firemen must be postulated. Furthermore, the
observation in (24) forces us to consider that LF-lowering is optional operation in
the case of stage-level predicates. Oiesing claims that stage-level predicates
have an unaccusative Infl, which does not assign a theta-role to spec of IP. The
Infl in stage-level predicates is a "raising Infl".
By contrast, the sentence in (25) is said to be unambiguous.

(25) Violinists are intelligent.
a. Gen* [x is a violinist] [x is intelligent]

Diesing states that individual-level predicates allow only the generic reading of
their bare plural subjects. They do not allow existential readings at all. This
means that LF-lowering does not occur in the case of individual-level predicates.
The individual-level predicates have a "transitive Infl", which assigns a theta-role
to the spec of IP. The theta-role has just the meaning "has the property x",
where x is the property expressed by the predicate. The IP spec subject controls
a PRO subject in the spec of VP, which is assigned a theta-role by the verb.
Thus, the Infl in individual-level predicates is "control Infl".

Diesing (1992) follows Kratzer's (1989) idea that stage-level predicates
and individual predicates differ in argument structure. In their framework, stagelevel predicates have an extra argument position for events or spatiotemporal
locations, whereas individual-level predicates lack this position. The assumption
Is that all arguments except the external argument are realized at D-structure
within the maximal projection of their predicate (i.e., the VP in this case). The
external argument (if it Is not an implicit argument such as the abstract
Davidsonian one) then appears external to the predicate in [Spec, IP].
Individual-level predicates (more accurately, individual-level predicates that are
not of the unaccusative-type) map the subject NP to the external position at Dstructure.
Diesing claims that indefinites behave both as weak and strong
determiners (Milsark 1974). In her system, when they are used as weak
determiners, they are called "cardinal", and when they are used as strong
determiners, they are called "presuppositional".
Ladusaw (1994) reinterprets Diesing's approach through Milsark's
generalization as follows.

(26) Diesing's Derivation of Milsark's Generalization

a. Weak readings of indefinites are the result of existential closure; strong
readings involve quantificational operators.
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b. VP is the domain of existential closure.
c. The 'subject* role of a predicate is projected VP internally.
d. Individual-level predicates only occur under 'transitive' INFL; stage-level
predicates (can) occur under 'unaccusative' INFL.
e. Subjects of raising predicates optionally reconstruct; subjects of control
predicates cannot reconstruct
f. Therefore subjects of Individual-level predicates are subjects of a control
predicate (the transitive INFL).
g. Therefore subjects of individual level predicates cannot reconstruct
h. Therefore subjects of individual level predicates cannot be given weak
construals.

The last point is arguably equivalent to Milsark's generalization.

2. Against Kratzer-Oiesing-type Approach
We have briefly overviewed influential works by Heim (1982), Kratzer
(1988,1989), and Diesing (1992) and the related work that followed. Generally
speaking, those mechanisms are "predicate-based" mechanisms, in which the
argument structures of the predicates determine the syntactic positions of their
subjects and their corresponding logical representations. Kratzer and Diesing

assume that the argument structure of individuaWevel/stage-level predicates are
actually created in the lexicon. Let us term this the "predicate-based approach".
However, there seem to be several difficulties for predicate-based
approach. Firstly, it is not clear enough whether there exist pure individual-level
or stage-level predicates. Raposo and Uriagereka (1995) point out that in many
languages John is finished may take a stage-level or an individual-level mark
such as an auxiliary or a given Case form in John. Also, we notice that there are
cases where a predicate typically considered to be an individual-level predicate
is actually used as a stage-level predicate. Consider the following examples.

(27) John left the medical school a doctor. (McNulty 1988)
(28) John came to college dumb, and left it intelligent. (Ramchand 1996)

As Milsark (1974) points out, it is well accepted that predicate nominate are
purely individual-level predicates. However, we know that a doctor in (27) must
be construed as an individual-level predicate, and that the sentence is yet
grammatical. Whenever we are faced with such examples, we must posit two
different lexical items with the same pronundation such as doctor 1 and doctor
2, as long as we adopt predicate-based approaches, it follows that in each pair

we are forced to postulate different argument structures. A predicate-based
approach requires us to duplicate the syntactic representation of such

predicates^. In fact, certain constructions such as secondary predicate
constructions must create an endless number of stage-level predicates. In
predicate-based theory, it follows that all predicates are ambiguously mapped
into their logical representations, as to whether they are with or without an extra
argument A Kratzerian distinction in the lexicon (due to contexuality) is costly
for linguistic theory, and for language acquisition as well. Higginbotham (1985)
reaches the conclusion that all predicates including Ns must have an event
variable in their argument structure, providing the examples like (28).
Secondly, there seem to be problematic data attested for Diesing style
analyses. We will see them one by one in the subsequent sections.

2.1. Kiss (1993), Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996)
Diesing (1992) predicts that subjects of stage-level predicates can receive
both an existential reading and a generic reading. However, it is reported that
there are cases where the predicates are stage-level and yet the sentences yield
no existential readings. If this observation is valid, these examples turn out to be

^ Kratzer (1989) and Diesing (1992) seem to admit this point They assume
contextuality. As Higginbotham (1996) points out for them the stage/individuai
distinction is fundamentally metaphysical, not linguistic. The linguistic distinction may
reflect only imperfectly. The problem would be ttiat they use tiie stage/individuai
distinction as a syntactic tool. It is not dear to me how to reconcile this difficuity with
their rigid mechanism of argument structure. Higginbotham commits the
stage/individuai distinction itself more solidly. He does not attribute the same eff^ to
the stage/individual distinction.

counter to DIesing's analysis. The sentences in (29) and (30) are from Kiss
(1993). She states that these are sentences with stage-level predicates,
nonetheless, they do not allow an existentially interpreted bare plural subject

(29) Children are noisy in the street
(30) Dishes were dirty.

Roughly (29) means that it is generally the case that (all/most) children are noisy
in the street More specifically, if we adopt Carlson's (1989) "relational" theory
of generics, we can see (29) as a conditional. (29) could be read as "If x is a
child, X is noisy in the street". Interestingly, (29) cannot mean that there are
noisy children in the street Similarly (30) roughly means that it was generally
the case that (all/most) dishes were dirty. It cannot mean that there were some
dishes that were dirty. As we have seen, (29) and (30) cannot receive noncontrastive existential readings despite Diesing's prediction.
Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996) also provide the examples of the
same kind. They note that predicates of a generally transient nature resist an
existential reading. According to them, the following examples may receive only
a generic reading.

(31) Children are fat/skinny/)oyful/sad.
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(32) Stars are visible/invisible/old/young*
(33) People are on holiday/at work/on coffee break/rich.

For example, (31) (fef -case) only yields the interpretation shown below.

(34) Children are fat.
Gerix [x is a child] [x is fat]

What (34) intuitively lacks is an interpretation such as:

(35) 3x [ X is a child] [x is fat]

Higginbotham and Ramchand suggest that the generic interpretation is the norm
for predication of bare plurals in tense—normally, the simple present, rather than
a feature that attaches to individual-level predicates. They point out that
ordinary predicates with verbal heads always give rise to generic interpretations
in the simple present. English is rather unnatural in that simple present-tense

* Some speakers find some of the sentences acceptable as existentiais.
i) Stars are visible/invisible.
However, it requires different intonation:
!') STARS are visible/invisible, (existential reading)
n Stars are visible/invisible, (generic reading)

sentences with verbal activity predicates allow only "generic" or "habitual"
readings. Thus, sentence (36) does not mean that some firemen use. or are
using, special equipment Nor does sentence (37) mean that John is smoking
right now in English.

(36) Firemen use special equipment
(37) John smokes.
(Higginbotham and Ramchand 1996)

These examples show us that a Kratzer-Diesing-type analysis has some
difficulties to deal with in order to capture the full range of existing data.
Now let us consider (38) and (39). The underiined predicates in the
sentences would semantically count as individual-level, however, they can
appear In the coda position in f/jere-sentences.

(38) There are moles underground.
(39) There are pages uncut/benches unpainted.
(Higginbotham and Ramchand 1996)

This observation also forces us to reconsider Diesing-style treatment of stage/individual-levei distinction. Examples of this kind cannot be explained in a
predicate-based approach.
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2. 2. Chierchia (1995)
Chierchia (1995) further points out two problematic cases for a Diesingstyle computation. One is the case of sentences like the following.

(40) Sheep are black and white.

According to Chierchia, the natural reading for this sentence is paraphrased
roughly as 'Every sheep is black or white.' as is shown in (41).

(41) Gen X.S [x < sheep A in (x,s) ] [black (x,s) v white (x,s)]
(s; situation variable)

Black and white are prototypical individual-level predicates. The problem is how
(41) could be obtained on the predicate-based approach. In order to receive the
interpretation in (41), the complex predicate black or white needs to be formed.
This predicate of the sheep-kind must then be generically attributed. The Gen
operator would induce the quasi-universal quantification over sheep. However,
in a Diesing-style approach, each individual-level predicate comes out of the
lexicon with its own Gen-operator attached. This means that there is no way to
create the complex predicate black or white without each disjunct carrying along
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this attached Gen operator. Thus, the prediction in a Diesing-style approach
would be that sentence (40) would only yield the interpretation in (42).

(42) Sheep are black or sheep are white.

As we have seen, the prediction is wrong.
The second difficult case Chierchia points out Is sentences like (43).

(43) Cats like themselves.

According to Chierchia, a natural reading for this sentence is: Every instance of
the cat-kind in the appropriate circumstances bears the 'Ilke'-relatlon to itself.
His formula is given below.

(44) Gen *.0 [x < cats A C (X,O) ] like (x,x,o)]
(C; context variable)

In order to obtain (44), evidently, the reflexive predicate like oneself must be
formed. And then it predicates generically of the cat-kind. However, it is not
clear how this can be possible, when we hypothesize that like comes out of the
lexicon with its Gen-operator already built in. Again this is a difficult case for a
predicate-based approach to account for.
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2. 3. Kratzer (1989) vs. Chierchia (1995)
It can be said that Chierchia's (1995) position^ is closer to Higginbotham's
(1985, 1987) in that ail predicates are uniformly considered to have an event or
situation variable. Kratzer and Diesing argue that only eventive predicates have
event variables, while Higginbotham (1985, 1987, 1996) and Chierchia (1995)
claim that both eventive and non-eventive predicates have event arguments.
The following is a famous example of Kratzer (1989).

(45) When [John speaks French] [he speaks it well]
<e>

<e>

In Kratzer and Diesing's theory, both the antecedent and consequent have to
have an open variable for distinct binding to occur. The event variables
Introduced by speaks provide that. When speaks Is replaced with knows, the
sentence becomes bad, since knows does not have an event variable to be
bound.

^ Chierchia gives up Diesing-type mapping hypothesis completely. In Chierchia's
framework, existential closure applies at any Complete Functional Complex (CFC,
Chomsky 1986). Gen applies at any CFC.
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(46) "When John knows French, he knows it well.
<>

<>

However, here is a contrast The following example is grammatical. In Kratzer
and Diesing's theory, indefinite NP introduces variables, so does the pronoun.
Thus, vacuous quantification is evaded here.

(47) When [a man knows French] he knows it well.
X

X

Chierchia (1995) argues against this line of argument For Chierchia, the
contrast has nothing to do with stage/individuaWevel distinctions. What is going
on here is that action or situation expressed by the legitimate sentence has to be
repeatable. We can repeat speaking French, however, we cannot repeat
knowing French. We cannot repeat dying. This contrast explains the
grammaticality and ungrammaticality in (48).

(48) a. "When John dies, he dies happily.
b. When a man dies, he dies happily.

See the following examples. The predicates given here are all stagerlevel, and
yet they pattern just like sentences with individual-ievel predicates.
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(49) a. ?? When John kills Fido, he kills him caielly.
b.

When John kills a dog, he kills it caielly.

(Chierchia 1995)

(50) a. ??When John wins the 1991 Boston marathon, he wins it by a wide
margin.
b. When John wins a marathon, he wins it by a wide margin.
(Chierchia 1995)

The events described in (49) and (50) are not naturally iterable. This means that
two instances of the same event (with the same protagonists) cannot naturally
occur. In (49a) and (50a), the Q-adverb can only quantify over the event
(situation) variable, since there are no indefinites or kind-level NPs. However,
the event cannot be quantified over in this case, because we know that there is
going to be at most one event (i.e, John kills Fido ((49a)), John wins the 1991
Boston marathon ((50a)))
Chierchia (1995) claims that not only do variables have to be there but
also they must in principle be satisfiable by more than one entity. He calls this
requirement the "Nonvacuity Presupposition". Chierchia's proposal considerably
weakens Kratzerian argumentation; the claims such that individual-level
predicates have no event argument to be bound. In Chierchia (1995), all
predicates are supposed to have e-positions. Both individual-level and stage-

level predicates by themselves have event positions. The core of Chierchia's
proposal is that individual-tevel predicates just need e to be bound by Gen as a
lexical property. Individual-level predicates must be in immediate scope to
genericity operator.

3. "Davidscn-Higginbotham Approach"
Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996) point out an additional problem with
the Kratzer-Diesing Approach.

"Kratzer (1995) is studiedly neutral on the question whether the extra
argument position in S-level [stage-level] predicates really is a position for
events or possibly a position only for spatio-temporal locations, perhaps
including "places" in metaphorical sense (e.g., pages in books)."

This Is an important point we should keep In mind. Higginbotham and
Ramchand (1996) continue:

"We will assume, however, that the position (hereafter, the "E-position" In
the sense of Higginbotham 1985) does indeed range over events in a
broad sense (so including states), and that the objects that satisfy the
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position are not to be Identified with spatio-temporal locations, even for
events that have such locations."

In this section, what we call the "Davidson-Higginbotham approach" will be
motivated.

3.1. Adverbs of Quantification
Davidson (1967) claims that verbs such as 'stab', 'hit. 'waik'...etc.
explicitly stand for kinds of events, so that a sentence containing such a verb
states implicitly that an event of that sort takes place. For example, the
semantics of a sentence, 'Brutus stabbed Caesar.' is understood as:

(51)

For some event e,
e is a stabbing, and
the agent of e Is Brutus, and
the object of e is Caesar, and
e culminated at some time in the past
(Parsons 1994)

Next consider the following sentence.
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(52) John walked rapidly.

Here is an implication. If John walked rapidly, then John walked. Then the
question arises as to how to show the obvious truth of conditionals like the
above. The answer that Davidson suggested was to take the adverb rapidly as
predicated of events, with respect to one or another attribute used for classifying
them. Davidson claims that verbs have an argument place for events and that
certain adverbials or instrumentals are predicates predicated of these event
arguments. The following is Davidson's hypothesis:

(53) Davidson's hypothesis
It Is just predications of the active or transient type for which an extra
quantifiable place is reserved in logical form.

Adopting Davidson (1967), Hlgginbotham (1985) gives the following
interpretation for (52).

(54) There was a walk by John, and it was rapid (for a walk).
(55) (3e) walked (John.e) & rapid (e, A)
where A is the attribute indicated by the parenthetical in (54).

Hlgginbotham states that
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'The adverbial modification is interpretable as conjunction when certain
unapparent referential places are posited, namely those for e and the
attribute A.'
(Higglnbotham 1985)

Thus, the adverbial quantification in (55) (disregarded "tense") is simply
described as follows;

(56) walk (e) & Actor (x,e) & rapid (e)

The hypothesis is that the verb carries an argument position for the event, just
as it carries an argument position for its other arguments in its thematic grid, as
is shown in (57).

(57) walk <Agent, e>
stab: <Agent, Patient, e>

Davidson proposes the position for events only for action predicates.
Higginbotham generalizes this proposal and extended it to statives as well.
Higginbotham claims that every predicate including N has a non-apparent
argument position for events. We will see this in the next section.
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3. 2. Generalizing the E-Position

3. 2.1. Higginbotham (1985,1987,1996)
Higginbotham (1996) states that in Davidson's original formulation simple
sentences (bearing a tense, but lacking modals or aspectuals) were existentiaily
general with respect to events. For example, a sentence such as Caesar died is
true just in case there is some (past) death of one Caesar or another, the
information that Caesar died but one death being no part of the logical form.
Thus, in this proposal in a structure like (58),

(58) [ INFL- +past VP ]

the interpretation of INFL' is obtained by existential closure as in

(59) [ 3 e: e<e; ] <I) (^
( e' is anchored to the utterance time or some other time in a narrative;
O represents the interpretation of VP.)
(Higginbotham 1996)
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In the same vein, Higginbotham applies this analysis to sentences with adjectival
predicates such as (60). The LF structure obtained is shown in (61).

(60) John was happy.
(61) [ , N R .-+pastAP]®

Higginbotham claims that the AP John happy expresses the condition such as:

(62) happy (John, e)
(e is free variable)

Then sentence (60) expresses

(63) [ 3 e: e<e[ ] happy (John, e)

When we take up an adjunct phrase, we could have the following structure.
Sentence (64) is represented as (65).

(64) John was happy for ten years.
(65) pe: e<e'] [happy (John, ^ & for ten years (^]
® As Higginbotham(1996) notes, we assume that the overt subject is AP-intemal, and
moves to the pre-copular position without semantic effect
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(where, e' is anchored to the utterance time or some other time in a narrative)

Higginbotham demonstrates that there is a close connection between Irtfl
and existential quantification over the E-position. The E-position of the
predicates is to be taken as existentially bound in simple sentences. Logical
implication is that not only verbal predicates but also adjectival predicates
contain E-pocitions. The proposal applies not only to action predicates but also
to stative predicates. Nouns contain E-positions as well. Sentence (66) has a
representation shown in (67), since the subject is definite.

(66) John's happiness lasted for ten years.
(67) For ei=(the e) happy (John, e), ei<el & last ten years (§;)

Let us see an example of derived nominal case. An E-position Is
morphologically realized as in (68c).

(68) a. the examin-er
b. theexamin-ee

(Agent)
(Patient)

c. the examin-ation (Event)

Higginbotham calls the case of (68c) E (event)-Nominalization. This is a good
proof for noun's extra position for event The E-position is assodated with the
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noun's affix, parallel to the other theta roles. The following example is a nonderived nominal case.

(69) former president of France

Higginbotham states that former \s an indexical predicate true of events or
situations prior to the time of speaking. Former predicates the event or situation.
The event or situation of NPs can receive "tf-pronominali2ation", as is seen in
(70). The reference of the pronominals is pretty cleariy to the situation of John's
being a philosopher.

(70) John was once a philosopher, but fortunately jt didn't last long
(is to be forgiven him)

(Higginbotham 1987)

Stmilariy, it-pronominalization applies to English PP as well. See sentence (71).

(71) John was in the kitchen, but ]t didn't last long.
(Higginbotham 1996)

The promoninal it refers to the state of John's being in the kitchen. We could
have the representation (72) for (71).
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(72) (the e) in the kitchen (John, e)
(Higginbotham 1996)

As we have seen so far, in his recent work (Higginbotham 1985, 1987, 1996),
Higginbotham generalizes the idea of the EiDosition, which originates with
Davidson (1967). That is, Higginbotham proposes that there is a special
argument position, the E-position, assodated with every predicative head in the
X' system, thus with all V, N, A, and P.

3. 2. 2. Tense and Closure of the E-position
Following Higginbotham's insight Barss (1985, 1997) demonstrates that
there is an intimate connection between tense and closure of the E-position.
One of his arguments is as follows:

(73) a. John wants (Fred) to leave.
b- For Fred to leave is desirable.

These illustrate the irrealis nature of infinitives. Evidently there is a lack of
tense, and this implies a lack of completeness of the event (that is what "irrealis"
amounts to). The next examples we will look at are from perceptual reports.
Consider the following paradigm:
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(74) a. John saw that Mary drove away.
b. John saw that Mary knows French.

(75) a. John saw Mary drive away.
b. *John saw Mary know French.

The verb saw selects a fftaf-tensed clause in (74), while the same verb saw
selects a tenseless clause in (75). The perception verbs such as see, hear,
fee/,...have both "direct perception reading" and "indirect/metaphorical
perception reading". On the former, they select (in English) for event-denoting
clauses. Thus, in English, there is a predicate restriction in perception verb
complements as is shown in (75). (We will closely look at perceptual reports
construction in Chapter Two.) Barss states that there is a certain correlation,
that is, in the construction where the higher verb imposes an event-restriction,
the embedded clause is free of tense. The following are examples firom
Spanish.

(76) a. Juan vio a Maria contenta.
John saw Mary happy-fem
'John saw Mary happy.'
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b. Juan vio a Mario contento.
John saw Mario happy-masc
'John saw Mario happy.'
(Barss 1997)

The lower clause inflects, but not for tense. Such observation leads to a
hypothesis such as:

(77) To binds the e-position, saturating it
(Barss 1997)

E-position in a clause is saturated by Tense. This possibility will be further
explored in the subsequent Chapters. Before going into these chapters, we will
look at the nature of tenseless clauses a little more closely.

3. 2. 3. Tense and Definitization
Akmajian (1977) observes that perception verb complements (PVCs) have
a direct perception interpretation like the direct object construction. Gee (1975,
1977) also points out that PVCs belong conceptually and logically with the direct
object construction and not the perceiving that-consbruction. Gee (1975) argues
that the distinction between finite and nonfinite clauses is a semantic one. He

Introduces Bresnan's Idea (1972, Ch.2) that the function of the complementizer
that is to "definifze" a complement Gee (1975) cites Bresnan (1972) as follows;

"The predicates which select tfraf-complements are those which are
compatible with a definite, specific proposition." (Bresnan 1972, 71)

"It's clear that in some way the that-clause Implies greater definiteness
than the for-clause. That seems to seal off its domain firom external time
quantification and modality." (Bresnan 1972, 72)

What makes for the definiteness function of a that complement is the fact that it
has a reference. Its reference is a truth-value. Gee claims that we can
represent verb + that complement simply as V, (p), where V = the verb, often the
subject, and 'p' = the proposition. According to Bresnan, for complements do not
have the Intimate relation to truth values that that complements do. Her
examples (78) illustrate this.

(78) a. *1t is true for God to exist
b. It is true that God exists.

There Is a lack of tense in (78a), which means a lack of completeness of the
event
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The same is taie for PVCs. PVCs do not have an independent tense.
Accordingly, they also lack a proposition. Iwabe (1985) makes the following
generalization;

(79)
A complement which is instantaneously simultaneous with the main
clause cannot express an independent proposition of the main
proposition.

PVCs do not assert propositions^, while that-clauses always express
propositions. PVCs have full "substitutivity of identity", while that-clauses do not.
(80) and (81) are from Higginbotham (1995).

(80) [that-clauses]
Mary saw that the man across the street waved to her.
The man across the street was John; therefore,
Mary saw that John waved to her.
(The inference does not go through.)

(81) [PVCs]
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Mary saw the man across the street wave to her.
The man across the street was John; therefore,
#Mary saw John wave to her.
(The Inference does go through.)

As is shown in the paradigm, the inference does not go through in (80), while it
does in (81). Tense seems to be closely related to the definitization of the
clause.

3. 3. Two Types of Generic Sentences
In this section we will see Ramchand's (1996) analysis of generic
sentences. As we have seen, generic interpretation can be captured by the
existence of an abstract generic operator (Gen) (cf. Carison 1989). Gen binds
particular variables in its scope. Ramchand (1996) argues that there are at least
two kinds of generic sentences — sentences of "generics proper" and sentences
of "habituals". Generics proper involve quantifying over an individual variable,
while habituals only involve quantifying over an event variable.

^ PVCs express the intensional world in so far as their subjects are referentially
transparent (Baiwise and Cooper 1981) and their predicates are not relativized (cf.
Chapter 2, section 3.4.6).
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The data we will see are those In Scottish Gaelic. In the generative study
of syntax, Scottish Gaelic can be considered to be an Irish-type® language In that
at "S-structure" (at the surface or whatever this could be called for the sake of
discussion), the canonical subject position is a VP-internal one. Scottish Gaelic
is a VSO language. Following McCloskey (1983), Ramchand assumes that in
finite clauses in Scottish Gaelic, the verb Is raised to INFL to give the surface
word order. See the tree diagram below. SC represents a small clause.

(82)

S
/

Infl
[+Fin]
1
Vi

\

SC
/

\

NP

VP
/ \

V

(YP)

tj
In Scottish Gaelic, the initial INFL position is always filled either by a main verb
raised form the internal VP or by the dummy verb 'to be'. Thus, typical examples
are something like;

(83) a. Leugh

mi

Read-PAST I

leabhar.
book

'I read a book.'

® See McCloskey 1980, 1983, 1984,1990 for Irish.
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b. Tha
Be-PRES

mi

a'leughadh

leabhar.

I

at reading-VNOUN book

'I am reading a book.'
(Ramchand 1996)

Now two distinct constructions will be discussed. As we have seen. The
sentence in (83a) below is a sentence of "normal" word order in Scottish Gaelic.
By contrast, the sentence in {83b) below violates the standard post-INFL
position of the subject. And yet the sentence is grammatical. In this
construction, the copula verb 7s' is used and the subject appears sentence
finally. The copular 'is'- sentences always involve individual-level predication.
Stage-level interpretations are never possible with '/s-sentences. The sentence
final position in (83b) is a Spec IP position, where the subjects are basegenerated and do not need to move to at any time to get Case. The surface word
order of the (a)-type sentenceis common, and that of (b)-type is rarer.
Ramchand's structures are given in (84a,b).

(83) a. Tha

Calum faicilleach.

Be-PRES Calum careful
'Calum is careful.'
'(Int. 1) Calum is (being) careful.'

STAGE-LEVEL READING [ambiguous]
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'(Int 2) Calum is a careful person habitually.'

b. Is

faicilleach Caium.

Cop-PRES careful

INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL READING

Calum

'Calum is careful.'
'(Int) Calum is a careful person (by nature)' [only dispositional reading]

(84) a. [stage-level predicates]

b. [Individual-level predicates]

IP
/
\
1'
Spec
/ \
I
VP(AP)
Tha
I \
Subject V(A')
Calum I
V(A)
faicilleach

IP
/

\
Subject
/ \
Calum
I
VP(AP)
Is
I \
Spec V(A')
I
V(A)
faicilleach
r

Sentence (83a) can mean that Calum is being careful about something right
now, a typical 'stage-level' meaning. By contrast, (83b) yields an individual-level
Interpretation. The sentence means that it Is an Inherent and unchanging
property of Calum's that he is a careful person.
What is interesting In these examples is that (83a) can also obtain what
seems like an Individual-level interpretation, a "generic reading", where Calum is
a person such that he is being careful habitually (Interpretation 2). Here it is

noteworthy that the surface syntactic position of subject of this construction still
reflects "stageness" of the meaning. As Ramchand (1996) notes, on a view
whereby the VP-external position at LF is the only position which is assodated
with binding by a Gen operator, such subjects would be forced to move in order
to obtain habitual interpretations. However, Ramchand independently proves
that such movement at LF is not a possibility for these structures. In Scottish
Gaelic It seems that the subjects of individual-level predicates are basegenerated In Spec IP, while subjects of stage-level predicates are basegenerated In Spec VP (AP, or predicate phrase or the equivalent). However,
unlike Kratzerian approach would advocate, this phenomenon in Scottish Gaelic
can be considered to be "construction-specific", not "lexical predicate-specific".
The same adjective faia'lleach 'careful' occurs In different constructions, and
yields two distinct generic readings, as In (83a,b). Ramchand illustrates that two
generic sentences, "habituals" (a "generic stage-level reading" construction) and
"generics proper" (a typical Individual-level construction) are constructed
according to quite distinct logical forms.
On this hypothesis, sentences like the following can be interpreted as Is
shown below.

(85) [individual-level predication]; GENERICS PROPER
Is

lasg breac.

Cop-PRES fish ti-out
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'The trout is a fish.'
Gen [xj (x is a trout) (fish (x))

(86) [stage-level predication]; HABITUALS
Tha

Calum a'smocadh

's a'mhadainn.

Be-PRES Calum ag smoke-VNOUN in the morning
'Calum smokes in the morning.'
C. Gen [ej ('in the morning' (e)) (smokes (Calum, e))
(Ramchand 1996)

According to Ramchand, sentence (85) is a proper generic sentence, which
involves quantifying over an individual variable. Sentence (86) is a habitual
sentence, which involves quantifying over an event variable. In (86) the most
external variable C represents a context variable bound by the default existential
closure associated with a sentence. The difference between these two
construction is that Gen binds a subject individual variable x in (85), whereas
Gen binds an event variable in (86).
Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996) raises an English example of the
same kind.

(87) John smokes.
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The interpretation of (87) is as follows:

(88) It is characteristic of John to smoke.

Here it is assumed that a sentence like (87) necessarily involves a functional,
perhaps aspectual, head. Char. Char takes two overt arguments, namely the
subject and a controlled clause, whose Interpretation is given by intensional
abstraction over its E-position. It also has an E-position of its own. Thus, the
logical notation they adopt is as follows:

(89) (Eel) [Char (John, esmoke (PRO, e), e^J

This is a habitual sentence of an English version. The point here is that
"habitual" generic sentences are obtained by quantification over "an event
variable", while "proper generic" sentences are obtained by a quantification over
"an individual variable (x)" .

4. Summary
In this chapter we discussed the distinction between "stage-level predicates" and
"individual-level predicates". Unlike Kratzer and Diesing, we claimed that
"stage/individual-level distinction" did not reflect differences in the argument
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structures of lexical predicates. Rather we argued that we should go back to
Carlson's (1977) original idea that the stage/individual distinction is a notion
which is applied to domains of the entities. Thus, in order to obtain a "stageinterpretation" of a sentence, the "stageness" of the functional properties of its
syntactic heads (e.g., the Predicate Phrase, or a clausal unit of some sort).
must be computed. We saw several difficulties of Kratzer/Diesing-style
"predicate based approach" in this chapter.
We adopt the proposals of Higginbotham (1985, 1987, 1996), and
Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996), who claim that every predicate (including
statives) has an implicit argument position for events as a component of a
thematic grid. We further discussed the relation between Tense and closure of
the E-position. The E-position in a clause is saturated by Tense. Tense seems
to be closely related to the definitization of the clause, which results in the
interpretation of the completeness of the event. We thus showed that the recent
views of Higginbotham and Ramchand reflect the original idea of Davidson
(1967).
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CHAPTER TWO
Thetic Judgment and Perceptual Reports

0. Introduction
This chapter starts with a discussion of the distinction between thetic
sentences and categorical sentences (originally from Brentano and Marty 1897).
Consider (1) and (2).

(1) There are two books on the shelf.
(2) Violinists are intelligent.

Sentence (1) is a clear example of a thetic sentence, which consists of only one
act, the act of presenting the existential commitment to the description. It lacks a
subject-predicate relation in traditional logic. (1) is understood as 'There is a
being-on-the shelf of two books. " Sentence (2) is an example of a categorical
sentence. It consists of two parts, subject and predicate in a traditional sense.
The sentence reflects the double judgment structure; the recognition of the
subject and the depiction of the subject. Categorical sentences function to
express predication.
It has long been considered that the thetic/categorical distinction is a
discourse or pragmatic factor which has no direct implications for formal syntax.

In this chapter, I argue that the cognitive act of thetic/categorical judgment is a
fundamental linguistic notion that should be structurally projected into
corresponding logical representations. This chapter aims to further integrate
"theticity" with formal semantics and generative grammar. I consider that
theticity is a property of logical form, following von Fintel (1989), Ladusaw
(1994), and Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996). Specifically, I will claim that
thetic sentences are to be characterized via "event semantics" or "semantics of
eventualities" (cf. Higginbotham 1996). Thetic sentences are sentences in
which an event (or a situation) variable e is obligatorily existentially dosed off.
In other words, thetic sentences are sentences which do not have a subject on
which a predication can be made.
Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996) demonstrate that the
stage/individual distinction (Carison 1977) at the predicate level does not
account for the full range of linguistic facts. Along the same line, I claim that the
thetic/categorical distinction is more fundamental than the stage/individual
distinction. It seems in the literature that the thetic/categorical distinction is
considered to be equivalent to the stage/individual distinction as a linguistic
phenomenon. For example, Ladusaw (1994), Raposo and Uriagereka (1995),
Basilico (1996), among others, assume that a clause with a stage-level predicate
is virtually equivalent to a thetic sentence/dause/statement and that a dause
with an individual-level predicate is virtually equivalent to a categorical

sentenceVdause/statement If this is the case, there may rrat be much
substantial difference between the generalization about predicate type
(stage/individual-level predicate distinction) and that about clause type
(thetic/categorical distinction). One may conjecture that they are just the
reflections of different perspectives or angles to describe the same type of
clause.
Interestingly, however, Japanese/Korean (J/K) data^ show that there can
be a discrepancy between these two distinctions, namely the stage/individuallevel predicate distinction and the thetic/categorical distinction. This dissodation
in J/K undermines the equivalence stated by the authors cited above. In
English, thetic subjects take only stage-level predicates, while in J/K, thetic
subjects can take individual-level predicates as well in a certain circumstances.
If we succeed in formalizing thetic sentences, we can provide a consistent,
comprehensive, and universal explanation for the linguistic facts and the
relationship between the human cognitive activity of thought and linguistic form.

^ Jelinek (1994) daims that a thetic sentence is a dause with a stage-level predicate,
while a categorical sentence can either be a dause with a stage-level predicate or a
dause with an individual-level predicate. However, the only portion of this that is
relevant to the present discussion is "the equation of thetic sentences with dauses
having stage-level predicates".
^ The data presented in this chapter are mainly from Japanese and English. However,
as far as I am aware, my findings for Japanese also hold for Korean. 1 deal solely with
NPs with -gaZ-ka, -i of "neutral description," not with those of "exhaustive listing," in
Kuno's (1973) system of dassification. (See section 1.5.2.)
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1. Thetic Assertion

1.1. Thetic Sentences and Categorical Sentences
The concepts of thetic judgment and categorical judgment are originally
from Brentano and Marty (1897). Brentano and Marty and their followers
(Kuroda 1972, 1990, 1992, Sasse 1987) assume that categorical judgment Is
composed of two successive acts: naming an entity, and making a statement
about it. In one sense, this is a type of "double judgment' or "subject-predicate"
judgment. Thetic judgment, on the other hand, merely expresses an event, or
state, or situation. It expresses one's recognition or rejection of the material of a
judgment. Thus, it is called the "simple judgmenf or "single judgmenf. Sasse
(1987) presents the following table, with examples of John is intelligent
(categorical sentence) and It is raining (thetic sentence).

(3) [Categorical judgment]: "double judgment", "subject-predicate"

John

is intelligent.

ENTITY

STATEMENT

(4) [Thetic judgment]: "simple judgment"

It is raining^
(Sasse 1987)

STATEMENT

The distinction between categorical judgment and thetic judgment is not as
evident in the grammatical structure of Western languages (e.g., English,
French) as it is in that of Japanese. In Japanese, according to Kuroda (1972,
1990, 1992), categorical sentences are introduced by the particle -wa, while
thetic sentences are carried by -ga, as in sentence (5)*.

(5) a. neko-wa asoko-de nemutten'ru.
cat-TOP there

sleeping is

'The cat is sleeping there.'

CATEGORICAL

b. neko-ga asoko-de nemute-iru.
cat-NOM there sleeping is
'The/A cat is sleeping there'

THETIC

^ There can be English thetic judgments which have non-pleonastic subjects. We will
see this in section 1.1.3.
* Japanese noun phrases are not obligatorily marked for the definite-indefinite
distinction. Kuroda (1992) points out that the Japanese ((5b)). a thetic sentence, is
ambiguous between a definite and an indefinite reading of the subject noun neko. In
contrast ((5a)). a categorical sentence, is not ambiguous in this respect the subject
noun neko must be construed as definite.
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In (5a), the speaker first has his attention drawn to the cat and then says of the
cat that it is sleeping there. Kuroda argues that categorical sentences are one
kind of topicalized sentence. (See also Raposo and Uriagereka 1995.) On the
other hand, in (5b) the speaker expresses a thetic judgment; this sentence would
be used to report perception of a situation in which a/the cat is sleeping in a
certain place. It is the description of an eventuality of a cat sleeping there. Thetic
sentences are one kind of desubjectivised sentence.

1. 2. Thetic Logical Fomi
Von Fintel (1989) claims that theticity is a property of logical form. He
argues that thetic sentences are under the scope of an existential quantifier. He
adopts Kratzer's (1989) version of existential closure and considers 'thetic
logical form' to be at most bipartite. A thetic logical form has no Restrictive
Clause at all, and hence is all Nuclear Scope.

(6) Existential Closure (Kratzer 1989*$ version)
=binds ofF all firee variables in the Nuclear Scope that are not captured by
the main operator

(7) Theticity
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Of Logical Form: A logical form is called thetic iff it is at most bipartite
with a locative phrase in its Restrictive Clause.

(8)

Of Constructions: Constructions are thetic iff they unambiguously map

onto a thetic LF as defined in (7).

In his firamework, the thetic subject must be base-generated in VP (AP,...) based
on Diesing's (1988, 1990, 1992) Mapping Hypothesis given in (9) below. It
follows that a thetic construction only allows predicates that have internal
subjects in English.

(9) Mapping Hypothesis
a. Material from VP is mapped into the Nuclear Scope.
b. Material from IP is mapped Into a Restrictive Clause.

Now we will return to Brentano's original idea. The following summary of
Brentano's views (Ladusaw 1994) is clear and useful.

(10) Thetic Judgment
"The basis for a thetic judgment is the presentation of an object an entity
or eventuality. An affirmation of such a presentation commits ^e judger
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to the existence of something that satisfies the presentation; a denial by
contrast expresses a negative existence judgment"

"The basis for a categorical judgment is compound: first a presentation
which is clarified into a particular object satisfying that description, and
then a property to be affirmed or denied of the object"

Ladusaw (1994) goes one step further and summarizes Brentano's idea briefly
as follows;

(11) Judgment structure
Basis for a thetic judgment a description
Basis for a categorical judgment an object and a property.

(12) Thetic versus Categorical Judgment
A thetic judgment is an affirmation or denial of the description in the basis.
(Existential commitment)

A categorical judgment is an affirmation or denial of the basis property to
the object in the basis. (Predication)

Ladusaw assumes that an object ranges over individuals and eventualities. He
argues that Brentano's view of the thetic mode of judgment nicely represents the
effects of unselective existential closure over the description.
This is consistent with Higginbotham's view we reviewed in Chapter 1. In
our framework, thetic sentences are characterized as sentences whose event
argument is existentially closed off. The formula in (14) is the notation of
Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996) for sentence (13).

(13) There are two books on the shelf.
(14) pel [3x] books (x) & two (x) & on the shelf (x, e)

There construction represents existential commitment of the description. The
sentence is understood as "There is a being-on-the shelf of two books."

1. 3. Marking Theticity in English

We pointed out in section 1.1 that Western languages like English do not
have as salient a mechanism as that of Japanese in marking theticiy in normal
sentences. However, it would be accurate to say that English does have its own
device to mark theticity. According to Sasse (1987), the difference between
thetic and categorical statements is expressed by intonation in English. In thetic
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sentences only the subject receives high pitch, while in categorical sentences
both the subject and the predicate receive high pitch. The examples follow.

(15) [Categorical Sentences]
a. MAry is SINGing.
b. My sister is Dying.
c. The BUTter MELTed.
d. The SHIP SANK

(Sasse 1987, Originally from Chafe 1974)

(16) [Thetic Sentences]
a. The BRItish are coming.
b. My

sister died.

c. The BUTer melted.
d.

The SKY Is falling.

(Sasse 1987, Originally from Chafe 1974)

Schmeriing (1976) observes similar stress patterns for English sentences.
She tries to explain the facts by information structure in the discourse and the
pragmatic component. However, Sasse (1987) claims that Schmeriing's
discourse-based explanation of the stress patterns is not convincing. Sasse
argues that "whether a state of affairs is presented in the form of [(17)], with the
entity separated from the event, or as a compact whole like [(18)], with the entity
included as part of the event, does not depend on the entity's conveying new
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information or its being contextually established." The notion of theticity must be
incorporated in formal grammar to distinguish this kind of data.

(17) TRUman's DIED.
(18) JOHNson's died.

[Categorical]
[Thetic]

Schmerling's (1976) other examples are discussed by Imai and Nakajima
(1978)®.

(19) a. The statue's HEAD is missing. [TheticJ
b. The statue's head is MISSING. [Categorical]

Example (19a) might be a report of vandalism. Schmeriing calls this kind of
sentence a "news sentence." In our terms it is a thetic sentence. By contrast.
(19b) is a categorical sentence. Sentence (19b) is a predication about the
statue. Her explanation of the situation in which the sentence is uttered is
helpful. "Example [(19b)J, on the other hand, sounds like part of a description of
the statue. It might thus be uttered by a guide in a museum who was trying to
tell the addressee what the statue in question looked like so that the addressee
could identify it".
® Imai and Nakajima (1978) propose a modification of Schmerling's prindples.
However, I will not go into their proposaJ here.

Thetic sentences such as {19a) function as existential commitments of the
description. Categorical sentences such as (19b) function as predications.
Raposo and Uriagereka (1995) claim that categorical predicates force the
actualization of their subjects.
What we should keep in mind here is that there is a distinction t}etween
thetic and categorical sentences In English as well. However, English uses only
prosodic clues for distinguishing between these two. English has not developed
a non-prosodic device to mark the thetic/categorical contrast

1. 4. Typology in Thetic Marking: Jeiinek (1994)
We saw a marking device for theticity In English. Now let us see the
cases of other language families.
Jeiinek (1994) Illustrates that various languages develop their own
devices for marking thetic assertion in linguistic form. As we have seen, English
(and German) are equipped with intonation shift devices for thetic sentences.
This is a first type of thetic marking mechanism.
A second grammatical device is seen in the Romance languages such as
Italian. This is subject inversion. This Inversion puts the subject last, which
creates theticity.

(20) Arriva Fabrizio. [Italian]

FABRIAZlO's coming.

According to Sasse (1987), subject inversion in thetic sentences occurs In many
other languages, including Arabic, Persian, Chinese, and Bantu.
A third type of thetic marking device Is sutjordination or nominalization.
Consider the examples below.

(21) a. J'ai mon gosse qui est malade. [French]
I have [my kid that Is sick].
(...that*s why I can't go)

b. Madame, votre broche qui se decroche!
Madam, [your brooch that is coming off]

c. Voila mon fils qui arrive.
There's [my son who Is arriving].
(My SON'S just coming In

The NP in question Is shown In brackets in the English gloss. The thetic
assertion Is syntactically realized by nominalization. The NP represents the
event the speaker perceives.
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A fourth syntactic device Jelinek (1994) demonstrates is the use of focus
particles. The examples are from Yaqui, a Uto-Aztecan language.

(22) a. aapo siika.

CATEGORICAL

He left

b. aapo-su siika.

THETIC

[He-FOCUS left!
Because he left! (THATs why!)

Su is a focus marker, since it occurs elsewhere in the grammar in focus use.
However, (22b) does not mean something like "He left (not Mary)." There is no
contrastive focus on the pronominal subject Instead, the focus particle marks
the theticity of the sentence.
A fifth syntactic device is subject incorporation. The subject of
(unaccusative) intransitive sentences can be incorporated into the verb in certain
languages.

(23) ka~hsahe?t-ahi-hwi-i

[Mohawk]

3p-bean-spill-CAUS-ASPECT
BEANS spilled. (BEAN-spilling-happened)

The subject "beans" is incorporated into the verb "spill". There is a "fusion" of
subject and predicate into a single semantic constituent This overtly reflects the
notion of thetidty—"a simple judgment" or "desubjectivization".
Jelinek considers thetic utterance to be a speech act type. Thetic
sentences function as a recognition of a situation. The speaker is telling the
hearer about an event and also telling him to take notice of this news. According
to Jelinek, thetic sentences have the illocutionary force®. I do not go into further
discussion in this regard. I point out here that the grammar of human language
definitely reflects the cognitive or semantic fusion in various overt devices I will
explore the hypothesis that this kind of thetic function gives rise to the causal
force of perception verb complements, an "embedded thetic clause" In certain
grammatical constructions. I will discuss this in later sections.

® Jelinek (1994) points out that thetidty is confined to declarative (or indicative)
sentences only. She suggests that this is due to the fact that it is impossible to mark a
contrast between thetic vs. categorical sentences in questions or imperatives.
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1. 5. Japanese Thetic Sentences

1.5.1. Ueyama's (1996) Thetic Condition

Now we will look at Japanese thetic sentences closely. Ueyama (1996)
proposes a condition to be a thetic judgment with the assumption of Ladusaw's
(1994) reinterpretation of Brentano's view. (See section 1.2.)

(24) Condition to be a thetic judgment
[If a sentence is thetic,] the existence of an eventuality has to be either
affirmed or denied.
(i) The predicate should mean a discrete eventuality so that we
can talk about its existence.
(ii) The predicate should mean an eventuality which can be
perceived.
(Ueyama 1996)

Ueyama states that the following examples do not satisfy the condition (24),
therefore, the sentences sound awkward with particle -ga (without a focus
accent). The sentences in (25) do not function as thetic sentences.

(25) a. ??John-ga amerikazin-da.
John-NOM American-COPULA
'John is an American.'

b. ??John-ga gakusei-da.
John-NOM student-COPULA
•John is a student'

c. ??John-ga kasikoi.
John-NOM intelligent
'John is intelligent'

(Ueyama 1996)

Ueyama (1996) cites Kuroda's (1992) examples which demonstrate that the
aspect of the predicate also affects the acceptability. (26a) is a progressive
form, while (26b) is a simple present

(26) a. neko-ga nezumi-o oikaeteiru.
Cat-NOM mouse-ACC chasing
'A cat is chasing a mouse.'
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b. ??neko-ga nuzumi-o oikakeru.
Cat-NOM mouse-ACC chase
'A cat chases a mouse.'

1. 5. 2. Kuno's Generalization
The examples in (25) and (26) above is related to Kuno's Generalization
(1973). Consider his examples^ of "thematic -wa,' "descriptive -ga" (neutral
description -ga), and "exhaustive-listing -ga," respectively.

(27) a. Thematic wa: "Speaking of..., talking about..."
John wa gakusei desu.
student is
'Speaking of John, he is a student'

b. Descriptive ga (neutral description of actions or temporary states):
ame ga hutte Imasu.
rain

falling is

'It is raining.'

^ Kuroda (1964) first pointed out that -ga is used for both neutral description and
exhaustive listing and that its distributron is related to the nature of predicates.

c. Exhaustive-listing ga ;"X and only X..." "It is X that..."
John ga gakusei desu.
student is
'(Of all the people under discussion) John (and only John) is a student'
'It is John who is a student'
(Kuno 1973:38, cited in Shibatani 1990)

According to Kuno, neutral description -ga (equivalent to descriptive -ga)
is used for "an utterance not containing discourse-pragmatically presupposed
material." Kuno's approach is a functional, information structure based
approach, similar to Schmeriing's. Empirically, sentences with neutral
description -ga roughly corresponds to our thetic sentences. By contrast the
exhaustive listing -ga refers to presupposed material.

(28) Kuno's Generalization
(Roughly speaking,) if the predicate is [-stative], as in [(29)], ga receives
ambiguous interpretations between neutral description and exhaustive
listing, whereas, if the predicate is [+stative], as in [(30)], only the
exhaustive listing interpretation is possible. (Kuno 1973, 148)

(29) John-ga kita.

[-stative: ambiguous]

John-NOM came
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'John came'

(30) John-ga gakusei da. [+stative: no neutral description reading]
John

student is]

'John is a student'

[only exhaustive listing reading with a focus accent]

Our main concern here focuses on the neutral description interpretation.
The point here with respect to Kuno's Generalization is that the neutral
description interpretation is only possible when the predicate is [-stative]; namely
an action or eventive predicate. In (29), the predicate is an action verb, so the
sentence can receive either a neutral description or an exhaustive listing
interpretation. By contrast, in (30) the predicate is a (predicate) nominal with the
feature of [+stative]. Therefore, the sentence can receive only an exhaustive
listing interpretation. The neutral description interpretation is the weak
determiner (cardinal) interpretation In Milsark's terms. The exhaustive listing
interpretation corresponds to the strong determiner (presupposed) interpretation.
The relevant part in our discussion is almost equivalent to Milsark's
Generalization and Diesing's Reinterpretation version with stage/individual-level
terminology, although Kuno (1973) uses different features, [+/- stative], to
generalize his observation. These are all predicate-based approaches. (See
Chapter One.)
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1.5.3. Counter-Examples of Kuno's Generalization

Kuno's generalization is well known and widely appreciated. However,
there are counter-examples. The sophisticated Case-marker system of
Japanese and the interpretation of Japanese sentences is not so simple as it
appears to be. Predicate-based theories do not explain the full range of data in
Japanese. Consider the following examples.

(31) (When the earth is seen firom a spaceship,...)
a. nee, tikyu-wa

aoi-ne.

look the earth-TOP blue
'Look, the earth Is blue.'

b. nee, tikyuu-ga

aoi-ne.

look the earth-NOM blue
'Look, the earth is blue.'

(Niwa 1988)

Niwa (1988) states that both (31a) and (31b) refer to the permanent state of the
earth and that the difference is that (31a) tries to capture the truth® on the earth,

® We need to darify what he wants to convey through the term "truth".

while (31b) highlights the earth's being blue. In (31a) topic marker -wa is used.
TTiis is a sentence of predication. In our term, this is a categorical sentence. In
(31b) nominative marker -ga is used. The predicate ao/'blue' is [+stative], and
yet the sentence does not receive an exhaustive listing interpretation. Kuno's
generalization falls to account for (31b). This is an example of a thetic sentence
with an individual-level predicate.
Look at the sentence in (32). Bizin ('beautiful woman') is a predicate
nominal. In which the woman's beauty Is a property that she has. The predicate
NP Is [+stativel and a clear case of an individual-level predicate. And yet, the
sentence is perfect in a neutral description Interpretation. This is also a thetic
sentence with an Individual-level predicate. It Is most natural when It is uttered
based on Immediate perception; that Is, it can be uttered by someone attending
a wedding and looking at the bride.

(32) simpu-ga

bIzIn da.

Bride-NOM beautiful woman Is
'The bride is a beautiful woman.'

(Yoshlmoto 1982)

The following examples are also problematic for Kuno's Generalization.
Semantlcally, (33) is like a generic sentence, therefore, -wa is antidpated.
However, -ga is used here. (34) Is similar. The specific area the speaker Is
talking of is far firom the station and the rent is high. This situation Is unlikely to
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be changed nomnally. in this sense, both predicates are individuat-ievei
flavored. And yet -ga is used with the interpretation of neutral description.

(33) zuuzuusii yatsu-ga toku-o suru.
brazen

fellow-NOM profit-ACC obtains

(sore-wa nani-mo kono sekai-ni kagitta koto dewa nai.)
'A brazen fellow makes out well. (This is true in every aspect of life.)'
(Niwa 1988)

(34) eki-ga tooi.

Yatin-ga takai. (Zenzen jouken-ga awanai yo.)

station-NOM far Rent-NOM high.
'The station is far. The rent is high.
(This isn't what we wanted at all.)'
(Niwa 1988)

Niwa states that the sentences in (33) and (34) are presentational sentences
which anticipate subsequent utterances. This means that the whole sentence is
dealt with as one unit which reminds us of a hidden nominalization in
Higginbotham's (1995) sense. Sentences like these are best characterized as
thetic sentences. Kuno's Generalization and similar generalizations based on
stage/individual distinction do not seem to explain such tacts that are. existing.
Ueyama (1996) also points out as follows:

"It is sometimes argued that the relevant distinction is the one between
stage- vs. individuai-ievei predicates, but this can only be an
approximation. It is true that an eventuality expressed by a stage-level
predicate are usually discrete and easy to be perceived, and an
eventuality expressed by an individual-level predicate may be relatively
not discrete and hard to be perceived as well. But this does not mean
that predicates of a lifelong property always patterns like [(36)] and the
others like [(35)]. In the first place, [(36b)] is not a lifelong property."

(35)a. Sakura-ga saiteiru.
Cherry blossom-NOM blooming
'Cherry blossoms are blooming."

b. Sora-ga akakat-ta.
Sky-NOM red-PAST
'The sky was red."

c. John-ga nete-iru.
John-NOM sleeping
'John Is sleeping.'
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d. John-ga toareta.
John-NOM fell
'John fell down.'

(36) a. ??John-ga amerikazin-da.
John-NOM American-COPULA
'John is an American."

b. ??John-ga gakusei-da.
John-NOM student-COPULA
'John is a student'

c. ??John-ga kasikoi.
John-NOM intelligent
'John is intelligent.'

(Ueyama 1996)

Evidently the stage/individual-level distinction is not crucial to account for data in
Japanese.
Based on this observation, I will pursue the condition of thetidty from the
perspective of discrete (and, in many cases, perceivable) eventualities rather
than stage/individual distinction. It is interesting to notice that Morishige, a

traditional grammarian, stated in 1965 that -ga Is used for judgments based on
perception, while -wa is used for judgments based on experience®. Thetic
sentences have an intimate relation to the cognitive act of perception, one which
I pursue below.

2. Perceptual Reports
In this section, I take up perceptual reports in both English and J/K, since
this construction seems to beautifully reflect thetlcity In linguistic form. The verbs
of perception are typically "sensory-based perception verbs" (Borkin 1973) and
those include fee/, fear, see, hear, watch, observe, smell, taste, notice, perceive,
discover, catch, record, listen to, look at...etc. Before we go into the discussion,
we will see some basic assumptions about perceptual reports in general.

2.1. Syntactic and Semantic Background on Perceptual Reports
Throughout the discussion, I take the position that the post-verbal
nominal and predicate in Perception Verb Constructions can be analyzed as a
single, clausal constituent (Gee 1977, HIgginbotham 1983a, Barss 1985, Safir

^ In the field of Kokugogaku (Traditionai Japanese Linguistics) much research seems to
have been done on the connection between judgment type and linguistic form (Yamada
1936, Kawabata 1958, 1959, 1963), Yamada, Kawabata and others' work.can be
considered to be a combination of this linguistic tradition and Kantian western
philosophy.

1993a,b). In English, Perception Verb Complements (PVCs) must be tenseless
clauses, or, more specifically, they must be 'small clauses'^". Research on the
J/K Perception Verb Construction seems to be very scarce in the I'rterature. I will
first assume that the J/K Perception Verb Construction is parallel with the
English Perception Verb Construction in that the perception verb takes the
event/situation argument as its direct object" (Higginbotham 1983a). Examples
are given below.

(37) John saw Mary drive away.
(38) watashi-wa [kare-ga sakebu no oj kiita.
I

he-NOM shout

heard

'I heard him shout'

Sentences (39) and (40) below are the logical representations of (37) and (38),
respectively.

(39) [3x: X is an event & drive away (Mary, x)J John saw x
(40) [3x; X is an event & shout (he, x)] I heard x
(Higginbotham 1983)
See Stowell (1981, 1989) and Williams (1983) in dissent
" The event reading of PVCs has been discussed in the literature before Higginbotham
(1983a) ( e.g. Akmajian (1977) and Gee (1977)).
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In (37) John saw an event such that Mary drove away. John saw a driving away
by Mary. There was an event e. Mary was an Agent, and e was driving away
and John saw e (that event). The idea of event reading stems from Akmajian
(1977). Higginbotham (1983) theorizes this in more sophisticated way.
Syntactically a PVC is a clause, but semantically it is not a clause—it is like a
quantifier (QNP), acting as an existentially quantified description of an event
The small clause itself undergoes quantifier raising (QR). An event variable
needs to be bound by INFL in Higginbotham's theory. However, a PVC has no
INFL, thus, it moves up for a binder in a higher clause in Higginbotham's (1983)
mechanism. Let us review Higginbotham's mechanism step by step.

2.1.1. Individual-Event Analysis: Higginbotham (1983)

Higginbotham (1983) proposes the "individual-event analysis" of
perceptual reports. He states that PVCs, namely, naked infinitive (Nl)
complements, are clausal firom the point of view of surface syntax, based on the
fact that they admit pleonastic subjects. His examples are the following:
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(41) a. We saw it rain.
b. I wouldn't like to see there be so many mistakes.

Higginbotham continues that "Nl complements are not clauses from the point of
view of interpretation, but rather are definite or indefinite descriptions of events,
process, or happening." (Higginbotham 1983, 106) He adopts Davidson's
(1967) view that events and happenings are individuals, and that a place for
them is reserved in ordinary action-predicates, such as leave. Davidson (1967)
claims that action sentences involve implicit existential quantification over
events. As we have seen in Chapter One, Higginbotham (1985, 1987, 1995,
1996) takes the position that not only eventive predicates but also stative
predicates, (that is, all predicates including N's) have an event variable.
However, the gist of the event analysis in Higginbotham (1983) remains valid in
his new mechanism. One of the examples of a simplex tensed clause is the
following:

(42) Mary leaves.
(43) px" X is an event] leave (Mary, x)

(43) can be read something like "there exists an x such that x is an event...'.
The constituent [3x: x is an event] of (43) is a restricted existential quantifier in
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his framework.

Following Davidson, Higginbotham considers Nl structure Mary

leave to be the restricted existential quantifier in (44).

(44) John sees Mary leave.
(45) [3x: X Is an event & leave (Mary, x)l John sees x

The small clause Mary leave undergoes quantifier raising (QR). The reason for
this is that the clause Mary leave does not have INFL and there is nothing to
bind the event variable in situ. It needs to be raised to get a binder. After QR.
higher clause INFL (substantially, TENSE) can be the binder of the event
variable.
Higginbotham considers that TENSE/INFL are, explicitly, existential
quantifiers, which bind event variables automatically. There are strong
parallelism between [det NP] and [infl verb] in his framework.

(46)

Some [N boy] = Infl [VP sneeze]
binding

binding

Nl complements are expected to undergo the scope-assignment rule, so that
"John saw Mary leave" will come out as (48).

(47) [[Mary leave] John saw t]
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(48) [3x: leave (Mary, x)] John saw x

2.1.2. Subject Case-Marking in PVCs

One of the biggest apparent differences between English PVCs and J/K
PVCs is that the embedded subjects are assigned nominative Case in J/K, while
the embedded subjects of the English counterparts are assigned accusative
Case. The relevant data are as follows;

2.1.2.1. Case Marking in English

(49) a. I saw him cross the street
b. *1 saw he cross the street
c. I saw himHiis crossing the street
d. I can't understand him/his leaving so suddenly, [gerund]

Accusative Case is assigned to the embedded subject in English PVCs.
Genitive Case-marked subject is not allowed in PVCs as in (49c). This contrasts
with gerundive complements of non-perception verbs, where both accusative
and genitive subjects are possible as is demonstrated in (49d).
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2.1.2.2.Case Marking in Japanese

(50) watasl-wa [kanojo-ga heya-ni haitte iku no o] mita.
I-NOM

she-NOM the room walk Into

saw

'I saw her walk into the room.'

(51) watasi-wa [kare-ga sakebu no o] kiita.
I-NOM

he-NOM shout

heard

'I heard him shout'

(52) watasi-wa [le-ga
I-NOM

yureru no-oj kanjita.

house-NOM shake

felt

'I felt the house shake.'

In Japanese Perception Verb Construction, the nominative Case marker -ga is
used for the subject of the complement clause. Regarding this point however, if
we recognize that the J/K Case-marking system is difFerent from the English one,
the question of how to Case-mark the subject NP within a tenseless embedded

clause^^ Is no longer an issue. I will take the position that INFL does not play the
same role in Case-marking in Japanese that it does in English (cf. Fukui and
Nishigauchi (1992))". I assume that the Japanese nominative Case Is the
default Case under certain structural configurations. Following this result, it is
clear that the type of Case does not reflect the presence or absence of 1°. I thus
assume that PVCs In Japanese are structurally similar to their English
counterparts.

2.1.3. Tense and Aspect in PVCs
As Gee (1975) pointed out, the perception verb and the complement
predicate are Involved In a relation of (partial) temporal simultaneity. In the
sentence "I see John steal the car.", my seeing is simultaneous with (a part o f )
John's stealing of the car. Gee says that the action or process In the
complement must exist at some portion simultaneously with the perceiving of It,
and that this Is the essential tense relation. This general requirement holds In
Japanese PVCs as well.

" I follow Nakau's (1976,1980) claim that PVCs have aspect but no tense of their own.
See the section below (=section 2.1.3).
" I do not follow this line of inquiry in the present chapter.
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2.1.3.1. Aspect in English

In English, the perfective verb form is not allowed in the complement
clause ((53)) of a perception verb. Further, two different time adverbials cannot
occur In the matrix and embedded clauses ((54)) of a sentence containing a
perception verb.

(53) * I heard [Mary having played my song].
(54) "Yesterday I saw [John playing golf last Sunday]". (Sakakibara 1981)

2.1.3.2. Aspect in Japanese

Japanese PVCs are parallel to English PVCs, because (present) perfect
form in Japanese PVCs are not acceptable, just as was shown for English
above.

(55)*watasi-wa [Taroo-ga shuppatu site simatta no]-o mita.
I-NOM

[Taro-NOM leave

PERFECT]-ACC

saw

'I sawTaro having left'

The sentence would be acceptable, if you were watching a videotapes of him
playing.
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I ime adverbials cannot occur in the complement clause, when the matrix clause
has different time adverbials.

(56)'\vatasi-wa [Taroo-ga kinou shuppatu suru no]-o kesa
I

Taro-NOM yesterday leave]-ACC

mita.

this morning saw

'This morning I saw [Taro leave yesterday]'

Like English, a progressive form is acceptable in Japanese PVCs.

(57) watasi-wa [Taroo-ga kutu-o aratte iru no]-o mita.
I

Taro

shoes washing

saw

'I saw Taro washing his shoes.'

Observing the above data, we suspect that both English PVCs and Japanese
PVCs have aspect but no tense, but we do not go into further discussion of the
Issues inherent in proposing that these are aspectual phrases.

3. A Surprising Asymmetry Between English and Japanese/Korean
In the discussions that follow, I present data on a particular type of
perception verb complement (PVC) in J/K, and address the question of why

these PVCs are acceptable in J/K, while they are unacceptable in English. I
discuss the general syntactic and semantic properties of PVCs, and explore the
licensing conditions in PVCs. I illustrate that PVCs are the syntactic realization
of thetic judgment, and that they function as an existential commitment of the
description.

3.1. English PVCs vs. J/K PVCs
It is well known that individual-level predicates do not occur felicitously
within the small clause complements of perception verbs in English. This is
illustrated by (58).

(58) a. 1saw John a linguist
b. *1 saw John tall.
(Chierchia 1995)

It is said that only stage-level predicates can occur within PVCs in English.
Higginbotham (1983) characterizes the predicates in PVCs as being "confined to
the active and transient"
One striking fact I will present in this section is that J/K PVCs seem to
allow individual-level predicates in certain circumstances. The relevant J/K
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examples are as follows. Here, the sentences in (a) are firom Japanese and the
sentences in (b) are from Korean.

(59) a. [Japanese]
watashi no musume-wa zou-ga'® ookii no-o mite, (kowagatta).
my

daughter-TOP [elephants-NOM bigj saw (and was frightened).

'My daughter saw elephants big (and she was frightened).'

b. [Korean]
nay

ttal-un

kokkiri-ka khun-kes- ul po-ko, (nol-rass-ta).

my daughter-TOP [elephants-NOM big ] saw (and was frightened)
'My daughter saw elephants big (and she was frightened)

(60) a. [Japanese]
kodomotati-wa yuki-ga shiroi no -o mite, (yorokonda).
children-TOP [snow-NOM white] saw (and they were pleased).

As we have seen, -ga is a subject marker and the "event reading" of the embedded
clause can be considered to be appropriate. This sentence cannot receive a
"secondary predicate reading" or a "relative clause reading", namely, it cannot mean
'My daughter saw elephants, when they are big' or "My daughter saw elephants(,) which
are big'. This construction is also syntactically distinct from a simplex transitive
construction such as;
i) watashi no musume-wa ookii zou-o
mite,
(kowagatta)..
My
daughter-TOP big elephants-ACC saw, (and was frightened).
'My daughter saw big elephants (and she was frightened).'
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'The children saw snow white (and they were pleased).'

b. [Korean]
aytul-un

noon-i huyn-kes-ul

po-ko,

(ki-ppess-ta).

children-TOP [snow-NOM white ] saw (and they were pleased).
'The children saw snow white (and they were pleased).'

In the sentences In (59), the situation is that my daughter understood (from
books or television programs) that elephants are very large animals, even
though she had never seen a real elephant When she has the chance to see
real elephants, she realizes how big they are, and that what she had learned
about the animals is true. Example (60) is similar; imagine that the children live
in a place where it does not snow, and that they have never seen snow. When
they first see actual snow, they realize that snow really is white (and they are
pleased).

3. 2. A Possible Objection Countered
There may occur some objections to my findings. One might claim that
sentences such as (59) and (60) are not considered to be PVCs in Japanese.
One objection could be that these sentences would be comparable to English
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sentences like "My daughter came to know that elephants were big." or "The
children realized that snow was white."
However, we must notice that my daughter has to see real elephants
physically in (59), and that the children have to see actual snow directly in (60).
Direct perception is a necessary condition for PVCs. In this sense, (59) and (60)
are different^® from normal tensed sentences mentioned in the above.
Regarding the direct perception requirement however, it is not necessary
for the subject to see the entire object'^ (cf. Gee 1977). In sentence (59), my
daughter may only be able to see the backs or trunks of the elephants. Again,
English examples comparable to (61) and (62) are not acceptable at all.

(61) TVIy daughter saw elephants big (and she was frightened).
(62) The children saw snow white (and they were pleased).

3. 3. Questions to be Addressed

At this point two principal questions arise:
In perception verb construction in Japanese, there is no to Cthat^ complementizer of
the sort used for tensed clauses, and the adjectivai predicates are uninflected.
" More predsely, Gee (1977) argues that one need not perceive the NP-object but
that one need only perceive the VP. Imagine that John is behind an opaque screen
where we can not see him. but we all know he Is here. He can, with magnets, move
small geometrical objects on the front side of the screen from the back. When John
moves some objects, we could say, "I just saw John move one of the little figures."
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1. Why are the J/K examples (i.e., (59) and (60)) acceptable, while the English
examples (i.e., (61) and (62)) are unacceptable? What differentiates these
two types of languages?
2. Under what circumstances are J/K non-canonical PVCs (in which the
predicates are stative or individual-level predicates) acceptable? Are there
any specific licensing conditions for these PVCs?

In the subsequent few sections, I will suggest that the key to the answer of
these two questions is the presence or absence of overt subject markers in
PVCs: Japanese and Korean have overt markers for the subject in PVCs, while
English does not. There are a number of related questions: What kind of
markers are relevant here? Why is It that certain overt markers are crucial in
PVCs but not in other constructions? In English, why are there no Independently
developed devices comparable to the J/K type overt markers in perceptual
reports?

Further, a third question may arise:

3. There are examples of PVCs that are acceptable in J/K, but not in English.
However, there are also examples of PVCs that are acceptable to some
degree across all three languages. The question, then, is what
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circumstances cause these PVCs to become more acceptable (even if they
do not become perfectly acceptable)?

I will show some of the data related to the third question, as we proceed to the
next section.

3. 4. Licensing Conditions for Perception Verb Compiennents
3.4.1. Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996) and Stage/Individual Distinctions

In this section, we will take a closer look at the syntax and semantics of
J/K PVC data, and at the perceptual report construction in general. One strict
universal requirement for PVCs Is that the event or situation denoted by the
small clause must be perceivable^®. I will repeat Chlerchla's examples (46) here.

(63) a. *I saw John a linguist.
b. *1 saw John tall.
Sakakibara (1981) states that 'event reading' is possible in (0. even if the NPs in the
complements are not perceivable. His examples are not naked infinitive PVCs, but
present partidple PVCs. My consultants state that naked infinitive PVC versions of ttie
sentences are also good. The important thing here is that the perceivable condition is
applied to the whole PVC not to the sole NP subject In (ia) one can see the
movement of the pretty girl, which is due to the presence of the invisible ghost In (ib)
one can see the leaves' rustling.
(0 a. We watched the invisible ghost chasing a pretty girl.
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(Chierchia 1995)

In (63a)

being a linguist cannot be seen or perceived by sensory organs.

However, we should note that this "direct perceivability condition" is not a
sufficient condition, but a necessary condition. As Chierchia himself notes, in
(63b) one can certainly see that John is tall (or that he is not), and yet one
cannot describe this perception using (63b). Height is easily perceivable, and
yet the sentence in (63b) is anomalous. In ^ct, we already observed the
constraint that predicates in English PVCs must be stage-level predicates not
individual-level predicates.
Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996) weaken this semantic constraint for
PVCs. They Incorporate what they term "changes of object" into the conditions
for PVCs. They state that the relevant requirement is that sensible assertions
involving PVCs must take the complement as refening to, or quantHying over,
perceptible activities of or changes in objects. They argue that since PVCs must
Involve activities of, or changes in, objects, complements that refer to states of a
normally enduring character will be anomalous out of context if those states
themselves do not involve change. They give acceptable examples of
counterfactual cases. They say that (64) is anomalous, while (65) Is acceptable.
b. We saw the wind rustling the leaves.
As is well known, equational sentences like (63a) may have spedal characteristics,
and should be discussed that respect as well. However, that topic is beyond the scope
of the present paper.
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(64) *1 saw John six feet tall.
(65) If John's height on a given day depended upon what pills he took in the
morning, then you could see John six feet tall.

Higginbotham and Ramchand (1996) reject the widely accepted idea that the
distinction of individual-level predicate/stage-level predicate adequately
constrains PVCs. They claim that "it is a kind of stativity rather than l-levelhood
[individual-levelhood] that distinguishes the (non-contextual) anomaly of some
perception verb complements". The other examples that they consider
acceptable are:

(66) I saw the stars revolve in the heavens.
(67) We watched the universe expand.

Although the predicates in (66) and (67) are analyzed as individual-level
predicates. Higginbotham and Ramchand state that there is nothing odd about
the sentences. In their framework, (66) and (67) are syntactically perfect If
someone finds them awkward, it is due to pragmatic or non-linguistic factors.
The PVCs in (66) and (67) involve change of objects.
I conjecture that in a sense, their "changes of objects" constraint can be
considered a remnant or variant of the stage/individual-level predicate approach
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in that it depends on whether the situation described In the PVC is transient or
static. For example, we could regard six feet tail as an Individual-level predicate
in (64) and the same predicate as an stage-level predicate in (65). However,
what is striking in Higglnbotham and Ramchand (1996) Is that their mechanism
arguably requires a clause level computation, while the prototypical
stage/indlvldual-level predicate approach (e.g. Mllsark 1974, Diesing 1992) rests
solely on a predicate^ to legitimate the syntactic structures of the clause and
their corresponding logical representations.
Nonetheless, the "changes of objects" requirement (Higglnbotham and
Ramchand 1996) seems to be too strong. According to my consultants, even
sentence (64) could be acceptable if the speaker thought that John was a very
short person until he or she had the chance to see John in person. Similar
examples^^ are given below. These examples can be marginal or unacceptable
for some speakers. At the same time, at least some speakers accept these
examples without any difficulty.

(68) a. In a dream, I saw elephants short

^ As we have seen in Chapter 1, in Diesing's (1992) mechanism, the subjects of
individual-level predicates are base-generated in [Spec. IP], while the subjects of stagelevel predicates are base-generated in [Spec. VP]. I referred to this type of approach as
a "predicate-based theory" in Chapter 1, because in this sort of mechanism the lexical
information of the predicate determines the exhaustive syntactic structures of the
clause, as well as its semantic interpretations.
Sentences (60a.b) are from Boise Jelinek, and (61) is from Terry Langendoen.
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b. All of a sudden, I saw Mary beautiful.
(69) I saw girls beautiful for the first time.

The point here is that sentences (64), (68a, b), and (69) do not satisfy theif
"changes of objects" requirement and yet the sentences are not utterly
unacceptable. In the dream (68a), the elephants' size does not change as time
goes by. Mary's beauty (68b) is an enduring property; it does not have to
change for the sentence to make sense. Example (69) is quite similar to the J/K
examples (59) and (60) above.
Throughout this chapter, I will take the position that a clause level
computation must be postulated. And it is the "stageness of a situation at the
clause level", not at the predicate level, that is required in perceptual reports. In
Chapter Four, I will discuss the semantics of "stageness" and the notion of
"intensional world" in more detail.

3.4.2. Japanese/Korean PVC Data again: Conditions for PVCs

The J/K PVC data I presented In (59) and (60) are not canonical PVCs, if
we consider PVCs to be typically eventive. In this subsection, I will point out the
following observable characteristics of the J/K data in question.
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1) The embedded subject must be marked by § nominative markers.
2) The embedded subject must be indefinite.
3) The predicates in PVCs are 'absolute use' not 'relativized use".

These three properties of J/K PVCs are discussed next.

3.4.3. The Key to the Question 1: Overt Markers

Here 1 will repeat the first question I raised in section 3.3.

1. Why are the J/K examples (i.e., (59) and (60)) acceptable, while the English
examples (i.e., (61) and (62)) are unacceptable? What differentiates these
two types of languages?

The key to the answer of this question is the presence or absence of overt
subject markers in PVCs; Japanese and Korean have overt markers for the
subject in PVCs. while English does not This does not mean that specific overt
markers in J/K are the one and only "necessary and sufficient licensing condition
for PVCs"^. However, I show in this section that overt markers do play an
important role in generating legitimate PVCs (thetic statement clauses).
^ See Ueyama (1996) for factors which affect selection of an embedded dause.
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The basic observation is that the embedded subject must have a
Nominative marker, not a Topic^ marker, in PVCs in Japanese and Korean.
Notice that like English PVCs, J/K PVCs are clausal, not NPs. It is striking that a
topic marker is prohibited in this configuration. Compare sentences (59) and
(60) with sentences (70) and (71). If we replace the nominative marker with a
topic marker, the sentences become bad.

(70)

a. [Japanese]

Vatasi no musume-wa zou-wa ookii no-o mite, (kowagatta).
my

daughter-TOP [elephants-TOP big J COMP-ACC saw

(and was frightened).
'My daughter saw elephants big (and she was fnghtened).'

b. [Korean]
•nay

ttal-un

kokkiri-nun khun-kes-ul po-ko, (nol-rass-ta).

my daughter-TOP [elephants-TOP big J saw (and was fnghtened)
'My daughter saw elephants big (and she was frightened)'

(71)

a. [Japanese]

*kodomo-tati-wa yuki-wa siroi no-o mite, (yorokonda).
^ I am not refemng to contrastive Topic markers (Kuno 1973) here. Throughout the
discussion, only thematic Topic markers are relevant
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children-TOP [snow-TOP white] COMP-ACC saw (and they were pleased).
'The children saw snow white (and they were pleased).'

b. [Korean]
*aytul-un

noon-un

huyn-kes-ul

children-TOP [snow- TOP white ]

po-ko, (ki-ppess-ta).
saw (and they were pleased).

'The children saw snow white (and they were pleased).'

By contrast. In normal tensed clauses, such as the complements of the verb
think, it Is possible to replace the nominative marker with a topic marker without
making the sentences bad. Compare (72) with (73).

(72)

[Japanese]

Taroo-wa Ziroo-wa Syntactic Stnictures-o katta-to omotte, (yorokonda).
Taro-TOP [ZIro-TOP SS-ACC

bought]

thought (and was pleased)

'Taro thought that Ziro bought Syntactic Structures (and he was pleased).'

(73)

[Japanese]

Taroo-wa Ziroo-wa Syntactic Structures-o kau no-o mite, yorokonda.
Taro-TOP [Ziro-TOP SS-ACC

buy ]

saw (and was pleased)

"Taro saw Ziro buy Syntactic Structures (and he was pleased).'
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If we drop the overt markers for the embedded subjects, the sentences become
ungrammatical. Zero markers^* are indicated by 0 below.

(74)

a. [Japanese]

*watasi-no musume-wa zou-0

ookii no-o mite, (kowagatta).

my daughter-TOP [elephants-0 big J COMP-ACC saw
(and was frightened).
'My daughter saw elephants big (and she was fnghtened).'

b. [Korean]
*nay ttal-un kokkiri-0 khun-kes-ul po-ko, (nol-rass-ta).
my daughter-TOP [elephants-0 big ]

saw (and was frightened)

'My daughter saw elephants big (and she was frightened)'

If we replace the lexical subject with an empty category like pro for the
embedded subject position, the sentences become bad. This is arguably due to
the lack of the overt markers, since the overt markers are bound morphemes and
cannot be stranded.

(75) a. [Japanese]
This terminology does not carry any theoretical implication. I do not discuss whetiier
or not phonologicaily null markers exist as a theoretical composite.
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^ou-wa watasi-no musume-wa

[e] ookii no-o mite, (kowagatta).

elephants-TOP my daughter-TOP [ [e] big J COMP-ACC

saw

(and was frightened)
Talking of elephants, my daughter saw [e] big (and she was pleased).'

b. [Korean]
*kokkiri-nun nay

ttal-un [ej khun-kes-ul po-ko, (nol-rass-ta).

elephants-TOP my daughter-TOP [ [e] big ] saw (and was frightend)
Talking of elephants, my daughter saw [e] big, (and she was frightened).'

The following sentences are examples of left dislocation, and have an overt
pronoun inserted. Now that the overt pronoun carries overt nominative markers,
the sentences are grammatical.

(76)

a. [Japanese]

zou-wa watasi-no musume-wa sore-ga ookii no-o mite, (kowagatta).
elephants-TOP my daughter-TOP they-NOM big COMP-ACC saw
(and was frightened)
'Talking of elephants, my daughter saw them big, and she was frightened.)'

b. [Korean]
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kokkiri-nun

nay ttal-un

kukestul-i khun-kes-ul po-ko, (nol-rass-ta).

elephants-TOP my daughter-TOP they-NOM big saw (and was frightened).
Talking of elephants, my daughter saw them big, (and she was frightened).'

We have seen that there exist specific overt markers for thetic sentences
in J/K which English-type languages lack, and that these play an important role
in sanctioning perceptual reports constructions. However, this is just a
descriptive generalization. In order to compute the semantic interpretation of
thetic sentences, we should explore the syntactic positions of NP with thetic
markers. See section 3.7.

3.4.4. The Key to the Question 2: The Oefiniteness Effect and Non-Reiativity
of the Predicates

The second question I raised in section 3.2 was as follows:

2. Under what circumstances are J/K non-canonical PVCs (in which the
predicates are stative or individual-level predicates) are acceptable? Are
there any specific licensing conditions for these PVCs?:
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The J/K PVC data I presented in (59) and (60) are not canonical PVCs, if
we consider PVCs to be typically eventlve. In this subsection, I will discuss the
following observable characteristics of the J/K data in question;

1) The embedded subject must be indefinite.
2) The predicates in PVCs are 'absolute use' not 'relativized use'.

3.4.5. Definiteness Effect in Non-Canonical PVCs
Interestingly, the embedded subjects must be indefinite In the PVCs in
question. Examples follow.

(77) [Japanese]
??watasi no musume-wa ano zou (tati)-ga ookii no-o mite, (kowagatta).
my daughter-TOP

[those elephants-NOM big ] COMP-ACC saw

(and was frightened)
'My daughter saw those elephants big (and she was frightened).'

(78) a. [Japanese]
?watasi-wa Taroo-ga se-ga takai no-o mite, kandoo-sita^.

^ If we replace "kandoo-sita" ("was impressed') with "odoroita" Cwas surprized'), the
acceptability tends to be raised.
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l-TOP

[ Taro-NOM tall] COMP-ACC

saw (and was impressed)

'I saw Taro tall (and I was impressed).'

b. [Japanese]
watasi-wa hokuou no hito-tati-ga se-ga takai no-o mite,
l-TOP

[Northern Europeans-NOM tall] COMP-ACC saw

(kandoo-sita).
(and was impressed)

'I saw Northern Europeans tail (and I was impressed).'

In (77) the embedded subject is definite, and the sentence is marginal or
unacceptable^®. Sentence (78a) is similar. By contrast, (78b) is fully acceptable,
because the embedded subject is indefinite. This phenomenon is intriguing.
This kind of definiteness effect does not hold in eventive PVCs. Compare (77)
and (78) with the canonical eventive examples (79) and (80).

(79) [Japanese]
watasi no musume-wa ano zou (tati)-ga aruku no-o mite, (kowagatta).
my daughter-TOP [those elephants-NOM walk] COMP-ACC saw
If ano zou (tati) "those elephants" refers to a whole kind, for example, African
elephants (vs. Asian ones), the sentence would be acceptable.
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(and was frightened)
'My daughter saw those elephants walk (and she was frightened)'

(80)

a. [Japanese]

watasi-wa Taroo-ga hasiru no-o mite, (kandoo-sita).
I-TOP

[Taro-NOM

run ] COMP-ACC saw (and was impressed)

'I sawTaro run (and I was impressed).'

b. [Japanese]
watasi-wa hokuou no hito-tati-ga odoru no-o mite, (kandoo-sita).
I-TOP

[Northern Europeans-NOM dance] COMP-ACC saw

(and was impressed)
'I saw Northern Europeans dance (and I was impressed).'

The embedded subjects are definite in (79) and (80a), and yet the sentences are
perfect. It seems that the definiteness effect is not observed in canonical
eventive PVCs.
Functionalists have argued that information structure is always relevant.
For example, pragmatic principles such as "the embedded subject must carry
new information" have been considered to be crucial (cf. Kuno 1973). However,
notice that a pragmatic or discourse-based approach cannot explain the contrast
between (77) and (78a) on the one hand, and (79) and (80a) on the other. In this
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chapter I will show that these data are only explicable by the notion "theticity",
which can be projected into the linguistic logical form. This means that theticity is
a syntactic property rather than a discourse or pragmatic property.

3.4.6. Non-Relativity of the Predicates

Raposo and Uriagereka (1995) make an interesting observation relevant
to this discussion. Consider the following examples.

(81) a. I consider the sea/the frog green.
b. I saw the sea/the frog green^^.
(Raposo and Uriagereka 1995)

"In [(81a)] the green we consider to hold of the sea is typically different
from that we consider to hold of frogs. (Sea green seems bluer than the
gluey frog green.) However, in [(81b)] it may be the case that we saw the
sea and the frog with the same light green, as a result of a spill—the
typicality of the color is not invoked."

Some native speakers seem to resist this example.
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This observation is reminiscent of the concept of relativity or relative
predication (cf. Higginbotham 1985, Vendler 1968, Ludlow 1989, Montalbetti
1996). Green in (81a) is "relativized," while green in (81b) is not relativized.
Green in (81b) can be called "absolute." "Relativized" green here means that
green relative to sea/frog. If we follow Montalbetti-style (1996) notation, the
relationship between green and sea in (81a) would be something like:

(82) 3(x) [sea (x) & [green (x, REL (x))]]

On the other hand, the relationship between green and sea in (81b) would be;

(83) 3(x) [sea(x) & green (x)]

This is merely conjunctive relation. The predicate is not relativized in PVC in
(81b).
Similar observations can be made for our examples in (59) and (60). I will
repeat the examples here.

(59) a. [Japanese]
watasi no musume-wa zou-ga ookii no-o mite, (kowagatta).
my

daughter-TOP [elephants-NOM big] COMP-ACC saw

(and was frightened).
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'My daughter saw elephants big (and she was frightened).'

b. [Korean]
nay

ttal-un

kokkiri-ka khun-kes- ul po-ko, (nol-rass-ta).

my daughter-TOP [elephants-NOM big ] saw (and was frightened)
"My daughter saw elephants big (and she was frightened)

(60) a. [Japanese]
kodomotati-wa yuki-ga shiroi no -o mite, (yorokonda).
children-TOP [snow-NOM white] COMP-ACC saw
(and they were pleased).
'The children saw snow white (and they were pleased).'

b. [Korean]
aytul-un

noonn huyn-kes-ul

po-ko,

(ki-ppess-ta).

children-TOP [snow-NOM white ] saw (and they were pleased).
'The children saw snow white (and they were pleased).'

The bigness of elephants is not relativized in (59); the elephants that my
daughter saw may be small for elephants. Even in this situation the sentence is
perfectly acceptable. In (60) the whiteness of the snow is not relativized. The
snow the children saw may have been somehow contaminated, and it may not
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be paradigmatically white for snow. In both cases, implicit comparison among
kinds is not Involved in semantic interpretation.

(84) 3(x) [elephant(x) & big (x)]
(85) 3(x) [snow(x) & white (x)]

In these examples, the truth value of the proposition is not relevant. More
precisely, because the PVCs^® do not have a proposition (cf. Iwabe 1985), they
do not have a truth value, as we have discussed in Chapter One. I suggest here
that this kind of use is seen in thetic sentences, and that a sensory verb (e.g.
see) selects a thetic complement.

3. 5. Thetic Markers and Definiteness

3.5.1. Theticity and Definiteness

^ PVCs denote one event or situation that is perceivable. I claim that thetic statement
is "intensionar in terms of the subject's belief context PVCs express the intensional
world in so far as their subjects are referentially transparent (Anscombe, 1965), and
their predicates are not relativized.
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We have seen that -ga is used for thetic judgment and -wa is used for
categorical judgment in Japanese^. Henceforth, I will call the two markers the
thetic marker (or thetic-ga) and the categorical marker (or categorical -wa).
Now consider the following sentences. Sentence (86) receives the definite
reading and (87) receives the indefinite reading. This distinction is manifested
by the selection of the subject markers^.

(86) [Japanese]
ookina tutumi-o hakondeiru sono otoko no hito-wa koko-ni Imasu.
[large package-ACC carrying] the

man-TOP

here

is

'The man who is carrying a large package is here.'

(87) [Japanese]
ookina tutumi-o hakondeiru otoko no hito-qa koko-ni imasu.
[large package-ACC canylng ] man - NOM
'A man who is carrying a large package is here.'

here

is
(Takami 1995)

Regarding Korean, see Suh (1992). The nominative markers -ka and -/ are used for
thetic judgment, and the topic markers -nun and -un are used for categorical judgment
^ Kubo (1988, 1992) also claims that the thematic -wa is an indication of the universal
feature [+definlte], and that it needs to be [+definite].
(i) Taroo-wa gakusei desu.
Taro-top student be
Taro is a student"
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As we observed in 3.4.5, J/K non-canonical PVCs are subject to the
definiteness effect; that is, the subjects must be indefinite. Sentences (86)-(87)
suggest that the thetic marker -ga can be connected to the feature [-definite].
Categorical marker -wa has the feature [+definite], thus, it cannot attach to [definite] NP due to the feature corrflict. Then logically, -ga must be chosen to
thetic indefinite subject.
If the thetic marker is a special device for licensing PVCs, then we may
have an explanation for the indefinite requirement on PVCs. When the thetic
marker functions as an escape hatch for non-canonical PVCs, the feature [definite] comes with the marker as an obligatory requirement. This is one
possibility, however, we will see another explanation in concord with Chierchia
(1995).

3. 6. Event Analysis: Nonvacuity Presupposition
We have seen the gist of "Nonvacuity Presupposition" (Chierchia 1995)
in Chapter 1. His claim is that an event variable (a situation variable, by his
term), not other variables, must be bound in sentences such as (88), (whether or
not indefinites provide firee variables).

(88) a. ??When John knows Latin, he usually knows it well.
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b. When an Italian knows Latin, he usually knows it well.

The ungrammaticality in (88a) is due to the fact that John's knowing Latin cannot
iterate, thus, it cannot be quantified over by the operator.
We can analyze our examples in (77) and (78) in the same line of the
argument. We will repeat these here as (89) and (90).

(89)
a. ??watasi no musume-wa ano zou (tati)-ga ookii no-o mite, (kowagatta).
my daughter-TOP

[those elephants-NOM big ] saw (and was frightened)

'My daughter saw those elephants big (and she was frightened).'

cf. b. watasi no musume-wa zou-ga ookii no-o mite,
my daughter-TOP

[elephants-NOM big ] COMP-ACC saw

(kowagatta).
(and was frightened)
'My daughter saw elephants big (and she was frightened).' (=59a)

(90)
a. ?watasi-wa Taroo-ga se-ga takai no-o mite, kandoo-sita.
I-TOP

[ Taro-NOM tall] COMP-ACC

'I saw Taro tali (and I was impressed).'

saw (and was impressed)
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b. watasi-wa hokuou no hito-tati-ga se-ga takai no-o mite,
l-TOP

[Northern Europeans-NOM tall] COMP-ACC saw

kandoo-sita.
(and was impressed)
'I saw Northern Europeans tall (and I was impressed).'

In (89a), the bigness of the specific elephants cannot iterate. The perceived
scene, in which the specific elephants are being big, was one and only one
situation and cannot be more than two situations. However, in (89b), my
daughter saw the scene where there existed elephants that were big. The
elephants she saw receive weak (cardinal) construal here. In this sense, the
situation can be quantified. The scene itself was actually one scene, however, it
was a sliced phase of individuals which can logically be of infinite number. The
contrast between sentences (90a,b) is similar. The situation in which Taro is tall
cannot be quantified. When the sentence is bad, the perceived scene is
actualized in "categorical sense". If the situation is in the person's dream, the
acceptability is raised. Taro in a dream is one stage of Taro, thus the stages of
Taro's height are logically augmented, so that the situations can be quantified.
Like in (89b), the MP construal In (90b) is weak. The situation of some Northern
European's being tall can be quantified. The following are the rough logical
representation of (89b) and (90b).
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(91) [3x: X is an event & big (some elephants, x)] my daughter saw x
(92) [3x: X is an event & tall (some Northern Europeans, x)] I saw x

3. 7. Two Subject Positions

Here I will refer to the syntactic positions of thetic subject and categorical
subject. I postulate that the categorical subject marked by -wa is outside the
VP^\ while thetic subject marked by -ga is in spec VP (or spec AP) at LF. The
idea is not new that the topic marker-wa occupies a position higher than a
position taken by NP with-ga. (See Brockett 1991, Nishigauchi and Uchibori
1991, Endo 1994,..etc. for the independent evidence for this.) The point here is
that thetic sentences are under the scope of an existential quantifier (von Fintel
1989). The thetic subject must be base-generated in VP (or lower XP) and stay
there at LF, as long as the Mapping Hypothesis (Diesing 1988, 1992, Kratzer
1989) is adopted.

(93) Mapping Hypothesis
a. Material from VP is mapped into the Nuclear Scope.
b. Material from IP is mapped into a Restrictive Clause
I consider categoricai subjects marked by -wa to be in spec CP at LF.
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In other words, thetic sentences at LF have no Restrictive Clause at all; they are
either entirely Nuclear Scope, or are at most bipartite with a locative phrase in its
Restrictive Clause. It follows that thetic constructions only allow predicates that
have internal subjects. (See section 1.2.)
I claim that, in Japanese, thetic NP subjects with -ga are base-generated
in VP and stay there at LF and obtain an existential reading in PVCs. The
assumption is that PVCs in Japanese are always thetic judgments. Perception
verbs select [+thetic] complements. Under this hypothesis, Japanese PVCs are
possible for individual-level predicates also, because NP subjects with thetic-ga
are base-generated within VP. Syntax assures the interpretation. The clause in
question acquires "stageness" even with predicates depicting enduring
properties. The consequence of our event analysis does not contradict the
finding by Kiss (1993, 1996); Kiss proposes that indefinite subjects are basegenerated in VP spec or lower, based on the observation of Hungarian, which is
a definiteness-sensitive language.
If this line of reasoning is correct, strictly speaking, the question remains
as to why English PVCs that have indefinite subjects and individual-level
predicates are not acceptable, as the J/K counterparts are. However, remember
that there are sentences that are acceptable to some degree across all three
languages. (See (68) and (69) in section 3.4.1. See also section 3.6 for the
event analysis.)
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I adopt Kratzer and Diesing's mapping hypothesis but I do not adopt their
predicate-based theory. As I discussed in Chapter 1, I follow Higginbotham's
(1987, 1995, 1996) idea that every predicate including N has an event argument
In our theory, in thetic sentences, the variables that must be bound are event or
situation variables. Free variables provided by the indefinites are not relevant
here. Thus, the syntactic structures of PVCs cannot be determined by the
individual/stage-level distinction, which is an inherent property of the predicates
in terms of argument structure. The relative syntactic positions of the subjects
should be determined by the thetic/categorical distinction, which requires a
clause-level computation involving the nature of subjects and adjuncts as well.

4. Additional Remarks on the Semantics of Perceptual Reports

4.1. PVCs and the Middle Construction
Fagan (1992) points out that middle verbs are not eventive. The middle
constructions are a kind of generic sentence. They are normally presented in
simple present tense, as is clear from the ungrammaticality of (94) and (95).
They cannot appear in PVCs, either. See the examples in (96). The data are
from Keyser and Roeper (1984: 384, 386), cited in Fagan (1992).

(94)a. ?Yesterday, the mayor bribed easily, according to the newspaper.
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b. ? At yesterday's house party, the kitchen wall painted easily.

(95) a. *Bribe easily, bureaucrat!
b. *Know the answer, John!

(96) a. *1 saw bureaucrats bribe easily.
b. *1 saw the floor wax easily.

The ungrammaticality of (96) is actually predicted by the analysis presented so
far. Notice that middle constructions are intrinsically generic sentences, where
Gen binds an event variable, while PVCs are thetic sentences, where an
existential quantifier binds an event variable. It follows that middle verbs cannot
occur in PVCs. (97a) is a normal perceptual report, while (97b) is a middle
construction in PVC. The intended reading in (97b), namely, the middle
construction reading, cannot be obtained.

(97) a. I saw the door open by Itself.
b. *1 saw the door open easily.

Let us see the middle construction more closely. Consider sentence (98a).
Roughly, (98b) is the semantic representation of (98a).

(98)a. Fresh bread cuts easily.
b. [Gen (e)] [for the typical event e, & for things x, where e is a cutting
& X is fresh bread] [e is easy].

As is clear from (98b), this is not a thetic LF for the following reasons.

(99) 1. Gen binds event variable e, and so sentence cannot assert
the existence of an event.
2. This is a generalization over ail events of cutting, thus the event is
non-perceivable.
3. This is tripartite structure, hence It has a Restrictive Clause; by the
definition, this is not thetic.
(See section 1.2.)

Thus, our theory predicts the ungrammaticality of (97b).
The same is true in Japanese data as well. Sentences (lOOa.b) and
(101b) are examples of the middle construction in PVCs, and the intended
readings of which can not be obtained.

(ICQ) a.*watasi-wa kanryou-ga kantan-ni zouwai-suru
I-TOP

bureaucrats-NOM easily bribe

'I saw bureaucrats bribe easily.'

no-o

mita.

COMP-ACC saw
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b. *watasl-wa sono yuka-ga kantan-ni wakkusu-gake dekiru-no-o mita.
I-TOP the floor-NOM easily

wax

COMP-ACC saw

'I saw the floor wax easily."

(101) a. watasi-wa sono doa-ga

hitorideni aku

I-TOP the door-NOM by itself

no-o

mita.

open COMP-ACC saw

'I saw the door open by itself.

b. "watasi-wa sono doa-ga kantan-ni aku no-o mita.
I-TOP

the

door-NOM easily open COMP-ACC saw

'I saw the door open easily.'

These are ungrammatical in Japanese for the same reason as in English. The
middle construction is an intrinsically generic construction. Thus, it cannot occur
in PVCs.

4. 2. Concealed Causative Analysis: Bittner (1996)

Vlach (1983) proposes the "obvious theory" for PVCs based on the direct
perception requirement. He claims that the meaning of the verb "see" in PVCs is
basically the same as that of the direct object perception sentences.
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"The direct object construction 'a sees b'expresses a relation between a
and b. The direct object may be either a physical object, as in 'Fred saw
Mary": an event, as in 'Fred saw Mary's arrival' or 'Fred saw the Super
Bowl': or various other things, as in 'Fred saw a group of policeman' or
'Fred saw the glow of the campfire'. In all these cases the meaning of
'sees' is the same -all have to do with the causal role of whatever is
denoted by the direct object on the pattern of light entering Fred's eyes,
and thereby on the events in Fred's head."

On the obvious theory, Nl sentences are semantically like direct object
perception sentences where the direct object denotes an event. Thus, the
following sentences denotes roughly the same cognitive situation.

(102) Fred saw the wind rustle the leaves.
(103) Fred saw the wind's rustling of the leaves.

Viach continues that:
"Events are entities in the real world, like physical objects. They have
locations in space and time, they participate in causal relations, and they
may be perceived by many people at the same time."
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This idea reminds us of Bittner's (1996) concealed causative analysis.
Bittner considers Ni perceptual reports to be a concealed causative construction.
She assumes head movement of the perception verb in the lexicon which is
reminiscent of Hale and Keyser's (1992) lexical incorporation. The lexical
movement (in the lexicon) reverses the semantic contribution of the sensory
verbs and their small clause complements; PVCs express the cause, and the
verbs express part of the resulting change of state. Consider the following
example.

(104) Ralph saw [Mary hide a letter under a rock].
(105) 3p (([m, hide-a -ietter-under-a-rock']op) A see' (r,p))

Here, Mary's hiding a letter under a rock is a cause. To be a cause, it should be
some kind of event in Bittner's theory. The (perceivable) event changes the
state of the world the perceiver is in. In (105), the relation denoted by 'o' relates
dynamic events to their immediate effects. Thus, on Bittner's analysis, the cause
must be dynamic, not static. The interpretation is that the report (104) is true in
a world w just in case Mary's hiding a letter under a rock in w is the direct cause
of some change of state that Ralph sees in w. Based on visible evidence in w,
Ralph locates himself in a world where this change of state has just taken place.
Bittner states that:
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"For example, suppose that Mary hides the letter within Ralph's field of
vision while Ralph is looking at her. Then this event will cause a certain
Image to be fomned on Ralph's retina and, based on this evidence, Ralph
will infer that he Is in a world where some event that could give rise to this
Image has just occurred."

The causal relation expressed by concealed causatives must be direct. The
cause event must be contiguous with the effect In time and space. The other
example of concealed causatives she gives is a resultative construction such as
(109).

(106) John shot [the bank robber dead].

In this case, unlike Ni perceptual reports, the cause event Is contributed by the
main verb, and the effect by Its small clause complement. In order for the
sentence to be true, the robber must die because of her wound right there and
then before she was removed from the scene. Bittner states;

"It would be false If the robber died a day after the shooting (temporal
displacement); or If she died after being taken to a hospital (spatial
displacement); or If John's bullet only gazed her ear, a trivial wound which
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unfortunately brought on a heart attack that cause instant death
(intervening cause)."

In her mechanism, this kind of semantic constraint has its source. In concealed
causative constructions including perceptual reports and resultative
constructions, there occurs a type mismatch that must be resolved by a typelifting operator. That particular type-lifting operator introduces the direct causal
relation which commonly explains "the concealed causatives" in variant surface
syntactic forms.
We claim that we could directly apply "her semantics" to J/K PVC data.
However, her condition of "physical dynamicity of the event" must be
reconsidered. As we have seen, "states" can be causes. We have shown that
J/K PVCs can be stative causes, as long as the event they denote can be
quantified over. (See section 3.3.6.) J/K PVC data support her gist of analysis.
The notion of "the changes of the state" is crucial to account for J/K noncanonical PVCs that we have observed.

5. Conciuding Remarks
We have shown that the thetic/categorical distinction is more fundamental
than the stage/individual-level distinction, and that "theticity" should be mapped
to the levels of representation in generative syntax and formal semantics. In
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English, thetic subjects are said to take only stage-level predicates, while in J/K,
thetic subjects can take individual-level predicates as well. We have claimed
that perception verbs select [+thetic] small clause complements, and that
subjects with thetic markers in J/K stay within VP at LF to receive the appropriate
semantic interpretation.
We have illustrated that in English-type languages, stress is the only clue
for thetic judgment, while in J/K-type languages, overt markers for thetic
sentences are present as grammatical formatives. This kind of sophisticated
device for marking cognitive acts enriches the linguistic potential of J/K-type of
languages. That is, it makes PVCs in J/K less constrained than PVCs in
English-type languages, provided certain cognitive conditions are satisfied.
Perception verbs take thetic sentences as a direct object, which means that they
take a "photo" of the situation that the subject perceives. PVCs are the "photos"
taken by the perception verbs; they are "slices" of the perceptible situation.
They are "stages" that can be quantified over. In English the slices of the
situation are canonically eventive, and this constraint is considerably strong. In
Japanese and Korean, the same constraint is weakened with the help of overt
thetic markers. As long as the predicates express a perceivable situation, J/K
perceptual reports can slice out the situation as thetic statements, and J/K PVCs
can denote even an enduring property.
In this chapter we have demonstrated that an individual event analysis
explains the nature of thetic sentences and the licensing conditions for
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perceptual reports. We have seen the definiteness effect in non-canonical
PVCs in J/K (PVCs with individual-level predicates) in section 3.4.5, and we
have showed in section 3.4.6 that this has been properly explained by the event
analysis of the nonvacuity presupposition, not by Kratzer-Diesing-type predicatebased analysis. Unlike those who follow a Kratzer-Diesing-type approach, we
are in the position that every predicate including N has an event variable to be
bound. In thetic sentences like perceptual reports, event variables (e), not
individual variables (2O, are automatically bound in the nuclear scope. The
question to be asked in such cases is whether the event in PVCs can iterate
and, thus, be quantified over or not.
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Chapter Three
Reciprocity and Eventualities:
Syntax and Semantics of Otagai and V-aw

0. Introduction

In the preceding chapters, we have seen sentences in which the event
variables are existentially closed off by implicit abstract operators. In this
chapter we will see sentences in Japanese where event variables are bound by
overt (event) operators, on a par with sentences in English with adverbs of
quantification. I will propose that otagai, a so-called reciprocal in Japanese, is a
quantifier that binds off event variables in the predicates.
In the generative syntax of the literature, otagai has long been accepted
as a counterpart of each other in English. However, I claim that otagai is not a
counterpart of each other. First otagai is not a local anaphor (cf. Hoji 1997).
Otagai is not comparable to each as in each other, either, in the sense of Heim,
Lasnik, and Mary (1991). I will show that otagai is a quantifier, but one that does
not bind and is not bound by NPs. That is, otagai does not quantity over
individual objects. Rather, I will show that otagai quantifies over events in the
predicate phrase. Otagai binds event variables, while each in each other binds
NPs in order to ensure the indexical relationship among NPs argued for in Heim,
et a! (1991). In other words, each in each other distributes plural NPs, while
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otagai distributes the events. In each other constructions, no overt event
operators are involved, thus the number of the events are unspecified. By
contrast, in otagai construction the number of the events is specified as "two"
due to the overt event quantifier. Otagai is a two-event marker.
I also show that V-aw, which has been considered to be another
"reciprocal form" in Japanese, is not a true counterpart of each other, either. The
properties of otagai and V-aw give rise to the seeming appearance of reciprocity.
However, I show that so-called "reciprocals" in Japanese are not like the
"reciprocals" in English. It has been reported that there are several different
types of "reflexives" In Japanese. However, it has not been well demonstrated
that there are several different types of "reciprocals" in Japanese as well.
Japanese is a rich language in marking the number of events, as exemplified by
the way Japanese uses "classifiers" to count lexical NPs, a property which most
Western languages lack.
I will argue that otagai is an existential quantifier, "an event operator" that
moves in the derivation of LF. V-aw is also an event operator, which Is a verbal
element (a verb affix or a compounding verb). V-aw functions as a single event
marker. I will demonstrate that the correct explanation of the syntax and
semantics of otagai and V-aw is only to be understood in terms of "event
semantics" (Davidson 1967, HIgginbotham 1983, 1985, 1996, Carlson 1987,
Parsons 1994). "Events" is the critical notion that characterizes so-called
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"reciprocal" sentences in Japanese. Otagai and V-aw are both best understood
as event operators in syntax and semantics.

1. "Reciprocal" Expressions in Japanese
In this section, I will introduce reciprocal (-like) expressions in Japanese.
The apparent counterpart to the English sentence, "They respect each other" is
expressed in the following way.

(1)

otaaai-o
karera-wa^ otagai-o
they-TOP

sonkei siteiru.

OTAGAP-ACC

respect

'They respect each other.'

' Otagai can occur In botti argument positions (In subject positions, direct and indirect
object positions) and adjunct positions. In the paradigm here, the direct object otagai

is taken as an example In argument positions. This is just for the sake of the
discussion.
^ As we will discuss later, karera 'tiiey" must refer to exactiy two persons or two
partitioned groups.
^ I use the gloss of otagai as it is instead of choosing a close translation such as 'each
other". The gloss of the verbal affix -aw and the reflexive zibun are treated in the same
way.
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(2)[e]Vbav/
karera-wa [e]® sonkei si-aw-te iai.
they-TOP [e] respect-AW
'They respect each other.'

(3) otaaai-o V-aw
karera-wa otagai-o

sonkei si-aw-te iru.

they-TOP OTAGAI-ACC respect-AW
'They respect each other'

Also an adjunct otagai and Its variant forms otagaini/tagain^ are frequently used
in Japanese. However, I will not discuss such non-argument uses here,

* -aw is a verb affix or a compounding (light) verb.
® [e] is a phonetically null argument The tacit assumption that is prevalent seems to be
that this can be analyzed as pro. However, I will not discuss this issue here.
® The examples are shown below:
0 karera-wa tagaini otagai-o
sonkei siteiru.
they-TOP TAGAINI(adv.) OTAGAI-ACC respect
They respect each other.'
ii) karera-wa tagaini [e] sonkei si-aw-teiru.
they-TOP TAGAINI [e] respect-AW
They respect each other.'
iii)karera-wa tagaini otagai-o sonkei si-aw-teiru.
they-TOP TAGAINI OTAGAI-ACC respect-AW
"They respect each other.'
The constructions (i), (ii), (iii) are the versions of adding an adjunct fonm of
otagai/otagainiAagaini into (1), (2), (3), respectively. Otagai, otagaini, and tagaini as
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because the constructions with such adjunct forms seem to be derivative and to
behave differently. I will mainly focus on otagai in the subject position and in the
object position.
As is well known, the antecedents of otagai must be plural NPs. The
antecedents of [e] In the above must be plural NPs also. Thus, sentences like (4)
are ungrammatical, because the subject NP is singular.

(4) a. Tom-wa otagai-o aisite iru.
Tom-TOP OTAGAI-ACC loves
Ton loves each other.'

b. *Tom-wa [e] aisi-aw-teiru.
Tom-TOP loves-AW
Tom loves each other."

c. Tom-wa otagai-o [e] aisi-aw-teiru.
Tom-TOP OTAGAI loves-AW
adverbial use are virtually equivalent, and thus are interchangeable. The structure in (i)
is roughly as follows;
(•') [vp [v-Didvptagaini [V [NP otagai-o] sonkei siteiru]
The Internal structures of V-aw constructions are not evident enough and will be
discussed later. O in otagai Is an honorific prefix. It can be considered that with the help
of o, otagai has acquired the more full-fledged status of NP. The adjunct use of otagai
is like the adverbial use of English NP such as yesterday, tomorrow, this morning ...etc.
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Tom loves each other.'

When otagai is in embedded clause and the embedded subject is an empty
pronoun, the antecedent must be explicit in the sentence, as is seen from (5). A
discourse antecedent is not allowed^, as is illustrated by the discourse (6).

(5) karerai-wa [ [e]i/-2 otagal-o kizutuketa to] omotta.
they-TOP [[e] OTAGAI-ACC hurt

COMP] thought

'Theyi thought theyi/^ hurt each other.'

(6) Sono kaisha niwa futari-no kireina onna-no hito-ga ita.
the company-in

two

beautiful women

NOM be

'There were two beautiful women in the company."

*[e] otagai-o nikunde ita.
[e] each other-ACC hated
'They hated each other.'

^ As for logophoric use of otagai, see section 5.1.4. Typically, otagai in nominative
position can refer to the speaker and the hearer with no explicit antecedents in the
sentence, which will be dealt with later.
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2. Reciprocity
We have briefly reviewed Japanese reciprocal (-like) expressions in the
previous section. As we touched upon in the introduction, the properties of
otagai and V-aw give rise to the seeming appearance of reciprocity. So far it is
not clear yet whether or not Japanese reciprocal (-like) expressions are
semantically different from English-type reciprocals. Furthermore it is not clear
enough whether or not the notion of Japanese "reciprocity" is deviant from core
notion of "universal reciprocity". Then what is reciprocity? Is there a central
notion of reciprocity? What kind of phenomena can be classified into
"reciprocity" in linguistics from a cross-linguistic viewpoint?

2.1. Strong vs. Weak Reciprocity

Bennett (1974) and Higginbotham (1981) posit a universal quantifier in
reciprocal interpretations. According to this idea, sentence (7) means
approximately (8);

(7) They like each other.
(8) Every one of them likes every other one.
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"The reciprocal notion" expressed in (8) is roughly formalized in (9). (See
Langendoen 1978.)

(9) Strong Reciprocity fSR)
(Vx,y e A) (x

->• xRy)

(equivalent to the each-theother rQ\aWor\ of Fiengo and Lasnik 1973)

However, Fiengo and Lasnik (1973) and Langendoen (1978) argue that the
notion of Strong Reciprocity (SR) is too strong for certain cases. In fact,
sentence (7) 'They looked at each other."does not require that everyone saw
everyone else for truth to obtainBefore addressing the type of reciprocity seen in sentences such as (7),
let us see yet another type of reciprocity. Consider sentences (10) and (11).

(10) Each of the men is hitting the others.
(11) The men are hitting each other.

Fiengo and Lasnik (1973) observe that sentences such as (10) and (11) are not
synonymous, if the NP "the men" denotes a set of consisting of more than three
men. Now let S equal the set of men. Then we can consider the following two
relationships.
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(12) Every member of S hit every other member of S.
(13) S can be divided into subsets S, such that every member
of Si hit every other member of S,.

The condition (12) defines the eacM/7e-of/?er relationship, namely, the
relationship that holds in (10). That is, every member of the set must be in a
mutual hitting relation with every other member of the set. In a sense, (12) is a
special case of (13), when the number of subsets = 1. According to Fiengo and
Lasnik (1973), each other sentences such as (11) can be appropriately used
under either of two circumstances. Sentence (11) can be true in condition (12)
and it can be true as well in condition (13), where the set is partitioned into
subgroups, each of which consists of at least two members, and where the
mutual hitting relation holds among the members of the subgroups. This kind of
reciprocal notion is called "Partitioned Strong Reciprocity" (PSR). PSR is
formalized as follows.

(14) Partitioned Strong Reciprocity fPSR)
(3n>1) [(A<n) [Xj c x A

(Vj < i) [

x;- o Xj = 0 A Vx, y

Now let us go back to sentence (7).

Xi [x

y -> xRy]]]]
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(7) They like each other.

We saw that the notion of SR did not apply to sentences like (7). Then what
kind of reciprocity is involved here? One formalization of this notion is "Weak
Reciprocity" (WR) defined in Langendoen (1978) as follows.

(15) Weak Reciprocity fWR)
(Vx s A) (3y,z 6 A) (x 9iy A X «A xRy A ZRX)

Dalrymple et al. (1996) informally characterize WR as is shown below.

"Informally, WR says that every member of the group A participates in the
relation R both as the first and as the second argument."
(Dalrymple et al.1996)

We have reviewed the notions of SR, PSR, and WR in this section.
While, such a classification is useful, each other sentences in English actually
allow vagueness in their interpretation. When the participants are more than two
individuals or two partitioned groups, the interpretation of the "reciprocity" can
easily be weakened in each other sentences. The more participants are
involved, the more variant interpretations are obtained. (See Langendoen (1978)
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for more details.) The types of the predicates are also relevant. However, we
do not go into this discussion further.

2. 2. Super Weak Reciprocity
In this section we will see two types of reciprocity that can be classified
into "Super Weak Reciprocity". One is linear configuration seen in English
reciprocals and the other is Fijian-type 'weakest reciprocity' seen in verbal
reciprocal prefix.

2.2.1. Linear Configuration

Each other can represent another type of relationship with a particular
kind of predicate. Consider sentence (16a). (16b) is a rough logical
representation of (16a).

(16) a. The boys fell on top of each other.
b. Vx3y (y^x) [xRy or yRx]

In the scene described by (16a), one boy fell first, with nobody below him, and
then other boys fell, one after another, creating a pile. One of the boys (the one
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who fell first) did not actually fall on anybody, and one boy (the one who fell last)
had nobody fall on him.

Examples of the same kind follow.

(17) The trays are stacked on top of each other.
(18) The boxes are nested in each other.

(Fiengo and Lasnik 1973)

(19) The plates are stacked on top of one another.
(20) The children are lined up behind one another.
(21) The guests followed one another into the room. (Langendoen 1978)

Notice that these present a purely linear relationship, as shown in (22).

( 2 2 ) 0 ^ 0 ^ 0 -^
Xi

X2

X3

-^0^0
Xn.1 Xn

The first entity (XI) affects (does something to) the second entity (XA). but is not
affected by anything. Also, the last entity (Xn) is affected by x„.i, but it does not
affect anything.
It should be noted that this can be a multidimensional linearity. One
might imagine that "the linear relationship" refers to only strict linearity that
involves one dimension. However, the linearity actually can be two dimensional,
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three dimensional, ...up to n-dimensional. The following example illustrates
this.

(23) The shoes are piled up on the top of each other.

This can be a big stack or a broad pile. The shoes are somewhat randomly piled
up on the top of each other, and the linearity involved here will most naturally be
multidimensional. There should be several dimensions involved in the linearity
in this case.

2.2.2. Fijian i^e/-Type Reciprocity

The next case would be a sub-case of super weak reciprocity—^the case
of reciprocity In Fijian. Fijian has a verbal reciprocal prefix of vei-. According to
Dixon (1988), vei- can be prefixed to some nouns and time words, mostly kin
terms, and to many verbs (sometimes with and sometimes without the passive
suffix), and in each case it has a collective meaning. When vei- is added to a
verb, it derives an intransitive form, and the subject may be the sum of A
(transitive subject) and 0 (object), that is, the complete collection of core
partidpants. What is interesting here is that these core participants are grouped
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together as a single set. with no Indication of who is A and who is O. Dixon's
example is shown below.

(24) erau sa vei-'oti ti'o o Sepo vata "ei Elia
'Sepo and Elia are involved in an activity of (hair) cutting.'
'oti (-va) = verb "cut (with scissors or shears, e.g. O: cloth or hair)"

Here we cannot tell, from this sentence, who is cutting whose hair. These two
participants are just Involved in an activity of hair cutting; one is a cutter (an
actor) and the other is a cuttee (a patient). But everyone in Waitabu knows that
Sepo often cuts people's hair, including that of his son Bia. This sociocultural
knowledge would enable them to deduce who was A and who O, on hearing the
sentence. A stranger would have to ask :

(25) o cei e 'oti ti'o vei rau?
'which of the two of them is having (his hair) cut?'

The reply would be something like (26), using the transitive form of the verb.

(26) o Sepoi e' oti-va ti'o a ulu-l Elia
'Sepo is cutting Elia's head (hair).'
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The sentence in (24) shows 'weakest reciprocity' in the sense that the
participants are put together in a semantic interpretation, however, the agent is
not specified, nor does the patient have to act on anything in parallel to the
original agent.
In (27) a passive suffix is added to a vei form. The interpretation is that
each participant is alternately agent and patient, that is, each does it to the
other. In this case the reciprocal meaning is strengthened; it is more similar to
English each other.

(27) erau sa vei- "oti-vi ti' o gaa o Sepo vata 'ei Elia
'Sepo and Elia are cutting each other's hair.'

In this section we have seen two types of 'super weak reciprocity"—
English linear configuration and Fijian ve/-type reciprocity. The first case
represents a purely linear relationship of one direction, and the second case
represents an implicit relationship between agent and patient of the similar kind.

2. 3. Symmetric Predicates
Fiengo and Lasnik discussed symmetric predicates in their work (1973),
predicates for which, given some relationship in the sentence "R", aRb implies
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bRa. The examples of such predicates are: equal, related by blood, similar,
resemble. The notions of PSR (partitioned strong reciprocity) and WR (weak
reciprocity) cannot be conveyed in sentences with these predicates. Thus,
these require strong reciprocity interpretations. This is illustrated by the
following sentence.

(28) The men in the room are the same height as each other.

Sentence (28) cannot designate the situation illustrated in diagram (29).
Instead, (28) depicts the situation where the height of all members are identical,
for example, they all are of 5'7" height.

(29) PSR
5'7" O
0 5'7"
6'2" O o 0 6'2"
7'1"0c^0 7'1"

(30) SB
5'7"0—0 5'7"
I X I
5'7"0 —0 5'7"
I X I
5'7"0 —0 5'7"
Symmetric Reciprocity (SmR) is formulated as follows.
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(31) Symmetric Reciprocity (SmR)
(Vx eA) (3yeA) (x

y A xRy A yRx)
(Langendoen 1978)

(equivalent to "the unrestricted subsets relation" of Dougherty 1974)

This relation is also equivalent to "Conjunctive Ordering" by Kanski (1987).
Dalrymple et al (1996) provides an informal description of this relation as is
below.

"Informally, this says that every member of A has a 'partner* with whom
the relation R holds in both directions."

We will return to the nature of symmetric predicates when we discuss Japanese
pro-form otagai in section 5.

2.4. New Type of Reciprocity—^"otagai"

In section 2.3, we have seen the Fijian vei- case (weakest reciprocity) and
the English each other case under linear configuration (super weak reciprocity).
The central point is that the relationship between xRy and yRx in the notation
[Vx3y iy^x) [xRy or yRx]] ((16b)) is a disjunction ("or" ) not a conjunction ("and").
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Then what is "strongest reciprocity"? As we have seen in 2.1, sentence
(11) either means (12) or (13).

(11) The men are hitting each other.
(12) Every member of S hit every other member of S.
(13) S can be divided into subsets S, such that every member
of S, hit every other member of S;. [S: the set of men]

Now if a certain construction always chooses only the relationship in (12), it
could be said that the construction ensures "strongest reciprocity". In this sense,
it may safely be said that Japanese "reciprocal" expression otagai denotes
"strongest reciprocity" or "strict reciprocity". As we will see in section 5, the
participants are always two individuals or two partitioned groups in otagai
sentences, and it is evident that the relationship between two items must involve
strong reciprocity.

(32) John to Mary-wa otagai-o aisite iru.
John and Mary-TOP OTAGAI-ACC love
'John loves Mary and Mary loves John.'
(33) Kono kurasu-no danjo-wa

otagai-o kiratte iru.

this class-GEN boys and girls-TOP OTAGAI-ACC hate
'The boys in this class hate the girls in this class, and

the girls in this class hate the boys in this class.'

Needless to say, each other sentences in English can be used in the same
situation as in (34) and (35).

(34) John and Mary love each other.
(35) The boys and girls In this class hate each other.

However, at the same time, sentences like (36a) and (37a) are also possible
each other sentences in English, and this never occurs in the Japanese
counterparts of otagai sentences (=(36b) and (37b)) (See section 5.4.1.5 for
more details on non-occurrence of symmetric predicates with otagai.)

(36) a. John and Bill are the same height as each other.
[symmetric predicates; strong reciprocity]
b. *John to Bill-wa otagai-ga onazi sintyo-da.
John and Bill-TOP each other-NOM same height
'John and Bill are the same height as each other.'

(37) a. John and Bill fell on top of each other.
[linear configuration; weak reciprocity]
b *John to Bill-ga otagai-no ue-ni taoreta.
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John and Bill-NOM each other-GEN on fell
'John and Bill fell on top of each other.'

Further, the following contrast is also noteworthy. (38a) can mean a lip-kissing,
while (38b) cannot.

(38) a. John and Mary kissed each other.
b. John to Mary-ga

otagai-ni

John and Mary-NOM each other-DAT

kisu-o sita.
kissed

'John and Mary kissed each other.'
(Int.) John kissed Mary (on her cheek), and Mary kissed John
(on his hand).

In (38a) a single event of kissing can be implied, and the event of kissing each
other can take place simultaneously. By contrast, (38b) does not imply a single
event of kissing. The two events of kissing must occur in order to make the
sentence true. (38b) cannot mean a single event of lip-kissing.
Roughly, the sentence in (39) can have the logical representation of (40).

(39) sono futari-no otoko-ga otagai-o mita.
the two-GEN men-NOM each other-ACC saw
'The two men saw each other.'
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'(Int.) The man (XI) saw the other (X2), and the other (XA) saw the man (XI).'
These two events took place.'

(40) see (Xi k j X2, otagai, ei

©2)

o see (Xi, X2. ei) & see (X2, Xi. 62)
Xi

X2, & ei

e2
[e is an event]

This shows us that otagai needs another treatment in "reciprocity". The
semantics of otagai seems to be of a third type. For this reason, I do not use
terminology of "reciprocity" for otagai in this dissertation. I will postpone further
discussion of this phenomenon until section 5.

2. 5. Reciprocity and Reflexivity: Romance Languages and Otagai

Following Langendoen (1978), Moltmann (1992) reports that in many
languages, for instance in Romance languages (including French, Italian,
Portuguese, and Spanish) and in German, reciprocity can be expressed by a
simple reflexive together with a reciprocal adverbial. In French, this adverbial is
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the nominal construction I'un I'autre. (see Kayne 1975 for French, and Belletti
1982 for Italian). The following examples are from Moltmann (1992).

(41) a. Les femmes se sont liberees I'une I'autre.
'The women have released them (refl.) each other'

b. Les femmes se sont liberees elles-memes.
'The women have released them (refl.) themselves.'

c. Les femmes se sont liberees.

"These data show that plural reflexives in those languages have a meaning that
Is vague with respect to whether the relation to the antecedent group is
reciprocal or reflexive, comparable to the vagueness of plurals with respect to
collective and distributive readings. Plural reflexives in these languages simply
refer to the antecedent group allowing for the application of the usual rules for
distributive interpretation. (Moltmann 1992)" Moltmann concludes that the
crucial point is that these plural reflexives have exactly the same semantic
function as reciprocals In the first step of their interpretation.
Japanese otagai also allows a reflexive Interpretation, although it is
restricted to the distributive reading only. The group reflexive reading is not
allowed as in (44), while distributive reflexive reading ("parallel reading") can be
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obtained as is shown in the interpretation (42a). (42b) is a reciprocal
interpretation. Compare (42) with (43). (43) is a sentence with typical Japanese
plural 'reflexive' zibun-tati.

(42) sono onna-tati-wa otagai-o kaihoo-sita.
the women-TOP

OTAGAI-ACC released

Int. a) 'The women released themselves.'

("parallel reading" of otagai)

Int. b) 'The women released each other.'

("crossed reading" of otagai)

(43) sono onna-tati-wa zibun-tati-o kaihoo-sita.
the women-TOP

ZIBUN-pl-ACC released

'The women released themselves.'

(reflexive reading)

(44) *karera-wa otagai-o "dream team" to yonda.
They-TOP OTAGAI-ACC dream team call
'They called themselves "dream team".

According to Hoji (1997), in the sentence in (45), "group reading",
"crossed reading" and "parallel" reading are logically possible as in (46).

(45) John-to Bill-ga

hissi-ni-natte otagai-o

John and Bill-NOM very hard

urikonde ita (koto)

OTAGAI-ACC was promoting (fact)
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'Each of John and Bill was promoting himself with utmost enthusiasm.'

(46) a. [John and Bill] V...[John and Bill]... ("group reading")
b- John V...Bill...and...Bill V...John...("crossed reading")
c. John v...John...and...Bill V...Bill...("parallel reading")

Although, Hoji does not deny the possibility of "group reading" of otagai, we take
the position that otagai cannot yield a "group reading". We consider the
interpretation of (45) to be restricted to either (46b) or (46c).
As is clear from the examples shown in this section, it can be said that
Japanese otagai shares some properties with Romance reciprocals in the sense
that a reciprocal-like pro-form otagai allows reflexive interpretation ("parallel
reading" here) as well.

3. Syntactic Analysis of Each Other: Heim, Lasnik, and May (1991)

One of the famous scope ambiguities in eacti other sentences in English
is that sentences such as (47) can take both broad and narrow readings, as is
illustrated below (cf. Higginbotham 1981®, Heim, Lasnik, and May, hereafter
HLM 1991).
" Higginbotham (1981) notes that sentences such as (0 does not have such ambiguity.
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(47) John and Mary thought that they had seen each other.

1. "John thought that John had seen Mary, and Mary
thought that Mary had seen John.'
[broad reading; "I reading"]
2. 'John and Mary thought that they (John and Mary)
had seen each other'
[narrow reading: "We reading"]

In the first interpretation in (47), John and Mary had the different thought: John
thought: "I saw Mary." and Mary thought "I saw John.", while in the second
interpretation in (47), John and Mary had the same thought: "We saw each
other."
In order to explain this kind of scope ambiguity, HLM (1991) propose an
interesting analysis of each other sentences. They postulate each movement in
each other for the solution along with a decompositional semantics.
Let us begin with considering simple sentences such as (48).

(i) They wanted to visit each other.
This has only the broad reading fl reading") v\/here they have different desires. It has
no narrow reading ("we reading") here, though HLM (1991) challenge this.
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(48) John and Mary like each other.

HLM decompose the semantic function of English reciprocal sentences into a
distributor and a reciprocator and provide them with an appropriate status on a
representation of syntax. They assume that a marker of distribution, the element
each, is removed from its surface position and adjoined at LF to its "antecedent"
phrase.
The following is a rough derivation of LF for the sentence in (48). (For
details, see HLM 1991.)

(49)[[John and Mary] eachi] like [ei other].
(50)[[John and Mary] eachi]i [ei other]2 like e2
(51)[[John and Mary] eachi]i [ei [ [e, other]2 [like ea] ] ]

In (49), each moves and Is adjoined to the subject NP, John and Mary. This
operation ensures distributive reading of plural NP, John and Mary. In (50), the
residue of each other, namely, [ei other] is adjoined to the VP by quantifier
raising (QR) at LF. It is a quantificational expression (R-expression) in their
framework. On their analysis, each Is a distributive operator and [ei other] is a
reciprocator. In (51), the subject NP undergoes QR, now that it has a distributive
operator each in it and the whole NP has a quantificational force. Thus, at the
end of the derivation the sentence has two variables, ei and e2, one in the
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framework. On their analysis, each is a distributive operator and [ei other] is a
reciprocator- In (51), the subject NP undergoes QR, now that it has a distributive
operator each in it and the whole NP has a quantrficational force. Thus, at the
end of the derivation the sentence has two variables. ei and ea. one in the
subject position and the other in the object position. Further one c-commands
the other, which forces them to have distinct indexing due to Binding Condition
C. This explains the non-anaphoric part, (xi^^xa in the table in (52)) of each other
construction in English.

(52) "Each Other" : Heim, Lasnik, and May (1991) (TABLE 1)
grouixfenoting antecedent
subject NP{Xi, X2....}

distributor
each

reciprocator
fe other!

The more accurate semantic functions of each and [e other] in HLM's framework
is summarized in (53).

(53) HLM's analysis
Reciprocal Phrase—Two roles
i) the distribution — the universal quantification {each):
Reciprocal phrases introduce a universal quantification, whose
values are restricted to individuals falling under the collective
denotation of the antecedent.
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ii) the reciprocation — the distinctness requirement {[e other]):
Reciprocal phrases require that only assignments of distinct
individuals be considered as satisfying the relation to which the
reciprocal applies.

Now consider (54). The sentence can be understood in two ways.

(54) John and Mary think that they like each other.
1. John and Mary think: John and Mary like each other.
[narrow reading]
2. John thinks that he likes Mary and Mary thinks that she
likes John.

[broad reading]

According to their analysis, each can move to mark scope. Thus, the LF
representations corresponding to the two interpretations are;

(55) a. [John and Maryi D®] think [that [theyi eacha] like [e2 other]3]

b. [John and Maryi eacha] think [that [theya] like [62 other]3]

^ In HLM (1991), D stands for a covert distributor.
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in (55a), each is attached to the embedded subject NP and the pronoun they
picks up the antecedent John and Mary by coreference. By contrast, in (55b),
each is attached to the matrix subject NP, and the pronoun they is bound by the

index of each and in turn it binds the trace of each. The relation between They
and John and Mary in (55a) is coreference anaphora, while the relation between
they and John and Mary each in (55b) is bound variable anaphora.

Gerfen (1992) observes that the Spanish simple clitic reciprocal 'se'
allows scope ambiguity when embedded, while the complex full reciprocal 'el
uno al otoro' does not show scope ambiguity; it has only narrow scope reading.

This pattern is the opposite of the English each of/7er sentences which are
discussed in HLM (1991). This poses a question whether HLM-type
decompositional syntactic analysis can be held in "reciprocals" universally. I will
leave this question open for further research. However, in the subsequent
sections, I will endeavor to show that Japanese "reciprocals" otagai and \/-aw
are not equivalent to the English "reciprocal", each other, in both syntax and
semantics, whatever analysis may be taken to explain English each other.

4. Previous Syntactic Studies of Otagai and V-aw
Before I go into our new analysis, I will briefly review some of the previous
studies of Japanese "reciprocal" expressions. Nishigauchi's (1992) analysis is a
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direct application of HLM (1991) to Japanese sentences, based on the idea that
the V-aw construction (not the ofagaAconstruction) is the true counterpart of
English each other. Hoji (1997) focuses on otagai sentences. He argues
against the widely-accepted idea that otagai is a local anaphor. He considers
otagai to be a special pronoun similar to kinship terms like titioya 'father*, and

he proposes that otagai has an internal structure of [nppro [otagai] ]. Hoji's
(1997) discussion concentrates on the relationship between pro and its
antecedent, not on the pronoun otagai itself, nor on the relationship between pro
and otagai.

4.1. V-aw: Nishigauchi (1992)
Nishigauchi's argument is based on the diagnostics of Fiengo and Lasnik
(1973) which we saw in section 2.2.1. Since V-aw allows weak reciprocity, he
claims that the true Japanese counterpart of each other is the V-aw construction.
Nishigauchi's examples are as follows;

(56) (Baa-de) otoko-tati-ga naguri-aw-te iru.
bar in

man PL-NOM

hit-AW

be
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(57) (Baa-de) otoko-tati-ga otagai-o nagur-te-iai^°.
bar in

man PL-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hit

be

'Men are hitting each other (in the bar).'

Nishigauchi states that "sentence [(56)] depicts a rather bizarre situation in
which, the men, presumably drunken, are engaged in the activity of hitting
everybody—man A hits man B, 8 hits A, B hits C, C hits A, etc.", while (57) does
not. His point here would be that (57) is the case of "strong reciprocity", while
(56) is the case of "weak reciprocity". Strong reciprocity is a special case of
reciprocity in general, therefore, Nishigauchi assumes that otagai sentences
cannot be equivalent to each other sentences in semantics. So far, his semantic

^°For me, this sentence is ungrammafcal for two reasons. The verb naguru 'hit'
expresses the action of physical contact See the sentences below, (a) is perfect, while
(b) is unacceptable. (I will deal with this constraint in Chapter Four.)
i) a. John to Mary-wa otagai-o semeta/hihan sita.
John and Mary-TOP OTAGAI-ACC blamed/criticized
b. ?*John to Mary-wa otagai-o nagutta/ketta/aratta.
John and Mary-TOP OTAGAI-ACC hit/kicked/washed
Otoko-tati (men) has no partition (See section 5.1) In it Otagafs antecedents need to

be two individuals or two partitioned groups. I will discuss this condition in section 5.
Some speakers seem to accept this sentence. However, they tend not to accept the
simple past tense (not progressive) sentence such as the following.
ii) *(Baa-de) otoko-tati-ga otagai-o nagutta.
bar in man PL-NOM OTAGAI-ACC
hit
The reason that the acceptability is raised in (57) seems to be due to the progressive
suffix -te-iru.

observation agrees with ours in that ofaga/shows "strong reciprocity" in the
sense of Fiengo and Lasnik (1973), while V-aw shows "weak reciprocity".
Nishigauchi (1992) applies HLM's analysis to \/-aw sentences. In his
mechanism, -aw itself does not move, instead, an empty element (ti in (59))
moves up to the higher A' position, the spec VP, which -aw governs.

(58) John to Mary-ga [e] al-si-aw-teiru.
John and Mary-NOM love-AW
•John and Mary love each other.'

(59) [vpo[John to Mary]o [VPI Opi [vpi to ti ai-si] aw]-te iru

and

love-AW

be

He claims that -aw is a distributor and [e] is a reciprocator, as is illustrated
below. (60) is the case of Japanese V-aw sentences proposed by Nishigauchi,
and (61) is the case of English each other sentences proposed by HLM (1991).

(60) Nishigauchi (1992) - (TABLE 2)
group-denoting SHntecedent
subject NP{xi, X2....}

distrilKitor
aw

(not move)

recqsfocator
[e] empty
(operator)
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(61) HLM (1991) - (TABLE 3)
<st>up-cli»K^rts ar^ececfent
subject NP{Xi, X2....}

dfs^butor

recqMocator

each

[e other]

(move)

(operator)

However, we do not consider V-aw to be a true counterpart of each other,
either, as argued earlier. As we will see later, V-aw has a non-reciprocal
function as well. Also, V-aw does not show scope ambiguity (See section 5.1.2.),
while each other does. For these reasons, we will suggest that HLM's analysis is
not applicable to V-aw sentences. Since Nishigauchi's analysis is contingent on
the HLM theory, we set it aside here as well.

4. 2. Otagai: Hoji (1997)
Hoji's work is important for us, since our starting point is that we assume
that otagai is not a local anaphor that obeys binding principle A (in any version
of standard binding theory to date). Our initial assumption is based on Hoji's
argumentation. He illustrates that the syntactic tests he conducted told us that
otagai is not a local anaphor. Hoji claims that the internal structure of otagai is
[HP

pro [otagai]]. Roughly, his syntactic diagnostics demonstrate the following:
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1. The antecedent of pro in [pro [otagai\[ need not be in the local domain of the
latter.
2. The antecedent of pro in [pro [otagai]] need not c-command pro as long as
the relevant referential association is that of coreference.
3. Split antecedence is possible for pro in [pro [ofaga/]].
4. Weak Crossover (WCO) effects are observed when bound variable anaphora
is at stake.
5. WCO effects are observed in the sloppy identity context.

The relevant examples corresponding to 1 to 5 that Hoji presents will be shown
below. Sentence (62) shows that otagai need not have its antecedent in its local
domain.

(62) Localitv
[John to Bill]i-wa [Chomsky-ga naze [proi otagai]-o suisensita no ka
John and Bill-TOP [Chomsky-NOM why OTAGAI-ACC recommended Q]
wakaranakatta.
did not understand
'Each of John and Bill] did not understand why Chomsky had recommended
the other.'"
" In addition to this interpretation, Hoji (1997) provides other interpretations to (62).
However, I will not discuss those here.
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Sentence (63) shows that the antecedent of pro in [pro [ofaga/]] need not ccommand pro as long as the relevant referential association is that of
coreference (See also Kuno and Kim 1994).

(63) C-command
[[pro^ otagai]-no koibito]-ga [John to Bill]i-o yuuwaku-sita.
OTAGAI-GEN

lover-NOM [John and Bill]-ACC seduced

(to yuu uwasa-ga matizyuu-no wadai-ni natte ita)
'(The rumor that) each other/s lovers seduced [John and Bill]i
(had become a hot topic of the town.)'

Sentence (64) illustrates that split antecedence is allowed between pro and its
antecedents.

(64) Split antecedence
leyasui-wa Nobunagaa-ni Singen-ga

sin-e-ba [prou2 otagai-no

leyasu-TOP Nobunaga-DAT [Singen-NOM die-if
ryoodo-ga

OTAGAI-GEN

sibaraku-wa antai-da to] tege-ta.

Territory-NOM for-a-while

safe-be that] told

'leyasui told Nobunagaa that, if Shingen dies, theiri^2 territories will be safe
for a while.'
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The ungrammaticality of sentence (65) shows Weak Crossover (WCO) effects.

(65) Weak Crossover effects
*(watasi-wa) [ [pm-i otagai]-no
l-TOP

(katute no) onsi]-ga

OTAGAI-GEN (former) teacher-NOM

[kanari-no kazu-no nihonzin huufu]-o

batoo suru

a good number-GEN Japanese couple-ACC harshly criticize
(no-o mita)
(COMP-ACC)
' (I saw) thein (former) teachers harshly criticize [a good number of
Japanese couples]i.'

The fifth example we will see is WCO effects in the sloppy identity context.
Before presenting the example in question, let us see the following example.

(64)[John to Bill]-ni yori mo saki ni sensei-ga [Mike to Sam]-ni
John and Bill than ealier

teacher-Nom Mike and Sam-DAT

[pro otagai]-no atarasii roommate-o syookaisita (koto)
OTAGAI-GEN new roommate-ACC introduced
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'The teacher introduced to [Mike and Sam] their new roommate earlier
than to [John and Bill]' (sloppy reading OK)

Hoji (1995) argues that the comparative ellipsis construction in Japanese
provides a syntactic context in which genuine sloppy identity reading can obtain.
Thus, according to Hoji (1997), (65) can yield the interpretation such as the
following.

(66)
The time at which the teacher introduced to Mike Sam's new roommate
and the teacher introduced to Sam Mike's new roommate was before the
time at which the teacher introduced to John Bill's new roommate and the
teacher introduced Bill John's new roommate.

With this observation in mind, consider the following example.

(67) Weak Crossover effects in the sloppy identitv context
[John to Bill]-ni yori mo saki ni [pro otagai]-no koibito-ga
John and Bill-DAT earlier

OTAGAI-GEN lovers-NOM

[Mike to Sam]-ni iiyotta (koto)
Mike and Sam-DAT seduced
'their lovers tried to seduce [Mike and Sam] earlier than [John and Bill]'
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[sloppy reading *]

Sentence (67) cannot yield a sloppy reading. That is, (67) cannot receive the
interpretation shown in (68).

(68)
*the time at which Sam's lover tried to seduce Mike and Mike's lover tried
to seduce Sam was before the time at which John's lover tried to seduce
Bill and Bill's lover tried to seduce John

We have briefly reviewed the syntactic tests Hoji (1997) conducted. The
tests show us that his claim is compelling that otagai is not a local anaphor. He
argues that what has been considered as the anaphoric relation between otagai
and "its antecedent" must be understood as that between the pro in [HP pro
[otagai]] and the antecedent of pro.
According to Hoji (1997), the postulation of pro in [ NP pro [N otagai]] is
motivated by the absence of Principle B effects when a bound variable anaphor
Is at stake. Consider the following example.

(69) [kanari no kazu-no huuhu]-ga (hissi-ni natte) otagai-o
good number of couples-NOM (with enthusiasm) OTAGAI-ACC
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urikondeita (no wa sensyuu no kaigi de da.)
was promoting (COMP-TOP last week-GEN meetlng-at was)

'(It was at the meeting last week that) [each of [a good number of couples]]
was promoting OTAGAI with utmost enthusiasm.'
'(Int.) the husband x was promoting the wife y, and y was promoting x.'^^

Hoji's argumentation is as follows. If otagai is a pronoun, Binding Principle B
must apply to sentences like (69). since (69) involves a quantifier and is a true
binding case (not a coreferential case). For this reason, the sentence is
predicted to be ungrammatical. However, contrary to the prediction, the
sentence is fully grammatical. How can otagai evade a Condition B violation,
with its pronominal status ensured? As a solution, Hoji postulates pro in his
hypothetical structure [ NP pro [N otagai]]. If what is "bound" by the
quantificational subject is pro, the binding is not local any more.
As we have seen, he provides convincing evidence to support the
assertion that otagai is not a local anaphor. However, the internal structure of
otagai is still worth exploring. In his analysis (1997), pro can have anaphoric
relations to "the antecedents" outside; however, what mechanism ensures the

As I mentioned in footnote 11, here I also omit the other Interpretations he gives in
Hoji (1997).
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anaphoric relations between pro and ofaga/within the NP is not precisely
characterized in Hoji (1997).
We will take a "pro-analysis", for independent reasons, based on the
observation of sentences like (70).

(70) Otagai-ga warui no da.
OTAGAI-NOM be blamed
'(Int. 1) Both of the two should be blamed.'
(Int. 2) Both of us should be blamed.'

The "antecedent" of otagai can be two people outside the sentence. As long as
(70 lnt.1) is acceptable, we must posit pro in its intemal structure. However, we
will posit a slightly different structure from his. Our intemal structure of otagai is
[

Dp[NPpro]

[D

otagai] ], not [ np pro [n otagai\]. We will analyze otagai as a

quantificational determiner. We will return to this issue in section 5.4.1.1.

5. New Analysis of Otagai and V-aw
In this section, I show that otagai and V-aw have interesting properties
that English-type reciprocals (e.g. each other) lack. The characterization I will
present here is best understood by the semantics of eventualities (Parsons
1994, Higginbotham 1996). I propose the idea that otagai is a two-event marker.
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white -ayv is a single-event marker. This proposal will explain the intricate scope
effects identified in the section that follows, and it will resolve the apparent
dilemma that sentences involving otagai/V-aw do not necessarily express
reciprocal action.

5. 0. Event Analysis—Higginbotham (1996)

As we mentioned earlier, we follow Higginbotham's (1985,1997, 1996)
assumption that there is a special argument position, the E-position, associated
with every predicative head in the X' system, thus with all of V, N, A, and P. This
means that a head H has a position E for "events" in addition to widely-accepted
"visible" (syntactically realized) positions that it theta-marks. What is important
here is that "events" should be construed in a wide sense. Following
Higginbotham (1996), in our terminology "events" includes "states". Our
"events" will be called "situations", if necessary. Otherwise, we will use the term
"events" for the time being, following Higginbotham (1996).
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5.1. Otagai and V-aw: Two Events vs. Single Event

5.1.1. Proposal
First, I will try to provide a descriptive characterization of otagai and -aw
in order to help us capture the properties of both constructions.

(71) Otagai
Otagai is a two event marker, which forces a "two event reading" of the
sentence. As a consequence, otagai refers to two entities (two individuals
or two partitioned groups). Two and only two participants are involved, or
the partition of the antecedent NP into exactly two subgroups is needed,
where partition makes mutually exclusive and not empty sets.

(72) V-aw
-Aw is a single macro event marker, which forces "single event reading" of
the sentence. V-aw construction requires multiple participants.

Based on the observations above, I will propose the following hypotheses:

(73) [Hypotheses]
i) Otagai is an overt existential quantifier that binds event variables in the
predicates. Otagai quantifies over events, functioning as "two event
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marker" which denotes something like 'There are two events such that...".
It pluralizes the event description, much as the numeral two pluralizes
entity descriptions.

ii) V-aw functions as a single event marker. V-aw unites multiple sub-events
into a single macro event

Let us see otagai sentences first.

(74) John to Bill-wa

otagai-o hihan sita.

John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI criticized
'John criticized Bill and Bill criticized John.'

If we use Parsons-style (1994) logical representation, we will obtain something
like the following for (74).

(75) (3e) [criticizing (e) & Subj (e, John) Obj (e. Bill)] &
(3e') [criticizing (e') & Subj (e', Bill) Obj (e', John)]

Sentence (74) means that there were two events; one in which John is criticizing
Bill and the other in which Bill is criticizing John.
Consider the examples below.
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(76) a. *John-to Bill-to Mary-wa otagai-o hihan sita.
John and Bill and Mary-TOP OTAGAI-o criticized
'John, Bill, and Mary criticized the other(s).'

b. John-to Mary-to, Bill-wa otagai-o hihan sita
John and Mary, and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-o criticized
'John and Mary (as a group) and Bill criticized the other.'
(in the situation where John and Mary are a couple)

b' John-to, Mary-to Bill-wa otagai-o hihan sita
John, and Mary and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-o criticized
'John, and Mary and Bill (as a group) criticized the other.'
(in the situation where Mary and Bill are a couple)

c. ?*seito-tati-wa otagai-o hihan sita.
students-PL-TOP OTAGAI-ACC criticized
'The students criticized the other."

d. kono kurasu no dan-jo-wa

otagai-o

hihan sita.

this class-GEN boys and girls-TOP OTAGAI-ACC criticized
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'The boys in this class criticized the girls in this class. And the giris in
this class criticized the boys in this class. These two events took place.'

The ungrammaticality of (76a) is probably due to the fact that there are three
participants. When three participants (with no partitions between them) are
involved, the sentence can logically denote either a single event or three events,
but not two events. Thus, the sentence is unacceptable. Even if there are three
participants, the sentences with otagai are acceptable only in the cases where
exactly two groups are involved, namely, just in case the first two participants
are a couple. Three people are partitioned into two groups in (76b). In (76b), a
pause is posited after the comma. If the comma is put between "John-to" and
"Mary-to", a pause is left there. In such case, the partition into the group is also
put there. This is the case of (76b').
Descriptively, otagai must satisfy the "two participants (groups)-two
events requirement". Sentences with otagai denote two distinct events, as is
clear in the translation in (76d). Otagai requires that the participants are two
(either two individuals or two partitioned groups), and that these two are the
participants (the actor, in many cases) in each event. In (76c) the sentence is
unacceptable or marginal at best, because the number of the students is not
clear and there are no partitions in it, although the subject NP is grammatically
plural. In this case, there is neither an explicit couple (two participants) nor are
two partitioned groups involved. On the other hand, (76d) is acceptable, since
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the subjects are explicitly partitioned into boys and girls with the help of the
compound noun dan-jo ('boys-girls').
Notice that there are no good counterparts of this in English. English the
other can be anaphoric, but ffte others cannot This seems to be an accidental
gap in English.

(77) a. The boy and the girl each criticized the other.
b. ^The boys and the girls each criticized the others.'

Now, consider the following sentences with -aw. Conditions in (72) are
illustrated by (78).

(78) a. John-to Bill-to Mary-wa [e] hihansi-aw-tta.
John and Bill and Mary-TOP [e] criticize-AW-PAST
'John, Bill, and Mary mutually criticized [each other].'

b. seito-tati-wa [e] hihan si-aw-tta.
student-PL-TOP [e] criticize-AW-PAST
'The students mutually criticized each other.'

V-aw does not manifest the restrictions seen in otagafs case. V-aw can
be used to refer to more than two participants, for example, three entities as in
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(78a), as long as the sentence denotes single general event Mutual criticism of
the three people can be considered a single event. The sentence roughly
means that 'There occurred a single event of mutual criticizing among John, Bill,
and Mary. " Compare (76c) with (78b). Sentence (78b) is perfectly grammatical,
while (76c) is not. No partitions are needed in V-aw sentences. Sentence (78b)
straightforwardly satisfies (72), since the multiple participants are involved and it
can denote a single event.
In the next subsections, I will present some evidence to support an event
approach of the type I have proposed. At the same time, the difference between
English each other-type reciprocals and Japanese reciprocal-like expressions
will be further illustrated.

5.1. 2. Co-occurrence with Part Structure Modifiers
It is well known that English each other sentences cannot co-occur with
each (cf. Gillon 1984).

(79) *John and Mary each criticized each other.
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By cx)ntrast, otagai can co-occur with part structure modifiers, such as sore-zore,
ono-ono 'each' (cf. Ishii 1989, Yoshimura 1993").
Here I will briefly review the part structure modifiers in Japanese,
including mei-mei 'individually. The basic observation is from Morita (1991), but
I reword it using our terminology. Examples follow.

f80)sore-zore 'each'
The tacit assumption is that individual entities (= A, B, C) that compose
the whole (=X) are different. X={A, B, C}.
A, B, C refer to individuals or the groups (partitioned plurals).

a) seito-tati-wa sore-zore sukina
students SORE-ZORE

e-o

kaita.

favorite picture-ACC painted

'The students painted pictures that each of them likes.'

b) (hito-wa)

sore-zore-no

seikaku-ni tekisita

(we/you/people-TOP) SORE-ZORE-GEN characters-for suitable
shokugyoo-o erabu bekida.
occupation-ACC choose should
'People should choose the occupations suitable for each's character.'
" Yoshimura's (1993) treatment of otagai is different from mine. She considers sorezore, ono-ono to be event distributors, not otagai Itself.
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c) 1 nensei, 2 nensel, 3 nensei, sore-zore-ga

keikooshoku-no

1 year 2"^ year 3"^ year SORE-ZORE-NOM fluorescent
iro no T-shatsu o kita.
colored T-shirts wore
'First year students, second year students, and third year students,
each group wore T-shirt of fluorescent colors.'

(81) ono-ono 'each'
A={AI, A2, A3},

A and Ai, A2, A3 are of the same class, not of the upper or of the lower
class in concept.

a) kontyuu-wa ono-ono

6 pon no

asi-o

mottelru.

insect-TOP ONO-ONO 6-CL-GEN legs-ACC

has

'Insect each has six legs.'

b) mizu sigen-o

yooto-ni yotte bunruisi, sono ono-ono-ni tuite

water resources-ACC use-by

classify

the ONO-ONO about

setumei seyo.
explain
'Classify water resources by uses and explain each of them.'
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(82) mei-mei 'individually'
This is only used for human being. Each entity is treated as a separate
one. Unlike sore-zore, mei-mei refers to individuals and it cannot refer to
groups (partitioned plurals).

a) zibun-no kyookasyo-wa mei-mei-de kainasai.
self-GEN textbook-TOP MEI-MEl-by

buy

'Buy your own textbook individually.'

b) sensei-wa hazime-ni mei-mei-no

namae-o kaita.

teacher-TOP firstly MEI-MEI-GEN name-ACC wrote
'Teacher began by writing individual names (in the class).'

c) sensei-wa

testo-no tensuu-o

mei-mei-ni

siraseru.

teacher-TOP test-GEN score-ACC MEI-MEI-DAT inform
'Teacher tells the individuals their scores of the test.'

I have roughly reviewed Japanese part-structure modifiers, sore-zore,
ono-ono, and mei-mei. Now let us examine the compatibility with Otagai and Vaw and part-structure modrfiers. The following table is the result of our test as to
whether Japanese "reciprocals" can co-occur with part structure modifiers.
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(83) sore-zore, ono-ono, mei-mei (TABLE 4)

Otagai
V-aw
Otagai-(o) V-aw

»3re-zafB
'each'
OK

ono-ono

it

*

*

OK

?

*

OK

mel-cmi
'IndtvidL^ly'
*

1. Otagai can co-occur with sore-zore/ono-ono (, but not with *mei-mei).
2. V-aw cannot co-occur with sore-zore/ono-ono/mei-mei.
3. Otagai-o V-aw can co-occur with sore-zore.

Examples follow.

(84) Otagai
a. John-to Mary-wa otagai-o hihan-sita.
John and Mary OTAGAI-ACC criticized
'John criticized Mary. Mary criticized John.
These two events happened at the same time.'

b. John-to Mary-wa sore-zore/ono-ono/*meimei otagai-o hihan sita.
John and Mary

each/each/individually

OTAGAI-ACC criticized

'John criticized Mary. Mary criticized John.
These two events happened (separately) at the same time.'
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(85) V-aw
a. John to Mary-wa [e] hihan si-aw-tta.
John and Mary

[e] criticize-AW-PAST

'John and Mary mutually criticized [each other]'.

b. John-to Mary-wa •sore-zore/'ono-ono/*meiHfnei [e] hihan si-aw-tta
John and Mary

each/each/individually

[e] criticize-AW-PAST

'John and Mary each/individually mutually criticized [each other]'.

(86) Otaqai-o V-aw
a. John-to Mary-wa otagai-o hihan si-aw-tta.
John and Mary OTAGAI-ACC criticize-AW-PAST
'John and Mary mutually criticized each other.'

b. John-to Mary-wa sore-zore/?ono-ono/*meimei
John and Mary-TOP each/each/indlvidually

otagai-o
OTAGAI-ACC

hihan si-aw-tta.
criticize-AW-PAST
'John and Mary each mutually criticized [each other].'
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Unlike English each other sentences, Japanese otagai sentences can co-occur
part structure modifiers, sore-zore/ono-ono.
The reason that mei-mei cannot occur with otagai must be considered.
One of the possibilities is that firstly, mei-mei assumes that there are more than
two subjects and this "multiple participants requirement" conflicts with the
otagafs "two participants requirement". Secondly, mei-mei already distributes
the multiple participants into each individual, further, the assumption of "multiple
events" conflicts with the otatafs "two event requirement". By so considering, we
can account for the incompatibility with V-aw and mei-mei in a similar way. The
V-aw construction ensures a "multiple participants—single event" reading.
However, mei-mei seems to force a "multiple participants—multiple events"
reading. Although careful research must be done on the function of mei-mei,
there seems to arise some conflict in (85) when mei-mei distributes the
individuals. Sentence (86) indicates that V-aw somehow overrides otagafs
nature. We will return to this in section 5.5.4.

5.1. 3. Couple-internal Reading vs. Couple-External Reading
As we have seen so far, two participants or two groups are involved in
sentences utilizing the otagai construction. The number 'two' is significant to
characterize otagai. Consider the following set of the examples. (87a) is
straightforward and unambiguous, while (87b) is ambiguous. Sentence (87b)
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has both a coupie-intemai reading and a couple-extemai reading. This contrasts
with (87c). (87c) has only the coupie-intemai reading, because the partitioned
groups are three and it is impossible to receive a couple-extemai reading with
otagai. The important point is that otagai has a "two entities, two events"
requirement Notice that English each other constructions such as (88) have
only sentence extemal readings. There are no readings such that three "coupieintemai quarreling" happened. This sharply contrasts with (87c).

(87) a. sono fuufu-wa otagai-o hihan sita.
the couple-TOP OTAGAI-ACC criticized
'The couple criticized OTAGAI.'
'The husband criticized the wife, and the wife criticized the husband.'

b. futa-kumi-no fuufu-ga otagai-o hihan sita. [ambiguous]
2 cl

couple-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized

'Two couples criticized OTAGAI.'

1. 'Couple A criticized the other (Couple B), and Couple B criticized
the other (Couple A).
(The husbands and wives have the same thoughts about criticizing
the other couple.) [couple-extemai reading]
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2. 'The husband criticized the wife and the wife criticized the husband
within each couple." [couple-internal reading]

c. san-kumi-no fuufu-ga otagai-o hihan sita. [unambiguous]
3 cl

couple-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized

'Three couples criticized OTAGAI.'

'The husband criticized the wife and the wife
criticized the husband within each couple.'
[only couple-internal reading]

(88) Three couples criticized each other,

[only couple-external reading]

y-a\N sentences usually receive only couple-external readings, as is shown in
(89).

(89) futa-kumi-no fuufu-ga [e] hihan-si-aw-tta.
2 cl

couple-NOM

criticize-AW-PAST

'Two couples mutually criticized [each other].'
[only couple-external reading]
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Thus, it is clear that otagai constructions in Japanese behave differently than
each offter constructions in English with respect to the availability of coupleintemal/extemal readings. In the next section, we will see non-reciprocal use of
otagai and V-aw constructions and try to reach a comprehensive explanation
that is consistent to both reciprocal and non-reciprocal usages .

5.1.4. Non-Reciprocai Use and Logophoric/Discourse Anaphors
It is well known that both otagai and V-aw have non-reciprocal functions
as well. However, to the best of my knowledge, there seem to have been few
compelling explanations for the fact that otagai and V-aw have both reciprocal
and non-reciprocal functions. Non-reciprocal use in this context refers to
sentences that have no null argument—sentences that are saturated. In other
words, non-reciprocal sentences with otagai and -aw are either a) intransitive
sentences or b) transitive sentences in which the non-subject argument positions
are filled. It descriptively follows that otagai in non-reciprocal use must take a
nominative marker, and the sentence has only a "parallel reading", not a
"crossed reading" in Hoji's (1997) sense (See section 2.2.5 for the definitions).
As is demonstrated below, this fact is another strong argument for the "event
analysis" to otagai and -aw. Relevant examples follow.

(90) John to Mary-wa otagai-ga

issyoo-kenmei benkyo sita
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John and Mary-TOP OTAGAI-NOM

hard

study-did

to sinziteita.
COMP believed
'John believed that he worked hard and Mary believed that she worked hard.'

(91) a. Otagai-ga

issyoo-kenmei benkyo sita (ne).

OTAGAI-NOM

hard

study-did

'(lnt.1) Both of the two worked hard.' (discourse anaphor)
'(Int. 2) Both of us (you and I) worked hard.'

(logophoric use)

b. Otagai-ga siawase datta.
OTAGAI-NOM happy was
(lnt.1) "Both of the two were happy.' (discourse anaphor)
(lnt.2) 'Both of us (you and I) were happy.' (logophoric use)

c. Otagai-ga warui no da.

(=(70))

OTAGAI-NOM be blamed
'(Int. 1) Both of the two should be blamed.' (discourse anaphor)
(Int. 2) Both of us should be blamed.'

(logophoric use)
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In (90), John and Mary have some relationship; they may be friends, for
example, or a couple, or in competition with each other. This is a pragmatic
requirement for otagai, which I will not discuss further here. John believed that
he worked hard, and Mary believed that she worked hard. Otagai expresses that
two distinct thinking events happened to two people. In (91a, Interpretation 2),
the antecedents of otagai are typically the speaker and the hearer. This is a
"logophoric" use of otagai. There are two events of working hard—one is the
speaker's working hard and the other is the hearer's working hard. The sentence
in (91b, Interpretation 2) is similar. In both (91a, Interpretation 1) and (91b,
Interpretation 1), the antecedent can be some people outside the sentence.
The discourse provides the antecedents. In both cases, there were two distinct
"events" or "situations" of their working hard and of their being happy,
respectively. (91c) is the same. There are two events or situations of their
having their own faults.
Although they do not propose an "event analysis" such as ours, Imani and
Stanley (1996) state that when (o)tagai is nominative, a sentence cannot have a
collective reading. This is seen in (92).

(92) Otagai-ga piano-o hakobu-bekida.
otagai-NOM plano-ACC carry-should
'Each of us should carry a piano.'
(Imani and Stanley 1996)
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Compare the sentence with (93).

(93) a. John-to Mary-ga piano-o hakobu-bekida.
John and Mary-NOM piano-ACC carry-should
'John and Mary should carry a piano/pianos.'

b. watasi-tati-ga piano-o hakobu-bekida.
they-NOM piano-ACC carry-should
'We should carry a piano/pianos.'

Unlike (92), sentence (93) has both a collective reading and a distributive
reading. This clearly shows that otagai plays an important role in assigning the
sentence "two event interpretations^"*." Imani and Stanley (1996) also give the
following example.

(94) *Otagai-ga atumaru-bekida.
OTAGAI-NOM get-together-should
'(Int.) We all should get together.'
It should be noted that the notion of "collectivity and distributivity" is one thing, and
"the number of events" is another. There has been much discussion in the I'lterature
on how to deal with distributivity in linguistic tiieory (cf. Langendoen 1978,
Higginbotham 1981, Lasersohn 1995, ...etc.). However, we do not go Into such
discussion. What we should notice here is tiiat there can be a sentence of a single
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They do not provide the explanation for this, but I claim that the ungrammaticality
is due to the fact that atumaru ('get together") is a "one event predicate", while
otagai requires "two event reading". In fact, this phenomenon is not restricted to
nominative otagai-ga. See the following sentences where otagai is an adjunct.
The sentences in (95) cannot yield intended readings indicated below^®.

(95) a. *John to Bill-wa otagai ronsoo-sita.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI (adv) argued.
'John and Bill argued.'

b. *John-to Bill-wa otagai kooron-sita.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI (adv) quarreled
'John and Bill quarreled.'

They sharply contrast with grammatical sentences In (96), where the predicates
do not force a "one event reading".
event reading that receives a distributive Interpretation, while there cannot be a
sentence of two-event reading that receives a collective interpretation.
Two event readings such as the following are acceptable.
i)

'John argued with someone else and also Bill argued with someone else
(then).' (=95a)

ii) 'John quarreled with someone else and also Bill argued with someone else
(tiien).' (=95b).
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(96) a. John to Blll-wa

otagai

hara-o tateta.

John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI (adv) got angry.
John got angry and (also) Bill got angry."

b. John-to Bill-wa

otagai

kessin-o sita.

John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI (adv) resolution made
' John made a certain resolution and Bill also made a certain resolution.'

The same test can be conducted to V-aw sentences. Unlike (95) and (96),
there are no contrasts between (97) and (98): both are acceptable in V-aw
construction.

(97) a. John to Bill-wa ronsoo-si-aw-ta.
John and Bill-TOP argued-AW-PAST

b. John-to Bill-wa kooron-si-aw-ta.
John and BII-TOP quarrel-AW-PAST

(98) a. John to Bill-wa hara-o tate-aw-ta.
John and Bill-TOP got angry-AW-PAST

b. John-to Bill-wa

kessin-o

si-aw-ta.

John and Bill-TOP resolution-ACC made-AW-PAST

Let us see more examples of non-reciprocal use of V-aw construction, which
denotes a single macro event.

(99) a. Mary-to John-ga sakebi-aw-ta.
Mary and John-NOM exclaim-AW-PAST
'Mary and John exclaimed.'
'(Int.) Exclaiming was done by Mary and John.'

b. John to Bill-ga Mary-o syootai-si-aw-ta.
John and Bill-NOM Mary-ACC invite-AW-PAST
'John and Bill invited Mary alternately."

(Nishigauchi 1992)

'(Int.) Inviting Mary was done by John and Bill.'

(100) Konoha-ga kasanari-aw-teiru.
leaves-NOM pile-AW
'Leaves are piled up.'
'(Int.) Piling up was done by leaves./
There is a single event of leaves piling up."
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In both (99a) and (99b), -aw forces a single macro event interpretation. In (99a)
Mary and John probably exclaimed together, or exclaimed competitively. In
(99b), according to Nishigauchi's interpretation (originally, Miyake's (1990)
interpretation), John and Bill alternately and repeatedly invited Mary. In this
interpretation, there must be multiple events involved. However, this series of
events, this sequences of eventualities, is considered to compose one macro
event for the same purpose, namely, "inviting Mary." In fact, I claim that "inviting
Mary" does not have to be done in an altemating sequence. Imagine that Mary is
a visiting scholar, and that John and Bill work at the university she is visiting.
Imagine further that out of six consecutive Sundays John invites Mary on the first
three Sundays and Bill invites her on the second three Sundays. To describe
this situation, (99b) could be used. One macro event of inviting Mary takes
place with the two actors involved. Sentence (100) provides an example of a
sentence containing an inanimate subject. The shapes of the piles of leaves are
described by the U-aw construction. While there are a lot of sub-events of each
leaf piled up, a single macro event of piling up is depicted here.
Now we must examine what factors determine the numbers of events in a
sentence.
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5.1. 5. Time Span
Fiengo and Lasnik (1973) state that reciprocal sentences {"each other
sentences" such as (102)) often, but not always require that the events referred
to occur simultaneously, or in the same general time span, while in "each-the
other'sentences (as in (101)) there is never such a requirement. Their
examples are given below.

(101) Each of the cars bumped into the other the Pontiac bumped into the
Plymouth on Monday, and the Plymouth bumped into the Pontiac on
Tuesday.

(102) The cars bumped into each other *the Pontiac bumped into the Plymouth
on Monday, and the Plymouth bumped into the Pontiac on Tuesday.

Example (101) is fully acceptable, while example (102) is not. A generalization
they give is as follows.

(103)

The requirement that the events referred to in reciprocal sentences occur
in the same general time span seems to be the result of the fact that the
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events characterized by reciprocal sentences are regarded as one
general event.

In order to illustrate this generalization, Fiengo and Lasnik gives the following
examples that are parallel to (101) and (102).

(104) Each of the men stared at the other John stared at Bill for 3 hours
and then Bill stared at John for 3 hours.

(105) The men stared at each other; *John stared at Bill for 3 hours and then
Bill stared at John for 3 hours.

Again, (104) is acceptable, while (105) is not.
We could conduct a similar test for Japanese reciprocal (-like)
expressions. What we predict is that otagai allows sentences comparable to
(101) and (104), since otagai introduces two distinct events in our proposal. On
the other hand, our analysis predicts that V-aw disallows this pattern of
sentences, since V-aw sentences denote a single general event. As is seen
from the following examples, our predictions are borne out

(106) John-to Mary-wa otagai-o hihan sita.
John and Mary-TOP OTAGAI-ACC criticized
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John-wa Mary-o

1991-nen-ni, Language-de, hihansi,

John-TOP Mary-ACC 1991-in Language-on criticized

Mary-wa John-o 1995-nen-ni L/-de, hihan sita.
Mary-TOP John-ACC 1995-in U-on criticized

•John and Mary criticized each other (otagai). John criticized Mary in
Language in 1991 and Mary criticized John in Linguistic Inquiry in 1995.'

(107) John-to Mary-wa

[e] hihan si-aw-tta.

John and Mary-TOP [e] criticized-AW

*?John-wa Mary-o 1991-nen-ni Language-de, hihansi,
John-TOP Mary-ACC 1991-in Language-on criticized

Mary-wa John-o 1995-nen-ni Ll-de, hihan sita.
Mary-TOP John-ACC ZJ-in 1992-in criticized

'John and Mary criticized each other (V-aw). ?*John criticized Mary in
Language in 1991 and Mary criticized John in Linguistic Inquiry in 1995.'
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Compared with example (106), example (107) seems to be less acceptable by
many Japanese speakers. Another example of the same sort is given below.

(108) futari no otoko-tati-wa otagai-o

zitto nirande ita.

two men-TOP OTAGAI-ACC

John-wa Bill-o 3-zikan nirami,

stared

Bill-wa John-o

2-zikan nirande ita.

John-TOP Bill-ACC 3 hours stared, Bill-TOP John-ACC

2 hours stared

Two men stared each other (OTAGAI). John stared Bill for
three hours and Bill stared John for two hours."

(109) futari no otoko-tati-wa [e] zitto nirami-aw-tte-ita.
two men-TOP

[e]

stare-AW-PAST

*John-wa Bill-o 3-zikan nirami, Bill-wa John-o 2-zikan nirande ita.
John-TOP Bill-TOP 3 hours stared, Bill-TOP John-ACC 2 hours stared

Two men stared each other (V-aw). *John stared Bill
for three hours and Bill stared John for two hours.'
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We have seen that there is a relationship between time span and the
number of eventualities. However, I point out here that this is not crucial, as
Fiengo and Lasnik (1973) note. What is important is whether or not the action(s)
or situation(s) denoted is/are considered to be one general macro event. This is
more important than the question of the length of the exact time span we
discussed.
Imagine that John and Mary have moved all of the desks out of a large
room. There were 50 desks in all. It took one week to complete the work. First
John carried out 10 desks on Monday, then Mary carried out 15 desks on
Wednesday, and then they carried out the rest of the desks (25 desks) together
on Saturday. We can say that they were in charge of clearing out the room for
renovation. Consider the following sentence in this situation.

(110) John and Mary moved all of the desks out of Room 110.

In this case, it seems possible to regard the event(s) denoted in (110) as a
single macro event. The act of moving the desks was cooperatively done by
John and Mary; they shared the duty. Even if John had moved 30 desks by
himself on Monday and Mary had moved 20 desks by herself on Friday, the
sentence could still be considered to denote one macro event. Their action can
be collapsed into a single event under the concept of preparation for the
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renovation scheduled for the following Sunday. This can be proved by the
following sentence.

(111) Moving all of the desks out of Room 110 was slow/annoyed everyone.

Let us return to the reciprocal-like examples in Japanese. Sentence (107)
becomes acceptable if we can view the actions in the sentence as a single
macro event, even if the time span is relatively large (four years in this case).
For example, imagine that they dealt with the same topic in their papers, and
that John's argumentation contained points that somewhat weakened Mary's
hypothesis. Mary reviewed John's theory and criticized it in her paper in 1995.
Such cases can be considered to be a single controversy, one general event.
However, if John discussed semantic roles and argument structure, for example,
and Mary discussed WH-movement and superiority effects, then their discussion
could not be considered to be one topic, and it would be more difficult to view
the situation as one general event.
As we have discussed, time span is not a crucial factor in determining the
number of events. Here I just point out that there is a tendency for the number of
eventualities to correlate with the time span, and that Fiengo and Lasnik's
observation (103) seems somewhat valid as a descriptive generalization.
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5.1. 6. Each Other and Event Semantics
Flengo and Lasnik (1973) consider "each other sentences" to be
prototypical reciprocal sentences. Furthermore, they assume that each other
sentences tend to take a "single event reading". This kind of Idea Is not peculiar
to them; Moltmann (1990), for Instance, presents a similar line of argument. She
claims that reciprocal sentences describe a single event rather than a set of
disconnected events. According to her, sentence (112) means that there was a
single reciprocal activity of seeing (by John and Mary).

(112) John and Mary looked at each other.

One of the problems for these approaches Is that they equate English
each other sentences to "single event referring sentences". It should be stated
that single event reading Is preferred just because it is unmarked. The number
of the events is not specified in each other sentences. Each other sentences
can yield both "single event reading" and "multiple event reading". In other
words, sentences with each other are vague in event semantics. They can
express both "a single event" and "multiple events" in their linguistic form.
In fact, Higginbotham and Schein (1989) give the two translations to
sentence (112).
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(113) a. Single Event Reading

[3e: event (e)] [Vx; x in [John and Mary]]
[Vy; y in [John and Mary] & y^tx]
X looked at y at e

b. Multiple Event Reading

[Vx: X in [John and Mary]][Vy: y in [John and Mary] & y^^x] pe: event (e)]
X looked at y at e

This phenomenon contrasts with that of languages such as Japanese, which is
strictly constrained in marking the number of events involved.

5. 2. Scope Puzzles Involving "Each Other"
Before we go into the discussion of scope puzzles of otagai, we will
briefly review scope puzzles of each other. As we have seen in section 3, each
other sentences in English are two way ambiguous. Consider the following
sentence.

(114) John and Mary thought that they had hurt each other.
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a)John and Mary thought John and Mary hurt each other.
[narrow reading: Ve reading']
b)John thought that he hurt Mary and Mary thought that she hurt John.
[broad reading: "I reading']

In the interpretation of (114a), they is treated as a coreferential pronoun, while in
the interpretation of (114b), they is treated as a bound variable. HLM's syntactic
analysis explains the difference of the two interpretations. (See section 3.)
By contrast, Japanese comparable data seem to be seemingly chaotic.
However, if we look at the data from three different dimensions I will show in the
subsequent sections, all data can be accounted for.

5. 3. Scope Puzzles Involving "Otagai"
In the analysis developed below, otagai is an event operator, as we have
discussed earlier. Otagai functions as an existential quantifier over events. The
implication is that otagai can move before LF, as an instance of the quantifier
raising (QR) analysis originally developed by May (1977,1985), and
Higginbotham (1983) among others. This is the syntactic requirement of otagai.
Secondly, there is a semantic requirement on the predicates that fully
grammatical sentences must satisfy. Thirdly, the nature of the Japanese
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pronouns must be considered to provide a comprehensive explanation for the
data.

5. 3. 0. Broad Reading and Narrow Reading in Japanese Data
I show that the apparent scope puzzles of otagai and V-aw can be
explained from the viewpoint of event semantics. As we have discussed, our
proposal is that otagai is a two-event marker (an event distributor), while -aw Is a
single-event marker (event anti-distributor). Before we go into the discussion,
we should make explicit what is a broad reading and what is a narrow reading in
Japanese scope puzzle data. The Identity of so-called "reciprocal" sentences in
Japanese are different from that of English reciprocal sentences, and
consequently the mechanisms and their implications are also different. Otagai
functions as a two event marker. Otagai is an operator to divide the event into
two. As we have seen in section 5.1.1, (116) is a simplified logic representation
for (115), adopting the notation of Parsons' (1994) style, which is sufficient for
the present purpose.

(115) John to Bill-wa otagai-o hihan sita.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-ACC criticized
(116) (3e) [criticizing (e) & Sub] (e, John) Obj (e, Bill)] &
(3e') [criticizing (e') & Subj (e', Bill) Obj (e', John)]
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Recall the characterization of each other sentences by Moltmann. She states
that the default interpretation of sentence (117) is that there was a single
reciprocal activity of seeing (by John and Mary) involved.

(117) John and Mary looked at each other.

However, Japanese sentence (118) has a quite different meaning.

(118) John-to Mary-wa otagai-o mitumeta.
John and Mary-TOP OTAGAI-ACC looked at
'John looked at Mary and Mary looked at John."

Sentence (118) has no interpretation such that there was a single reciprocal
activity of seeing by John and Mary. Rather the sentence means that there were
two activities of seeing; one was John's seeing Mary and the other was Mary's
seeing John. This is similar to a conjunction reduction.

(119) John and Mary went to school.
=>John went to school and Mary went to school.
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(120) John to Mary-wa otagai-o mitumeta.
=>John looked at the other and Mary looked at the other.
Both two events took place.

When we mention a "narrow reading" in Japanese sentences that are
comparable to (107), we refer to the interpretation in which otagai divides the
event into two in the embedded clause. Similarly, when we mention a "broad
reading" in the same context, we refer to the Interpretation in which otagai
divides the event into two in the higher clause. Consider the following example.
Logically three interpretations can be drawn, however, only the first
interpretation (121a) is actually obtained.

(121) John to Mary-wa [karera-ga otagai-o (sinritekini) kizutuketa] to
John and Mary-TOP [they OTAGAI-ACC (psychologically) had hurt] COMP
omotta.
thought

a) John and Mary both thought that two activities took place: John hurt
Mary and Mary hurt John, [narrow reading]^®

The point here is that in a) the matrix clause yields a single event reading and the
embedded clause yields a two event reading. See section 5.3.4 regarding the single
event reading of the matrix clause.
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b) *John thought that he hurt Mary and Mary thought that she hurt John,
[broad reading]
c) *John thought that he hurt Mary and Mary hurt him, and Mary thought
that John hurt her and she hurt John, [mixed reading]

In (121a), otagai distributes the event of the embedded clause. In unavailable
(121b) otagai distributes the event of the higher clause. In unavailable (121c)
otagai distributes both the event of the higher clause and the event of the lower
clause. In the next subsection, we will try to explore why the second and third
interpretations will actually be blocked.

5. 3. 0.1. Postulation of Movement
Now, if we postulate syntactic movement of otagai, the semantic paradigm
in (121) can be explained. In (121a), otagai stays in the lower clause and
distribute the event locally. In (121b) otagai moves up to the higher clause and
distribute the event in the matrix clause. However, for some reason, the
movement itself is prevented in this case, and the intended interpretation cannot
be obtained. In (121c), if otagai stays in the local domain, only the local event
must be distributed, and if otagai moves up, only the event of the higher clause
must be distributed. Thus, the intended interpretation cannot be derived by the
movement analysis. The movement analysis predicts the absence of this
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interpretation, provided that otagai is blocked from long distance movement In
this corrfiguration. We will discuss the source of such a constraint below.

5. 3.1. Movement Analysis of Otagai as a Quantifier

5. 3.1.1. Non-Occunrence in the Topic Position
The idea that otagai is a quantifier is not surprising. Imani and Stanley
(1996) report that (o)tagai cannot appear in the Topic position. Consider the
following example.

(122) 'Otagai-wa ki-o tukeru beki-da.
OTAGAI-TOP be-careful should-PRES
'(Int.) Each of us/them should be careful.'

When otagai takes nominative marker -ga, the sentence becomes perfect, as in
(123).

(123) Otagai-ga ki-o tukeru beki-da.
OTAGAI-NOM be-careful should-PRES
'(Int.) Each of us/them should be careful.'
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Imani and Stanley (1996) note that there is some parallelism between (o)tagai
and 'w/7-phrases' in Japanese as is shown below.

(124) a. *Dare-wa ki-o-tukeru beki-ka?
Who-TOP be-careful should-Q
Talking of who, who should be careful?'

b. Dare-ga ki-o-tukeru beki-ka?
Who-NOM be-careful should-Q
'Who should be careful?'

Sentence (124a) is ungrammatical with topic marker -wa, while sentence (124b)
is grammatical with nominative marker -ga. A similar contrast exists in the
following examples also.

(125) a. *Daremo-wa

ki-o tukeru bekida

everyone-TOP be careful should
Talking of everyone, they should be careful.'

b. Daremo-ga

ki-o tukeru bekida

everyone-NOM be careful should
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'Everyone should be careful.'

However, this kind of contrast is not observed in the case of the pronoun karera
they'. Notice that sentence (126) is perfect.

(126) karera-wa ki-o tukeru beki-ka?
they-TOP be-careful should-Q
'Should they be careful?'

The fact that otagai cannot appear in the topic position leads us to the
hypothesis that otagai is a quantifier similar to w/j-quantifier in Japanese, thus,
the idea that otagai can move via QR is not very surprising.

5. 3.1. 2. Landing Site for Otagai
Let us return to our example (115). I will repeat (115) as (127). (128) is
the logical representation of (127).

(127) John to Bill-wa

otagai-o

hihan sita.

John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-ACC criticized
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(128) (3e) [criticizing (e) & Subj (e, John) Obj (e, Bill)] &
(3e') [criticizing (e') & Subj (e', Bill) Obj (e*. John)]

In this case, otagai binds an event variable e which the veri3 hihans- ('criticize')
introduces. My assumption here is that every predicate including statives have
an event variable e to be bound, following Higginbotham (1985, 1987, 1996).
Suppose that otagai is a quantifier and suppose it moves in the covert derivation
of LF, then, what are the possible landing sites for otagar?
I consider the internal structure of otagai to be [DP pro [D otagai ]] as is
shown below.

(129)
DP
\
D'
/ \
NP D
I
I
pro otagai
Otagai is a Q determiner. (I will show the reason for this hypothesis in section
5.4.1.) In standard Chomskian mechanisms, a verb raises to T, and the T
position in the verb carries E-position which the verb has. If otagai is to bind a
variable that is inside the verb, it has to raise to the highest T. This is the only
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possible landing site'^ for otagai. That is the semantic justification of movement,
since failure to raise otagai will result in vacuous quantification.

(130)

TP

I

T
/ \
/
T
VP
/ \
/
\
D T
DP,' V
1
1
1 otagai
DI
/ \ 'criticize'
NP t2

5. 3.1. 3. Liberal Approach to the Shortest Move Constraint
Although I do not deal with a movement triggered by morphological
requirement in the line of Chomsky (1993), Chomsky and Lasnik (1993), and
Lasnik (1994), I will take Shortest Move Constraint here from the principle of
economy, which, I believe, does not contradict our semantic driven movement
analysis.

" Or if we postulate a new node EventP of some sort which locates higher than VP,
EventP Spec would be a possible landing site. However, we will not pursue this
possibility here.
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On the staictural analysis sketched above, otagai is a determiner. Otagai
selects a complement whose feature is [+2 individuals or +2 groups] (pro in this
case). The complement must have a clear partition in it The complement seeks
a plural antecedent In this sense, the feature of otagai is morphologically
[+plural]. Otagai must move "locally", but this means that otagai must move to
the "lowest fully compatible position" that Includes a position which is marked
[+plural]. In other words, otagai skips possible landing sites which are marked [plural]. Our approach can be called "liberal approach" to Shortest Move
Constraint in the sense that the shortest derivation will be chosen among the
possible derivations which do not crash or which do converge. Consider the
following examples.

(131) a. John-to Mary-wa [kantoku-ga otagai-o (sinritekini) kizutuketa]-to
John and Mary-TOP director-NOM OTAGAI (psychologically) hurt
omotte iru.
think
'John thinks that the director hurt Mary.
And Mary thinks that the director hurt John, [broad reading]

b. John-to Mary-wa [kantoku to kameraman-ga otagai-o (sinritekini)
John and Mary-TOP director and cameraman-NOM OTAGAI-ACC(mentally)
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kizutuketa] - to omotte im.
hurt

COMP think

(Int.1) 'John and Mary think that the director hurt the cameraman and the
cameraman hurt the director, [narrow reading]
(lnt.2) 'John thinks that the pair of the director and the cameraman hurt
Mary. And Mary thinks that the pair of the director and the
cameraman hurt Mary.'

[broad reading]

In (131a) kantoku 'the director' is singular and it cannot be the antecedent of pro
which otagai selects as a complement. Thus, otagai does not land in a possible
(but semantically anomalous) landing site of the lower clause which is marked [plural]. Instead, otagai moves to a T position in the matrix clause, since it
includes a position which is marked [+plural]. In (131a) pro in DP takes the
antecedent John to Mary 'John and Mary', and the sentence receives only broad
reading. On the other hand, in (131b) the subject of the embedded clause can
be the antecedent of pro. Otagai moves to a T position in the lower clause. The
sentence receives a narrow reading, in which kantoku to kameraman 'the
director and the cameraman' are two participants of the event and the event can
be distributed into two in the lower clause. When (131b) receives a broad
reading, kantoku-to kameraman 'the director and the cameraman' is a pair (one
group) and it is not considered to be a possible antecedent of pro in [pio
[otagai ]. In this case, otagai skips a T position in the lower clause, and moves
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to a T in the higher clause. Thus, it follows that both (131a) and (131b) can
receive a broad reading here.
The following examples are the cases of inanimate subjects occurring in
the embedded clause.

(132) a. John to Mary-ga [kono ziken-ga otagai-o kizutuketa to] omotta.
John and Mary-NOM[ this Incident-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hurt] thought
(Nishigauchi 1992)
b. John to Mary-ga [korerano ziken-ga otagai-o kizutuketa to] omotta.
John and Mary-NOM[ these incidents-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hurt] thought

Here, inanimate subjects such as kono ziken, 'this incident', korera no ziken
'these accidents" cannot be the antecedents of pro in [pro [otagai ], therefore,
otagai is forced to move out of the embedded clause. Otagai picks up John to
Mary as an antecedent in (132).
To recapitulate, we could make the following theoretical proposal on the
movement of otagai. The movement of otagai obeys Chomsky's Shortest
Movement Constraint, since only convergent derivations are considered in the
derivation here.
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(133)

1) Otagai is a (dual) quantifier over event positions; as such, it must move and
attach to

in the derivation of LF.

2) Such scope assignment is done via head movement.
3) This movement is subject to the Shortest Movement Constraint.

Thus, we have the following generalizations.

(134)
1) Otagai must raise to T^ to bind e-variable.
2) Otagai is morphologically [+pl].
3) [T° +AGR] amalgamate is considered.
4) The closest possible landing site is the closest c-commanding T° + Agr°
which results in convergence.
5) Hence, otagai takes broad scope only if narrow scope is unavailable, that is,
only if otagai cannot choose a lower landing site.

5. 3. 2. Intensionaiity Requirement
So far we have seen the syntactic licensing condition for otagai
sentences. In this subsection, we will have a brief look at a striking second,
purely semantic, condition on the scope position of otagai.
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5. 3. 2.1. ZJbun and Otagafs Abstraction Constraint

(135) Zibun and Otagafs abstraction constraint
a. Zibun and otagai cannot occur in the complement position of verbs of
physical contact.
b. In any case where a verb has an ambiguity between a concrete,
physical sense and an abstract, non-physical sense, only non-physical
interpretation, in other words, abstract interpretation is permitted.

Relevant examples follow. The verbs in (136) and (137) are verbs of physical
sense, and the sentences are ungrammatical, while the verbs in (138) and (139)
are verbs of non-physical sense and the sentences are grammatical.

(136) a. *John-wa zibun-o nagutta.
John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC hit
'John hit himself."

b. •John-to Bill-wa otagai-o nagutta.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-ACC hit
'John hit Bill and Bill hit John.'

(137) a. *John-wa

zibun-o ketta.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC kicked
'John kicked himself.'

b. *John-to Bill-wa otagai-o ketta.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-ACC kicked
'John kicked Bill and Bill kicked John.'

(138) a. John-wa

zibun-o bengo sita.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC defended
'John defended himself

b. John to Bill-wa otagai-o bengo sita.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-ACC defended
'John defended Bill and Bill defended John.'

(139) a. John-wa

zibun-o semeta.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC blamed
'John blamed himself.'

b. John to Bill-wa otagai-o semeta.
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John and BIII-TOP OTAGAI-ACC blamed
'John blamed Bill and Bill blamed John.'

Consider (140) and (141). The verbs used in the examples have both physical
and non-physical meanings. However, the sentences with zibun and otagai
allow only non-physical, abstract interpretation.

(140) a. John-wa zibun-o aratta.
John-TOP ZIBUN investigated/*washed
'John investigated himself thoroughly."

b. John to Bill-wa otagai-o aratta.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI investigated/*washed
'John investigated Bill thoroughly and Bill investigated John thoroughly.'

c. John-wa Taroo-o aratta.
John-TOP Taro-o investigated/washed
'John investigated Taro.'
'John washed Taro.'

(141) a. John-wa zibun-o ikasita.
John-TOP ZIBUN -ACQ realized/*made alive
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'(int.) John put himself in the optimal situation.'
='John succeeded in self-realization.'

b. John to Bill-wa otagai-o ikasita.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-ACC appr6ciate/*made alive
'(int.) John made the most of Bill and Bill made the most of John.'
-John and Bill succeeded in taking advantage of each other's
strong points.'

c. John-wa Taroo-o ikasita.
John-TOP Taro-ACC realized/made alive
'John succeeded in taking advantage of Taro's strong point.'/
'John did not kill Taro.'

In (140a,b) aratta only carries a metaphorical, abstract meaning, 'cleaned up the
entire object and found out the concealed identity", and the physical meaning of
'washed' is gone. That is. In (140a,b) the verb aratta has kept only non-physical
meaning, and the sentence is grammatical. This contrasts with (140c) where
both physical and non-physical meanings are maintained with the lexical subject
Taroo. In (141a,b), ikasita has now only a non-physical meaning, and the
sentence is grammatical. Again, in (141c) both physical and non-physical
meanings are obtained with the lexical subject Taroo.
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5. 3 .2. 2. The Interaction between the Main Verbs and the Embedded verbs

With these data in mind, consider the following. The embedded verb in
the (a)-sentence in each pair is a non-physical verb, while that in the (b)sentence in each pair is a physical verb. In this sense, sentences in (142) and
(143) make minimal pairs. Furthermore there is a contrast between (142) and
(143). Sentences (142) use non-physical verbs {omotteiru 'think') in the matrix
clause, and sentences (143) use physical verbs {Mamoru ni itta 'told Mamoru') in
the matrix clause.

(142) a. Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAl-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading is good.]

b. Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga otagai-o nagutta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAl-ACC hit ] think.
[broad reading *, nanrow reading *?]
(143) a. Taroo to Hanako-ga

[karera-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to]

Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAl-ACC criticized]
Mamoru ni itta.
Mamoru-DAT told
[broad reading *, narrow reading is good.]
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b. *Taroo to Hanako-ga

[karera-ga otagai-o nagutta to]

Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hit ]
Mamoru ni itta.
Mamoru-DAT told
[broad reading *, narrow reading*]

Let us call non-physical verbs "intensional verbs" here. In a more broad sense,
our "abstraction constraint" could be called an "intensionality requirement" as
well. (I will deal with "intensionality" in more detail in Chapter Four.) Roughly,
intensional verbs include World-Creating predicates (McCawley 1993, e.g. think,
imagine...). In (142a,b) syntactic conditions are identical, thus the difference in
grammaticality must be due to the selection of the verbs in the embedded
clauses. In both (142a) and (142b), otagai stays in the lower clause, because
karera is plural. In (142a) otagafs abstraction constraint is satisfied in the lower
clause, and the sentence receives a narrow reading. By contrast, in (142b)
otagafs abstraction constraint cannot be satisfied in the lower clause, since the
verb nagutta 'hit' is a non-intensional verb. As a result, the sentence cannot
receive a perfect interpretation of the narrow reading. (143a) is good, while
(143b) is bad in a narrow reading for the same reason.
By incorporating the intensionality requirement into our licensing
conditions, it would be possible to explain some otherwise problematic data in
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the literature. Nishigauchi (1992) regards otagai as a local anaphor that obeys
the Binding Theory, since he considers sentence (144) to be ungrammatical,
which we accept as grammatical.

(144) John to Mary-ga [Bill-ga otagai-o semeta to omotta],
John and Mary-NOM [Bill-NOM OTAGAI-ACC accused COMP] thought
'John and Mary thought Bill accused each other'

(For the sake of the discussion, we could admit his judgment for the time being.)
And yet, Nishigauchi (1992) provides (145a) in order to illustrate that the binding
domain can be expanded in a certain case; when the local subject kono ziken
'this incident' is not qualified as an antecedent due to the feature mismatch
(animate vs. inanimate in this case). However, if we replace the matrix predicate
omotta 'think' with non-intensional verb Tom-ni itta 'told Tom', the sentence
becomes worse as in (145b).

(145) a. John-to Mary-ga [kono ziken-ga otagai-o kizutuketa to]
John and Mary-NOM [this incident-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hurt COMP
omotta.
thought
'John and Mary thought that this incident would hurt each other .'
(The translation is by Nishigauchi 1992)
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b. ??John-to Mary-ga [kono ziken-ga otagai-o kizutuketa to]
John and Mary-NOM [this incident-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hurt COMP
Tom-ni itta.
Tom DAT told
'John and Mary told Tom that this incident would hurt each other

The point is that we need to incorporate the intensionality requirement into the
licensing conditions for otagai. When we discuss the locality of anaphoric
expressions such as zibun and otagai, we should consider not only syntactic
requirement but also intensionality requirement in the conceptual structure. (We
will see zibun's case in Chapter Four.) Consider the following examples.
Sentences (146a) and (146c) are from Ikawa Hajime and M, Yasui (1986). The
judgments in (139a) and (139c) are also theirs. In my judgment and the
judgment of my consultants, both sentences are fully grammatical. However, let
us accept the judgment given by Ikawa and Yasui as it is, for the sake of
discussion. Still we can notice a sharp contrast between (a) and (b), and (c)
and (d). In both (b) and (d) the matrix predicates are non-intensional. Sentence
(146b) is ungrammatical. Sentence (146d) is slightly better than sentence
(146b), but worse than (146c).

(146) a. ??karera-wa [Taroo-ga otagai-o kiratteiru to] omotteiru.

they-TOP [Taro-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hate COMP] think
'They think that Taro hates each other.'
(The translation is by Ikawa and Yasui 1986)

b. *karera-wa (Taroo-ga otagai-o kiratteiru to] Mamoru-ni itta.
they-TOP [Taro-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hate COMP] Mamoru-DAT told
'They told Mamoru that Taro hates each other.'

c. ?karera-wa [siken-no kekka-ga otagai-o fukaku kizutukete ita to]
they-TOP [exam-GEN result-NOM OTAGAI-ACC seriously hurt COMP]
sitta'®
leaned
'They leaned that the result of the exam hurt each other seriously."
(The translation is by Ikawa and Yasui 1986)

d. ?*karera-wa [siken-no kekka-ga otagai-o fukaku kizutukete ita to]
they-TOP exam-GEN result-NOM OTAGAI-ACC seriously hurt COMP
sensei-ni itta.
teacher-DAT told
"They told that the result of the exam hurt each other seriously.'

Japanese verb sitta is analyzed as an intensional verb, while English leaned is not
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5. 3. 3. the Nature of the Pronouns in Japanese
So far we have seen that two requirements conspire to license the otagai
construction. One is a syntactic requirement of plurality on the antecedent of pro
in [pro [otagai ]] and the other is an intensionality requirement on the predicate.
If these two requirements are the only conditions that we should take into
consideration, logically all data should be accounted for. In fact, as we have
seen so far, the data can be accounted for when the embedded subjects are
lexical subjects. However, when it comes to pronominals or anaphoric
expressions that appear in the embedded subject position, we are faced with
apparent difficulties in explaining them. In the next section, we will see those
cases, and explore an analysis that accommodates a set of seemingly
mysterious data in Japanese.
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5. 3. 3.1. Third Person Overt Pronouns

We begin by discussing sentences (142a) and (142b) again. These are
repeated here as sentences (147a) and (147b).

(147) a. Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading

narrow reading is good.]

b.Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga otagai-o nagutta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hit ] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading *?]

As we have already discussed, the Shortest Move Constraint applies to otagai
extraction in (147). The intensionality requirement applies to (147) as well. In
(147a) the plural requirement is satisfied in the local domain, therefore, otagai
cannot move across the clause boundary. Otagai moves to the T*' position in the
embedded clause. The intensionality requirement is also satisfied, thus, the
sentence yields only narrow reading.
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By contrast, (147b) is ungrammatical for most speakers, or at best it is
marginal in a narrow reading for some people. In (147b) the plural requirement
is satisfied. This syntactic condition is met in the embedded clause, thus, the
movement across the clause boundary is prohibited. In this sense, a narrow
reading must be syntactically perfect. However, the intensionality requirement is
not met here, since the embedded verb nagutta 'hit' is a verb of physical action.
This means that for the majority of people, the narrow reading is impossible, and
for some other people (those for whom the intensionality requirement is not
salient) intensionality requirement the sentence may be acceptable in a narrow
reading. In either case, the syntactic requirement is satisfied in the lower clause.
Therefore, otagai is unable to move across the clause boundary, and no broad
reading can be obtained.

5. 3. 3. 2. First and Second Person Singular Pronouns and the Blocking
Effect

The sentences containing a third person pronoun that we have seen
above are straightforward. In contrast, something odd seems to happen in the
case of sentences containing first and second person pronouns. Sentences
(148) and (149) below are ungrammatical. Obviously, neither of these
sentences allows a narrow reading, since the embedded subjects are singular.
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However, our theory predicts that the sentences should be grammatical on a
broad reading. Both the plurality requirement and the intensionality requirement
are satisfied in the higher clause in (148) and (149). What makes the sentences
bad? If the embedded subject is replaced by the lexical subject Keiko, the
resulting sentence is fully grammatical in a broad reading, as is illustrated In
(150). The ungrammaticality of (148) and (149) is due to the nature of the first
person pronoun and the second person pronoun, respectively.

(148) Taroo-to Hanako-wa [watasi-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotteiru.
Taro and Hanako-TOP [ l-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think
*Taro thought that I criticized Hanako and Hanako thought that I criticized
Taro.'

(149) *Taroo-to Hanako-wa [anata-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotteiru.
Taro and Hanako-TOP [you-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think

(150) Taroo-to Hanako-wa [ Keiko-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotteiru.
Taro and Hanako-TOP [ Keiko-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think
[broad reading OK, narrow reading*]

This kind of effect was first reported in Chinese long distance reflexives
(cf. Huang and Tang 1989, Cole, Herman, and Sung 1990, Cole and Sung
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1994), and this phenomenon is known as the "blocking effect". Consider the
following example.

(151) Zhangsani renwei [WO2 zhidao [Wangwua xihuan
Zhangsan thinks

I

know Wangwu like

].

self

'Zhangsan thinks that I know that Wangwu likes himself."

The presence of a first or second person subject in a clause intervening between
anaphora and a long-distance antecedent has the effect of blocking long
distance anaphora. Basically, these approaches postulate head movement of ziji
to I (or Agr) in the LF syntax. Since the blocking effect only occurs in languages
which do not have overt subject-verb agreement, it is proposed that in those
languages INFL lacks base-generated <I) features (person, number in Chinese).
This is postulated by Cole and Sung (1994), for instance. On their analysis,
anaphors {ziji in Chinese) are marked for O features. Ziji, for example,
undergoes successive cyclic movement from INFL to INFL, and each INFL must
agree (or be marked as agreeing) with ziji in O features. The result is that INFL
in finite clauses in Chinese must covertly agree with the subject of the local
clause. Take sentence (151), for example. In the first cycle, there arise no
conflicts between the features in INFL and those of ziji, since both ziji and
Wangwu are third person singular. In the second cycle, however, ziji marks the
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INFL of that clause as third person singular. The subject of the higher clause
(wo) is first person. Thus, there is a conflict between the features in INFL and
those of the subject wo, and the sentence becomes ungrammatical.
Now let us return to our examples. Otagai is plural. We have earlier
argued that otagai skips [+singular] landing sites. Otagai does not land in the T
position in the lower clause, and moves up to the T position in the higher clause.
In this sense, the movement of otagai is different from the successive cyclic
head movement pattern of Chinese ziji. We must therefore seek another
explanation for the blocking effect of otagai.
Suppose that unlike Chinese AGR, Japanese AGR does not have any
underlying <t> features. Suppose also that Japanese AGR must be identified by
the features of its subject. We are proposing the claims given in (152).

(152) 1. Japanese AGR is intrinsically null.
2. Japanese AGR must be identified by the features of the subject.

In (148) and (149) otagai moves to the T position under the higher AGR, which is
marked as [+plural] by the matrix subject. The rough configuration of (148) and
(149) is given in (153), and their corresponding LP structures are roughly shown
in (154).

(153) Taroo to Hanako [ watasi/anata otagai VI AGR1 ] V2 AGR2
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Taro and Hanako [ I/you [+sg] OTAGAI V1 AGR1 ] V2 AGR2

(154) LF
Taro and Hanako [ I/you [+sg] tj

V1 AGR1 ] V2 AGR2-T1-OTAGAIi

Otagai moves to the AGR2, which has been marked [+plural] by the matrix
subject {Taroo and Hanako). Since the movement of otagai occurs only once,
the sentences in (148) and (149) are predicted by our analysis to be
grammatical. However, this is not the case.
In order to begin to solve this puzzle, we will next look at sentences in
which the embedded subject is an empty pronoun.

5. 3 .3 .3. Empty Pronouns

A further complexity is manifested in otagai-coniaining sentences such as
(155a) and (155b), whose subjects are null pronominals. Although violation of
the intensionality requirement causes sentence (155b) to be less acceptable
than (155a), it is not utterly ungrammatical on a narrow reading. Sentence
(155a) is perfect on both broad and narrow readings.

(155) a. Taroo to Hanako-ga [ [e] otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
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Taro and Hanako-NOM [ [e] OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading OK, narrow reading OK]

b. Taroo to Hanako-ga [ [e] otagai-o nagutta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ [e] OTAGAI-ACC hit ] think.
[broad reading OK, narrow reading ??]

Our present movement analysis does not predict that there should exist two
different grammatical derivations for these sentences.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that in such sentences, the embedded
subject is obligatorily controlled by the matrix subject. Consider sentence (156).

(156) a. Taroo-to Hanako-ga [ pro Nihon-ni tuita to ] omotta.
Taro and Hanako-ga [ pro Japan-in arrived COMP] thought

b. Taroo-to Hanako-ga [ pro siken-ni otita-to ] omotta.
Taro and Hanako-ga [ pro the exam failed COMP] thought

Suppose for the time being that an empty subject in the embedded clause is a
pro'® (cf. Hoji 1985, Saito 1985, 1989, and Nakamura 1991). In both (156a) and

We will return to this discussion in section 5.3.4.2.
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(156b). The covert subject marker pro can refer to the matrix subject (i.e. Taroo
and Hanako'), or to someone else (for example, to the friend(s) of Taroo and
Hanako). This sharply contrasts with sentence (155), in which pro necessarily
refers to the matrix subject In (155) pro cannot refer to someone else other than
Taroo and Hartako. Descriptively, the presence of otagai forces pro to be
obligatorily controlled.

5. 3. 4. Proposal

5. 3 .4.1. Two AGRs in Japanese
In this section, we will amend our analysis to accommodate the facts
presented sections 5.3.3.2 and 5.3.3.3 above.
Remember that in section 5.3.1.3 we motivated the following theoretical
proposals (which were originally presented in (133), and are repeated as (157)
below);

(157)
1) Otagai is a (dual) quantifier over event positions; as such, it must move
and attach to T° in the derivation of LF.
2) Such scope assignment is done via head movement.
3) This movement is subject to the Shortest Move Constraint.
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Now let us recapitulate the partitioning of the data effects we have obtained. For
the sake of discussion, we consider the cases where the intensionality
requirement is fully satisfied.

(158)

A; Otagai is assigned narrow scope as the default, (when the local subject
is plural), as a consequence of the Shortest Movement Constraint (SMC).
B: Otagai is allowed broad scope if the local subject is singular, third person.
C: Otagai is allowed broad scope if the local subject is pro. When the local
subject is pro, pro must be controlled by the next subject up.

Based on the above observations, we propose the following.

(159)

In Japanese there are two AGRs:

i) there is an AGR with no O-features (and which therefore does not count
toward the Shortest Movement Constraint)

^ They are not visible for Shortest Move Constraint.
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ii) and there is an AGR with ^>-features (which does count toward the
Shortest Movement Constraint).

Further, we propose several new constraints, which are presented as follows.

(160) Ofaoai Movement Constraint
Move otagai to closest feature-marked INFL.
i) If features do not match, the sentence is uninterpretable.
ii) If features do match, the sentence is interpretable.

We also assume the following;

(161)

The third person singular is unmarked in Japanese.
Rather, third person singular AGR is completely empty of (I)-features. This
is the case of (159i).

The plausibility of (161) is substantiated by the frequent cross-linguistic default
status of third person singular agreement. This occurs in, for example,
expletives, post-verbal subjects, and impersonal constructions in Arabic. As
long as we posit (161), the conclusion presented in (158B) above follows.
Sentences like (162) have roughly the configuration given in (163).
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(162) karera-wa [Taroo-ga otagai-o hihansita]-to omotte iru.
they-TOP director-NOM OTAGAI criticized COMP think
'The person (x) thinks that the Taro criticized the person (y)
And the person (y) thinks that Taro criticized the person (x).
[broad reading]

(163) karera [Taroo otagai Vi AGRi] Va AGR2
they

[Taro otagai Vi AGRI]

V2AGR2

Taroo is third person singular, and AGRi is null. Therefore no convergent
derivation can occur in the lower clause. Thus, otagai moves up, and the broadscope assignment for otagai is mandatory, in satisfaction of the SMC. The
[+plural] feature of otagai agrees with the feature of the matrix AGR, and our
plurality requirement is satisfied in this derivation.
Now we can explain the blocking effect of otagai as well, by assuming the
following.

(164)

First and second person singular is marked in Japanese. Thus, first and
second person AGR have underlying O-features. This is the case refered
to in (159ii) above.
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Roughly, the blocking effect is seen in sentences like (165). The stnjcture in
(166) is a simplified syntactic configuration of (165).

(165) Taroo-to Hanako-wa [watasi-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotteim.
Taro and Hanako-TOP [ l-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think
•"Taro thought that I criticized Hanako and Hanako thought that I criticized
Taro.' (=141)

(166) Taro to Hanako [ watasi otagai Vi AGRi ] V2 AGR2

Taro and Hanako [ I

otagai Vi AGRi] V2 AGR2

In this case AGRi has O-features and otagai moves to AGRi. However, the
features do not match, since otagai is [+plural], while watasi '1' is [+sing]. For
this reason, the sentence is uninterpretable.
The next case we will see is a case with empty pronouns. The examples
are sentences such as (167). The structure in (168) is a rough syntactic
configuration of (167).

(167) Taroo to Hanako-ga [ pro otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ pro OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading OK, narrow reading OK] (=(155a))
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(168) Taroo to Hanako [pra otagai Vi AGRi JVa AGRa
Taro and Hanako [ pro OTAGAI Vi AGRi] V2

AGR2

This sentence is two ways ambiguous, as we have seen in the previous section.
In our theory, the sentence has two distinct derivations as in (169).

(169)
i) Taro and Hanako [ pro tj

Vi AGRi-Ti-OTAGAIi ] V2 AGR2

[narrow reading]
ii) Taro and Hanako [ pro ti Vi AGRi] V2

AGR2-T2-OTAGAI1

[broad reading]

In (169i) AGRi has <I>-features, thus otagai moves to the Ti position locally. In
this derivation, otagai is assigned narrow scope. In (169ii) AGRi does not have
O-features, therefore otagai must move up to the T2 position. In this derivation
otagai is assigned broad scope.
Let us return to our examples where the embedded subject is plural.

(170) third person plural
Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
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[broad reading *, narrow reading is good.]

(171) first person plural
Taroo to Hanako-ga [watasi-tati-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [we-{pl)-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading is good.]

(172) second person plural
Taroo to Hanako-ga [anata-tati-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [you-pl-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading is good.]

In sentences (170) through (172), the AGR in the lower clause has O-features in
our proposal, thus otagai can move locally. The plural feature of otagai matches
the plural feature of AGR in the lower clause. Therefore the sentences are
interpretable. In this way, our plural requirement on the movement is replaced
with the "plural requirement in feature matching at LF".

5. 3. 4. 2. Obiigatoriiy Controlled Null Subject
So far we have assumed that the null argument in the embedded subject
position is pro, and reasoned that the base construction has two distinct
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interpretable derivations. However, the question remains as to why the
embedded subject is obligatorily controlled by the matrix subject. Let us see the
relevant example, originally presented as (155a), and repeated here as
sentence (167) and structure (168).

(167) Taroo to Hanako-ga [ pro otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ pro OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading OK, narrow reading OK] (=(155a))

(168) Taroo to Hanako [ pro otagai Vi AGRi ]V2 AGR2
Taro and Hanako [ pro OTAGAI V, AGRi] V2

AGR2

As we have seen, the sentence in (167) has two distinct derivations as in (169).

(169)
i) Taro and Hanako [ pro t

Vi AGRi-Ti-OTAGAIi] \/2AGR2

[narrow reading]
ii) Taro and Hanako [pro tj

Vi AGRi] V2 AGR2-T2-OTAGAIi

[broad reading]

In either case, pro must be controlled by the matrix subject. This is noted by
Huang (1984,1989) and by Hasegawa (1984 -1985). Huang proposes that an
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empty element in the subject position in Chinese/Japanese-type languages may
be either pro or a variable. By the Generalized Control Rule given in (173)
(Huang, 1984), pro is controlled by the closest nominal element.

(173) Generalized Control Rule (GCR)
Coindex an empty pronominal with the closest nominal element.
(Huang 1984, 552)

If we follow Huang's approach, pro in (169) is property coindexed with the matrix
subject Taroo and Hanako, because the matrix subject is the closest nominal to
pro. When the embedded null subject is disjoint from the matrix subject, the
empty element cannot be a pro. It is analyzed as a variable that is bound by the
OP (empty topic operator). The null subject refers to an item that must be
identified elsewhere in the discourse in this case.

(174) [OP2] [Taroo to Hanako] i-ga [ e2 John-o hometa] to itta]

The empty element [e] is a variable, since it is locally A'-bound and is in Aposition.
Hasegawa (1984 -1985) develops a slightly different hypothesis to
account for these data. She proposes that the empty element in the subject
position in Japanese must be either PRO or a variable. She provides several
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pieces of evidence for postulating PRO in the subject position in Japanese.
Whether the null element is PRO or pro is not relevant to my analysis, so I do
not explore this controversy further. What is important is that in both Huang's
and Hasegawa's analyses, a null topic operator OP is postulated, and the OP in
A'-position binds the variable left behind in A-position whenever there is disjoint
reference between the matrix subject and the embedded null subject. The
example in (175) is from Hasegawa (1984 -1985).

(175) a. Johni-ga [

Mary-o nagutta]-to itta.

John-NOM [ [e] Mary-ACC hit] COMP said
'John said that he hit Mary.'

b. [OP2] [Johni-ga [82 [02 Mary-o nagutta]- to]

[OP2] [Johni-ga [62 [62 Mary-o hit]- to]

OP2 binds the variable

itta
said

62 as is shown in (175b). More precisely, Hasegawa

(1984 -1985) posits a movement analysis of the null operator. This is illustrated
in the following derivation.

(175 ) b'. [xopic O2] [Johni-ga [©2 Mary-o nagutta] [COMP t2 to]
[ROPIC

O2] [Johni-ga [©2 Mary-o

hit

itta

[COMP OP2]

] [COMP t2 COMP] said [COMP OP2]
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The empty element e2 moves to the COMP position of the lower clause and then
moves up to the COMP position of the higher clause. Topic is construed by
some kind of predication process after this movement in her system (1984 1985).
Now let us go back to the question at hand. We observed that
descriptively the presence of ofaga/forces "pronto be obligatorily controlled.
Our question was why obligatorily controlled "pro" in the subject position
occurred in the otagai construction. If we adopt Huang/Hasegawa's line of
argument, a solution can be suggested. That is, what we analyzed as an
"uncontrolled pro" is actually the trace of null topic operator. And the
ungrammaticality of uncontrolled pro is due to the fact that otagai is not
compatible with A'-movement. Otagai is an event operator that moves to INFL
by LF. It is not implausible that the presence of the operator otagai blocks an A'movement.
If we adopt Hasegawa's movement analysis of the null operator, (167)
would have the derivations shown in (176).

(167) Taroo to Hanako-ga [ e otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ [e] OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading OK, narrow reading OK] (=(152a))
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(176)
a* [ropic O2I [N" srid H]i [©2 OTAGAI Vi AGRi]

[

t2 V2 AGR2 [COMP OP2I

b. '^[Topic O2] [[T and H]i [62 ti V, AGRi-Ti-OTAGAIs ] [ti COMP] V2 AGRz [ OP2]
c. *[Topic O2] [[T and H]i [62 t. Vi AGRi] [ t2 COMP] V2

AGR2-T2-OTAGAI1 [OP2]

Representation (176a) shows the operator movement of 02- In (176b) otagai
moves to the Ti position, and e2 moves to the lower CP, and finally to the higher
CP. If this derivation is valid, the sentence will receive the narrow reading. In
the case of (176c), otagai moves to the T2 position, and e2 moves across otagais
chain. If this derivation is valid, the sentence will receive the broad reading.
However, the sentence is actually totally ungrammatical. The derivation in
(176c) is not allowed.
Suppose on the other hand, that the matrix subject is overt, and the
embedded subject is phonetically null. When the matrix subject and the
embedded subject carry the same indices, the sentences are perfectly
grammatical in both narrow and wide scope readings. If we analyze the null
subject as pro in (177a) and (177b), this fact can be accounted for. The
embedded null subjects are obligatorily controlled by the matrix subject
according to Huang's GCR, and otagai's movement is successfully done so as to
determine the scope. When the matrix subject and the embedded null subject
carry different indices the sentences are ungrammatical in both narrow and
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broad readings. However, if we close look at the cases of (177c) and (177d),
there seems to be a difference in acceptability. The case of (177d) is utterly
impossible, but that of {177c) is acceptable or marginal for at least a few
speakers. The narrow reading in (177c) forces the embedded subject to be [+pl]
by our plurality requirement, and the context provides the appropriate
antecedent. And the broad reading in (177d) forces the null subject to end up to
be [+sg]. This is not surprising in our system. As we have seen, the hypothesis
shown in (178) properiy explains the data paradigm here.

(177) a. matrix subjecti

embedded null subjecti

narrow reading

OK

b. matrix subjecti

embedded null subjecti

broad reading

OK

c. matrix subjecti

embedded null subjecta

narrow reading

*?

d. matrix subjecti

embedded null subjecta

broad reading

(178)
In (177a) and (177 b), the embedded null subject is a pro.
In (177c) and (177d), the embedded null subject it a variable.

Kuno (1973) observes that phonetically null elements in Japanese do not
represent indefinite arguments but they refer to items identifiable in the
discourse context. The data presented here are entirely compatible with Kuno's
observation. In (177c) and (177d), the embedded null subject refers to
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someone/some people identifiable in the context, which is exactly what Huang
and Hasegawa's theories predict The empty subject in (177c) and (177d) is
actually a trace of the null topic operator. The ungrammaticality of (177c, d) is
due to the inability of the null topic operator to bind the variable when otagai is
present in the same clause. The chain crossing violation in (177d) (cf. The Path
Containment Condition of Pesetskey (1982)) is more severe than the one in
(177c), as we saw in (176c). For this reason, the case of (177d) is utteriy
ungrammatical.
Descriptively, if the embedded subject position is filled with a variable,
the otagai -containing sentences are ruled out. A similar case is seen in
sentences where zibun 'self is in the embedded subject position, which we will
see next.
Now let us look at the interaction between zibun/zibun-tati (the so-called
"Japanese reflexives") and otagai. Zibun is both distributive and singular (Abe
1992), while the semantics of the plural form zibun-tati are somewhat
controversial. According to Nishigauchi (1992), zibun-tati is collective. However,
distributive nbun-tati seems to be attested as well. Consider our data below.

(179) Taroo to Hanako-ga [zibun-tati-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ZIBUN-pl-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading OK/??]
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In (179), zibun-tati has a [+plural] feature and the AGR in the lower clause has
O-features as well. Hence, otagai can attach to the T position in the lower
clause. Otagai distributes the event Under satisfaction of otagai's intensionality
requirement, the sentence is perfectly grammatical on a narrow reading.
However, for the people who consider zibun-tati to be collective, the sentence is
unacceptable. In such a case, there is a conflict between zibun-tati (collective:
plural) and otagai (distributive; plural, two events).
Then look at the following sentences. The ungrammaticality of (180) is
seemingly mysterious.

(180) *Taroo to Hanako-ga [zibun-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [zibun-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading*]

(181) Taroo to Hanako-ga [Keiko-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [Keiko-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading OK, narrow reading*] (=(150))

In (180), since zibun is the third person singular, the AGR in the lower clause
does not have <I)-features on our proposal. Otagai must move up to the higher
clause to seek an AGR with phi-features. A narrow reading is impossible. Note
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that when otagai moves to a higher clause, it can find a plural subject Tamo and
Hanako, and our plural feature requirement is satisfied. Thus, the sentence must
be grammatical in a broad reading. Compare sentence (180) with sentence
(181). Sentence (181), which contains an overt NP Keiko (the third person
singular), is fully grammatical on a broad reading. Nonetheless, sentence (180)
is ungrammatical.
Now we need to consider the nature of zibun. In the next section we will
discuss zibun's distributive function as an operator.

5. 3. 4. 3. "Zibun" as an Operator

Since Lebeaux (1983), LF-movement analyses of anaphors have been
explored in the literature (e.g. Chomsky 1986, Pica 1987, Katada 1991, Reinhart
and Reuland 1991, Hestvik 1992, Cole et al. 1994). Katada (1991) proposes an
LF-Movement analysis of the Japanese simplex reflexive zibun. She deals with
zibun as an operator for the reason that zibun has only a [+human] feature, and
rather a wide semantic range. However, it is worth questioning whether we can
consider zibun to be an operator, just because it has a wide semantic range
similar to l/V/)-words/quantifiers or null operators. Why can zibun move at LF
while kare-zisin (the phrasal reflexive) cannot?
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I follow Abe (1992) in arguing that zibun is an operator not because it has
a wide semantic range, but because it functions as a distributor (but not as an
event operator). Abe characterizes zibun as a distributor like the each of each
other in English (Helm, Lasnik, and May (HLM) 1991). He claims that
distributors are directly adjoined to their antecedents at LF. According to Abe,
abun always takes an atomic individual as its semantic value. Thus, sentences
such as (182) receive only a distributive reflexive reading. It does not yield a
group reflexive reading. See 'the sentence interpretation' shown in (182).

(182) sono otoko-tati-ga zibun-o nikundeiru (fact)
the

men-NOM ZIBUN-ACC hate fact

'(Int.) Each of the men hates himself.'

The LF derivation is given below. Abe (1992) adopts Higginbotham's (1983b)
linking theory, however, his derivation is converted to one utilizing indexical
notation here.

(183) a.

[S [NP[NP

sono otoko-tati] zibuni]-ga [VP ei V]]

b. [s [NP [NP sono otoko-tati] zibun]I-ga [ VP
c. [s

[NP [NP

EI

V]]

sono otoko-tati] zibun]i-ga [s ei [VP ei V]]]
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In (183a) zibun attaches to the subject NP. In (183b) zibun's index Is assigned to
the whole subject NP, since the whole NP has the same value as that of sbun.
Finally, the whole NP undergoes QR as in (183). Zibun distributes the plural
subject^^ NP just as each in each other in Heim, Lasnik, and May's framework.
(See section 3 for HLM's analysis.)
If we adopt this idea, we can account for the puzzle of zibun's case in
(180). I'll repeat it here as (184). The structure in (185) is a rough derivation of
the movement of zibun and otagai.

(184) ^aroo to Hanako-ga [zibun-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [zibun-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading*]

(185)
A-

[ip [NP [NP Taroo to Hanako] zibuni]-ga [VP ei otagai V AGR] V AGR]

b. [IP [NP [NP Taroo to Hanako] zibun]i-ga

[VP ei

otagai V AGR] V AGR]

c. [IP [NP [NP Taroo to Hanako] zibun]i-ga [ip ei [vp ei otagai V AGR] V AGR ]]]
d. [IP [NP [NP Taroo to Hanako] zibun]i-ga [ip ei [VP ei 62 V AGR] V AGR-otaqai? ]]]

I

[+sg]

I

[+pl]

Abe (1992) assumes that even when zibun takes a singular NP as its antecedent it
moves at LF as distributor.
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Following Abe (1992), we postulate that zibun attaches as a distributor to the
antecedent NP. Taroo and Hanako in (185a). In (185b) reindexiation is done to
the whole NP. In (185c) the matrix subject NP does QR. In (185d) otagai raises
to the matrix AGR (more precisely to the T position under the AGR Phrase),
because the lower AGR is third person singular and otagai cannot land there. In
(185d) our plural requirement must be satisfied, because feature checking of
AGR happens only at LF in Japanese. Now look at ei This has to be a singular
variable that Quantifier-Raised NP left behind. This is incompatible with otagai,
which intrinsically plural, being attached to AGR. Basically the matrix subject
originally is plural, however, by doing zibun raising the variable is forced to be
singular. Thus, we compare singularity of ei against AGR. and at the same time
compare the plurality of otagai against AGR. This results in feature conflict. In
this way, the ungrammaticality of (185) is accounted for.
Another explanation can be made if we follow the analysis we tried in
section 5.3.4.2. Zibun's movement leaves a variable behind. The presence of
this variable in the subject position in the ofagaZ-containing sentence blocks a
narrow reading. The Path Containment Condition (Pesetsky 1982) violation
blocks a broad reading.
A similar case would be seen in a sentence where the embedded subject
is a distributive (singular) QNP dotira 'which'. Consider sentence (186).
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(186) Taroo to Hanako-ga [dotira-ga otagai-o hihan-sita ka] wakaraku natta.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [which-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] did not know
[broad reading

narrow reading*]

Sentence (186) is ungrammatical. The reason for this is the feature mismatch
between the variable e^ and the matrix AGR as is shown in (187). The
ungrammaticality of this sentence is due to its incurrence of a Path Constraint
Condition violation as well.

(187)
a. [ip [NP Taroo to Hanako ]i-ga [ei [VP otagai V AGR] V AGR ]]]
b. [IP [NP Taroo to Hanako]]i-ga [ei [VP e2 V AGR] [ei] V AGR-otaqai? ]]]

I

[+sg]

I

[+pi]

We have seen that the puzzle of zibun's distribution and semantics is
explained by a featural mismatch between zibun and one type of AGR and which
is incurred during zibun raising. The data presented here can be construed as
evidence for our approach for otagai constructions, which we developed in
section 5.3.4.2.
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5. 3. 5. Narrow Reading and We-lntensionality
Let us reconsider the pattern of the sentences that can yield a narrow
reading under the condition where the matrix subject is plural. When the matrix
subject is singular, the sentence must automatically take a narrow reading
because of the plurality requirement of ofagaZ-containing sentences.

(188) Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga otagai-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.

'John and Mary both thought that two activities took place:
John hurt Mary and Mary hurt John.'

(189) Taroo to Hanako-ga [ [e] otagai-o hihan-sita to] Mamoru ni itta.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ [e] OTAGAI-ACC criticized] Mamoru-DAT told

'John and Mary both told Mamoru that two activities took place;
John hurt Mary and Mary hurt John.'

As we discussed in section 5. 3. 0, only the event of the embedded clause is
divided. Thus, the matrix clause has a default reading, that is, a single event
reading, while the embedded clause has a two event reading.
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One might conjecture that the cognitive act of thinking cannot be done
collectively and that the single matrix clause event 'reading' in (188) is
impossible. However, I consider it to be possible, following Searle (1995). In
Taro and Hanako's mind, there is a thought that can be paraphrased as 'we think
that....', rather than 'I think that...'. Collective intensionality is involved here.
Sentence (189) is similar. The event of the two people's telling Mamoru can be
construed as collective.

5. 4. More on Syntax and Semantics of Otagai

5. 4.1. Otagai as an Event Operator
In section 5.3.4.2, we saw that zibun is an operator that must move by LF.
Similarly, I proposed that otagai is an operator that must move by LF. This was
motivated by the fact that otagai functions as a two event marker (event
distributor). These two operators have differing properties from each other,
however. The contrast in syntactic behaviors between zibun and otagai is
summarized below.

(190)
zibun
(a) a long distance anaphor
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(b) a subject-oriented operator

otaqai
(a) not a long distance anaphor (subject to the Shortest Move Constraint)
(b) not an inherently subject-oriented operator

We will see otagafs syntactic features in more detail in sections (5.4.1.15.4.1.4).

5. 4.1.1. The Internal Structure of Otagai
In an eariier section (cf. section 5.3.1.2) I proposed that the internal
structure of otagai is actually [ dpCNRP/o] [DO^aga/] ], as is illustrated below.

(191) D-quantifier
DP
\
D'
/

\

NP D
I
I
pro otagai

The proposal that otagai is a determiner is somewhat striking. The reason for
this is that it has been relatively widely accepted that there are no (overt)
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determiners in Japanese (Fukui 1986, Tsujimura 1996 among others.)
Furthermore, Fukui (1986) claims that Japanese demonstratives such as kono
'this', sono 'the', ano 'that' are not determiners because they can be preceded by
prenominal modifiers. This is shown in (192b) and (192c).

(192) a. ano hanasi
that story
'that story'

b. Hanako-no ano hanasi
Hanako-GEN that story
'Hanako's that story'

c. kinoo-no

Hanako-no

ano hanasi

yesterday-GEN Hanako-GEN that story
'yesterday's Hanako's that story'

Furthermore, this kind of argumentation is based on the assumption that
Japanese DPs are head initial. Japanese is well known as a head final
language, with respect to other phrasal types. Therefore, the postulation of
initial DP structure is typologically anomalous (though not unheard of). An
analysis that maintains strict head finality in all of the phrasal types of Japanese
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would be preferable, all else being equal. We therefore assume the structure in
(194) rather than that in (193).

(193) hypothetical head-initial structure of DP
DP
\
D'
/
D
I
kono
'this'

\
NP
I
e
'picture'

(194) our proposal—head-final structure of DP
DP
\
D'
/ \
NP D

I

N

The Idea that otagai is not of simplex structure comes from Hoji (1997).
As we discussed in section 4.4.2, Hoji (1997) proposes that otagafs internal
structure is [ up pro [N otagai ]]. Here I will propose a slightly different internal
structure for otagai. I will choose the structure [ DP [Nppro] [o otagai ]] rather than
[ NP pro [n otagaill
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I argue that otagai is a D-quantrfier, incorporating Noguchi's (1993, 1995)
approach to pronouns. Noguchi claims that there are two types of pronouns: Dpronouns that occupy the determiner position; and N-pronouns that occupy the
N position. Noguchi proposes that English pronouns (e.g. we, you,..) are Dpronouns (determiner-type pronouns), while Japanese overt pronouns (e.g.
watasi-tati, anata-tati) are N-pronouns (noun-type pronouns). See the
structures in (195).

(1951 English

Japanese

a)

b) N-pronouns

D-Pronouns
DP
/

NP
/
\
Spec
N'

\

Spec

D'
/
D

\
NP

he/she/a

N
kare/kanojo

Now consider the sentences in (196) and (197). The sentences in (197) are
Japanese sentences comparable to the English ones in (196). The sentences in
(196) are well-formed strings in English, while (197) are unacceptable strings In
Japanese. Notice that strict head final structure in DP is chosen here.

(196) a. us three men
b. we Americans
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c. you foolish soldiers
d. you honest policemen

(197) a. *nihonzin watasi-tati
Japanese we

b. *keisatukan anata-tati
policemen you

This can be viewed as evidence that English pronouns {us, we, you, you) occupy
the D position in (195a), while Japanese pronouns {watasi-tati, anata-tati)
occupy the N position in (195b).
Furthermore, we adopt Fuji's (1994) proposal \hatzibun 'self is an Nanaphor, while zisin 'self is a D-anaphor. Consider the structures in (198).

(198) D-anaohor

N-anaohor
b)

DP
/ \
Spec D'
/ \
NP D
zisin
•self

NP
/
Spec

\
N'
N
zibun
•self
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As a piece of evidence, Fuji (1994) points out that zisin can take zibun as a
complement, but not vice versa, as is clear from (199).

(199) a. [ DP [cr zibun zisin]

self-self
'oneself

b. *zisin zibun
self-self
'oneself

This is what would be predicted by the structure (198). In the structure proposed
in (198b), zibun is an NP and there are no possible syntactic positions for Danaphor zisin. Thus, the linear order [zisin zibun] is not available..
Unlike zibun, otagai cannot have adjectival pre-modifiers, as is shown in
(200). This contrasts with zibun's case, which is fully grammatical.

(200) a. *mi2imena otagai
miserable OTAGAI
'miserable OTAGAI (two/us)'
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b. mizimena zibun
miserable ZIBUN
'miserable self

Secx)nd, otagai does not have phrasal forms such as otagai-zisin even in the
emphatic or non-reciprocal uses. The semantics of otagai can not account for
the lack of phrasal form otagai-zisin. There must therefore be a syntactic
explanation for this.

(201) a. *otagai-zisin
OTAGAI-ZISIN
'each other-self

b. zibun-zisin
ZIBUN-ZISIN
'self-self

If we hypothesize that otagai is a D-type pronominal, the above facts can be
accounted for. We propose that the internal structure of otagai is such as
follows:
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(202) D-quantifier
DP
\

D'
/ \
NP D
I
I
pro otagai
This stmcture predicts that NPs other than pro can occur as a complement of
otagai. In fact, this is borne out. See the examples in (203).

(203)

DP
\
D'
/

\

NP
D
I
I
[John to Mary]
otagai
[karera]
otagai
[mizimena John to Mary] otagai

'John and Mary OTAGAI'
'they OTAGAI'
'miserable John and Mary OTAGAI'

The whole string 'mizimena John to Mary otagai' is a constituent, which can
occur in any scrambled argument position in a sentence.
Furthermore, otagai does not allow plural markers {-tati, -ra) to be
attached to itself, as is shown in (204a).

(204) a. *otagai-tati/ *otagai-ra 'the others'
b. *zisin-tati/ ^sin-ra

'self-PL'

c. zibun-tati/ zibun-ra

'self-PL'
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d. otoko-tati/ otoko-ra

'man-PL'

One may conjecture that otagai has an intrinsically plural feature and does not
have to be pluralized. However, remember that otagai can refer to not only two
individuals but also two groups. See the context such as (205).

(205) kono kurasu no dan]o-wa futyuui da.
This class-GEN boys and girls-TOP careless be
'The boys and girls in this class are careless.'

Motto otagai-ga/*otagai-ra-ga ki-o tukeru beki da.
More OTAGAI-NOM

careful

be should

'Both of them should be more careful.'

Thus, there is a logically posible plural form of ofaga/which can be posited
(similar to English ttie others). However, no such plural form exists. Plural
markers -tati and -ra always attach to N. Zibun and otoko are both N, thus
(204c) and (204d) are legitimate forms. By contrast, otagai is D, therefore,
(204a) is not grammatical. For the same reason, neither -tati nor -ra can
attached to zisin as is illustrated in (204b). The apparently bare form of zisin is
actually [pro zisin], just as we postulated [pro [otagai] for otagai.
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Determiner otagai selects [+dual] (more precisely, [+2 individuals, or +2
groups]) complements. Thus, the complement pro must meet a morphological
plurality requirement ([+dual]), and it looks for an antecedent NP that is [+duai]
outside of its local clause. In (206), proi finds its legitimate antecedent, and
then raises to DP Spec position, where It passes ^-features (person, number,
gender, ...etc.) to otagai. Since otagai intrinsically lacks O-features and has to
obtain appropriate features under Spec-Head configuration, this movement must
occur for the sentence to be interpretable at LF . (See Fuji (1994) for the similar
mechanism for z/s/n.)

(206)
DP
/ \
proi
D'
[<DF] / \
NP D
I
I
ti otagai
[+2 individuals, +2 groups]
[OF]
In sentence (207) Taroo to Hanako meets otagafs requirement that it corefer
with an NP that is designated [+dual]. Taroo to Hanako raises to DP Spec and
passes its <t)-features to otagai, and the checking is completed. Evidently, there
is no need to seek for the antecedent outside of the embedded clause in the
case of sentence (207).
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(207)
DP
/
\
Taroo to Hanakor
D'
[<DF]
/
NP
ti

\
D

otagai
[+2 individuals, +2 groups]
[<^F]

Sentence (208) is an example where otagai takes the NP complement Taroo and
Hanako and the whole DP occupies the subject position.

(208) [Taroo to Hanako otagal]-ga ki-o tukeru beki da.
Taro and Hanako OTAGAl-NOM be careful should
"Both Taro and Hanako should be careful.'

In this section, we argued that otagai is a determiner that can take both a pro
and overt NP complement.
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5.4.1.2. Subject Orientation Evaded
Ikawa and Yasui (1984) and Imani and Stanley (1996) point out that the
antecedent cf (o)tagai is not necessarily the subject NP^. In example (209), the
antecedent of (o)tagai is the conjoined indirect object Mary and BUI.

(209) John-ga Mary-to Bill-ni (o)tagai-no namae-o osieta.
John-NOM Mary and Bill-DAT OTAGAI-GEN name-ACC teach
"(lit.) John told Maryi and Bilb the names of each otheri.2(OTAGAI)-'

This can be derived from the fact that otagai is not a local anaphor and that it
takes pro as a complement. "Subject orientation" is a remnant of the discussion
of local anaphors in Japanese. If we are on the right track, we can no longer
retain any "subject orientation constraint" in otagai constructions.

^ It is interesting to notice that morphologically simplex pro-form zibun, one of the socalled "reflexives" in Japanese can have an antecedent that is not in the subject
position in certain cases. Nevertheless, "zibun's subject orientation" is well known in
the literature. See example (i).
(0 titioyai-ga Tarooj-ni zibuna-no heya-o ataeta.
Father-NOM Taro-DAT self-GEN room-ACC gave
'Father gave Taro his own room.'
(Nakamura 1996, the example originally from Fukui (p.c.))
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5.4.1. 3. Non-Occurrence with Intrinsically Distinct Event Predicates
We have seen that otagai functions as a two event marker, and that the
events distributed by otagai are distinct. However, if the events involved in the
predicate phrase are intrinsically distinct, overt operator otagai cannot distribute
them any further. Thus, the sentences become bad. We will see such examples
here.
As is seen from (210), otaga/cannot take predicates such as sinda 'died*.
Sentence (210) is unacceptable.

(210)*John to Mary-wa otagai-ga

sinda.

John and Mary-TOP OTAGAi-NOM died
'John and Mary both died.'

Sinda 'died' is an intrinsically distinct event predicate. Death is highly personal
and the two deaths cannot be construed as identical. More significantly, a
qualitatively identical death cannot iterate. Otagai cannot quantify over the
events in this case. This is explained by Chierchia's (1995) "Nonvacuity
Presupposition" requirement we discussed in Chapter One and Two. A similar
phenomenon is seen in so-called same/different constructions in English. We
will present a number of same/different constructions in section 6.1.
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(211) *John and Mary had the same/different death.

In the same vein, the ungrammaticality of the following pair can be accounted
for. Otagai and same/different cannot quantify over events in these examples.

(212) a. *John to Mary-wa otagai-ga

me-ga

aoi.

John and Mary-TOP OTAGAI-NOM eyes-NOM blue
'John and Mary are both blue eyed.'

b. "John and Mary had the same/different blue eyes.

5. 4.1. 4. Non-Occurrence with Symmetric Predicates
As we mentioned in section 2.5, symmetric predicates cannot occur in
otagai sentences. Consider the following examples.

(213) *John to Bill-wa otagai-ga itoko-da.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-NOM cousins be
'John and Bill are cousins of each other"

(214) *John to Bill-wa otagai-ga onazi sintyo-da.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-NOM same hight be
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'John and Bill are of the same height as each other'

(215) *John to Bill-wa otagai-ga niteiru.
John and Bill-TOP OTAGAI-NOM resemble
'John and Bill resemble each other'

This fact is not implausible, since we analyze otagai as a two event marker.
Predicates such as ' be cousins', 'be of same height', and 'resemble' are
considered to be "single event predicates". Logically, the event cannot be
divided into two in those predicate phrases. This sort of data is evidence for our
event approach to otagai

5. 5. Syntax and Semantics of V-aw
In this section, we will briefly look at the V-aw sentences, another
seemingly "reciprocal-like" constructions in Japanese. We will see some of the
syntactic and semantic properties of V-aw sentences, and compare them with
those of ofagaz-containing sentences we have seen above.
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5. 5.1. -AW as a Single Event Marker
We saw that V-aw sentences yield a single event reading in section 5.1.
As we will see in the next section more closely, "V-aw sentences" allow only a
"narrow reading", as is illustrated in (216). Compare sentence (216) with (217);
sentence (217) is the ofagaZ-containing sentence.

(216) John-to Mary-wa [ [e-subj] [e-obj] kizutuke-aw-tta]- to omotta.
John and Mary-TOP [e-subj] [e-obj] hurt-AW-PAST COMP thought
'John and Mary thought, "We hurt each other".'

(217) John-to Mary-wa [ [ e] otagai-o kizutuketa] to omotta
John and Mary-TOP [ e] OTAGAI-ACC hurt] COMP thought
(Int 1). John and Mary thought, "We hurt each other."
(Int.2) 'John thought, "I hurt Mary" and Mary thought "I hurt John".

I first raise the example in which the embedded subject is phonetically null,
because the Japanese overt pronoun karera 'they' is highly referential and it
prefers to pick up a sentence external antecedent. Also the ofagaZ-containing
sentence with a null subject is two-ways ambiguous. For these reasons, the null
subject case is considered to be a good test.
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The following sentences show that the same is tme for sentences in
which the embedded subject is an overt plural pronoun such as karera 'they as
well. In (218) karera refers to the matrix NP subject.

(218) John to Maryi-wa [karerai-ga [e-obj] kizutuke-aw-tta]-to omotta.
John and Mary-TOP [they-NOM [e-obj] hurt-AW-PAST] COMP thought
'John and Mary thought, "We hurt each other".'

Again, sentence (218) receives only a narrow reading. V-aw stays in situ and no
other relevant markers are present. As a result, the sentence can receive only a
narrow reading. We will return to the scope effects in section 5.5.2.
V-aw can attach to matrix verbs also. Consider the sentence in (219).

(219) John-to Mary-wa [ [e-subj] [e-obj] kizutsuketa]-to sinzi-aw-tteiru.
John and Mary-TOP [ e]

[e]

hurt] COMP believe-AW

'John and Mary mutually believe, "I hurt the other".'
'(Int.) Believing that I hurt the other was done by John and Mary.'

There are no gaps (empty pronouns) in the matrix sentences, so this use of Vaw is non-reciprocal^. The sentence in (219) is still an expression of a single

^ Nishigauchi (1992) considers this construction to be redprocal construction, since
"gap" is required in V-aw construction in his framework, and he regards this embedded
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event, however. John and Mary are in the process of believing in the same type
of thoughts together The interpretation of the verbal suffix -aw is strictly local.
When it is attached to the matrix verb, it results in a single event interpretation
on the matrix clause only. When it is attached to the embedded verb, it results in
receives a single event interpretation for the embedded clause.
Adopting Kageyama's (1993) analysis, I assume that the structure of the
V-aw construction is roughly as follows:

(220)
VP
/

\

/
NP
I
John to Mary-ga

\
V
/
V
NP

I

[e]

V
V

/ \

V

I

aw

I

kizutuke

[e] as the very gap in question. However, I consider this construction to be nonredprocal. The [e] is a zero pronoun that does not have any relationship with matrix -aw
in my framework. That is, I consider this to be similar to the following sentence.
i) John to Mary-wa ano hito-ga hannin-da to sinzi-aw-teita.
John and Mary-TOP [that person-NOM criminal be]COMP believe- AW-PAST
'John and Mary both believed that that person was a criminal.'
ii) John to Mary-wa kami-no sonzai-o sinzi-aw-teiru.
John and Mary-TOP God-GEN existence believe -AW
'John and Mary both believes in the existence of God.'
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5. 5. 2. Scope Puzzles with V-aw
In this section, we will take up the scope effects of the V-aw constaictions
that were discussed briefly in section 5.5.1 above. V-aw has a plurality
requirement on its subject much as does otagai. However, unlike otagai, V-aw
takes only narrow reading. That means that V-aw is strictly local.
It should be noticed that intensionality requirement is only for otagai, thus,
we cannot observe any difference in grammaticality between intensional verbs
and non-intensional verbs for V-aw constructions, as is shown below.

(221) a. Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga [e] hlhan-si-aw-tta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM criticize-aw-PAST] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading OK.]
b. Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga [e] nagri-aw-tta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM hit-AW-PAST ] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading OK]

(???) a. Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga otagai-o hihan-si-ta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticize-PAST] think.
[broad reading*, narrow reading OK.]
b. Taroo to Hanako-ga [karera-ga otagai-o nagur-tta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [they-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hit-PAST ] think.
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[broad reading*, narrow reading*]

In (221), in both intensional and non-intensional verb cases, a narrow reading
remains possible in V-aw sentences. By contrast, as we have seen, otagai
constructions are sensitive to intensionality. Sentences such as (222b) where
non-intensional verbs like 'hif take otagai as a complement are not acceptable.
In {2223i), the intensionality requirement is satisfied. In this sentence, however,
a broad reading is prohibited by the Shortest Move Constraint.

5. 5. 2.1. First and Second Person Pronouns

In the following sentences narrow readings are impossible, since the
embedded subjects are singular. Even if the embedded subject is replaced by
the lexical subject Keiko, the sentence is still ungrammatical (as is illustrated in
(225)). Thus, the ungrammaticality of (223) and (224) can not be due to the
blocking effect. As we have seen, V-aw is strictly local.

(223) *Taroo-to Hanako-wa watasi-ga [e] hihan-si-aw-tta to omotteiru.
Taro and Hanako-TOP l-NOM

criticize-AW-PAST think

(224) •Taroo-to Hanako-wa anata-ga [e] hihan-si-aw-tta-to omotteiru.
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Taro and Hanako-TOP you -NOM criticize-AW-PAST think

(225) *Taroo-to Hanako-wa Keiko-ga [e] hihan-si-aw-tta to omotteiru.
Taro and Hanako-TOP Keiko-NOM criticize-AW-PAST think

5. 5. 2. 2. Embedded Null Subjects
Unlike otagai, embedded null subjects do not have to be obligatorily
controlled by a matrix subject. In both (226) and (227), the null subject can refer
to someone else as well as to the matrix subject Taroo and Hanako.

(226) a. Taroo to Hanako-ga [ [e-subj] [e-obj] hihan-si-aw-tta to ] omotteiru
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ [e] [e]

criticize-AW-PAST think

[broad reading* narrow reading OK]

b. Taroo to Hanako-ga [ [e-subj] [e-obj] naguri-aw-tta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ [e] [e] hit-aw-PAST ] think.
[broad reading*, narrow reading OK]

(227)a. Taroo to Hanako-ga [[e-subj] [e-obj] hihan-si-aw-tta] to ] Mamoru ni itta.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ [e] [e] criticize-AW-PAST]
[broad reading *, narrow reading 01^

Mamoru-DAT told
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b. Taroo to Hanako-ga [ [e-subj] [e-obj] nagurl-aw-tta to ] Mamoru ni itta.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ [e] [e] hit-aw-PAST] Mamoru-DAT told
[broad reading*, narrow reading OK]

5. 5. 2. 3. Anaphoric Expressions
Here, we look at the interaction between zibun/zibun-tati (the so-called
"Japanese reflexives") and V-aw. Our event approach on V-aw construction fits
well with the data presented below.

(228) Taroo to Hanako-ga [zibun-tati-ga [e] hihan si-aw-tta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ZIBUN-pl-NOM criticize-AW-PAST] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading is OK]

(229) Taroo to Hanako-ga [zibun-tati-ga [e] naguri-aw-tta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ZIBUN-pl-NOM hit-AW-PAST ] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading*?.]

In (228) and (229), Taroo to Hanako meets the plurality requirement of zibun-tati,
therefore the sentence is perfectly grammatical on a narrow reading. Zibun-tati
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(collective) fits well with V-aw (a single event reading). Consider the next
examples.

(230) Taroo to Hanako-ga [zibun-ga [e] hihan-si-aw-ta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [zibun-NOM criticize-aw-PAST] think
[broad reading *, narrow reading*]

(231) Taroo to Hanako-ga [zibun-ga [e] naguri-aw-ta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ZIBUN-NOM hit-AW-PAST] think.
[broad reading *, narrow reading*]

In (230) and (231) zibun is singular, but V-aw requires plurals, thus, the
sentence is ungrammatical. Again this shows that V-aw must be strictly local.
Sentences (230) and (231) provide good evidence for our hypothesis that V-aw
is a single event marker and that V-aw construction requires multiple
participants.
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5. 5. 3. More on M-aw

Here we take up several properties of -aw we have not discussed yet.
These properties are the ones English-type "reciprocals" lack. The observation
of this data will confirm our view that Japanese-type "reciprocal-like"
expressions cannot be dealt with within a framework of English "each other"-Vype
reciprocals.

5. 5. 3.1. Subject Orientation

As Nishigauchi (1992) states, the plural NP (the antecedent NP of the
"reciprocals") of any V-aw construction must be in the subject position.

(232) *John-ga [Mary-to Bill]-o syookai si-aw-ta.
John-NOM Mary and Bill-ACC introduce-AW-PAST

(233) [Mary-to Bill]-ga John-o syookai si-aw-ta.
Mary and Bill-NOM John-ACC introduce-AW-PAST
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This fact is not surprising, because -aw is syntactically a verbal element, and the
unmarked reading of the verbal suffix is arguably a subject-oriented
interpretation.

5. 5. 3. 2. The "Gap" Requirement Reconsidered
Nishigauchi (1992) observes that there must be a "gap" in an argument
position, typically in the object position of V-aw constructions with reciprocal
interpretations, as is illustrated in the following examples.

(234) John to Mary-ga [e] hihansi-aw-ta.
John and Mary-NOM [e] criticize-AW-PAST

(235) *John to Mary-ga Bill-o hihansi-aw-ta.
John and Mary-NOM Bill-ACC criticize-AW-PAST

As we have seen in 6.1.4, sentence (235) does not have a reciprocal
interpretation. The sentence is grammatical only on the interpretation that John
and Mary criticized Bill somehow in collaboration. That is, the sentence receives
only a non-reciprocal interpretation.
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However, it is noteworthy that ofagaAcontaining sentences such as (236)
and aite 'the other'-containing sentences such as (237) receive reciprocal
interpretations.

(236) John to Mary-ga otagai-o hihansi-aw-ta.
John and Mary-NOM OTAGAl-ACC criticize-AW-PAST

(237) John to Mary-ga

aite-o

hihansi-aw-ta.

John and Mary-NOM the other-ACC criticize-AW-PAST

With this in mind, the correct descriptive generalization would be that the object
position of V-aw must be filled with either phonetically null elements or
anaphoric expressions, but not with names (lexical NPs) in order to obtain a
reciprocal interpretation^^.

Nishigauchi's claim that V-aw requires a gap must be reconsidered, however, we do
not go into the discussion in the present work.
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5. 5. 3. 3. Non-occurrence with Intrinsically Distinct Event Predicates
Compared with otagai, V-aw is more strongly constrained in intrinsically
distinct event predicates . Notice that both (238) and (239) are entirely
ungrammatlcal.

(238) *karera-wa sini-aw-ta.
they-TOP die-AW-PAST
'They (as a group) died.'
'(Int.) Dying was done by them.'

(239) *karera-wa tosi-o tori-aw-ta.
they-TOP got old/got aged
'They have got old together*
'(Int.) Getting older was done by them.'

This fact can be explained if we take an event analysis for V-aw. V-aw unifies
multiple sub-events into a single macro event. The predicates in the examples
above are intrinsically distinct, and it is hard to interpret that those events could
be unified with qualitative equality. Quantifying over events is again impossible
here, and uniting sub-events is impossible, also.
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5. 5. 4. Otagai-o V-aw

Here we will discuss the compound "otagai-o V-aw" construction. Otagai
can co-occur with the V-aw construction. Does the construction denote two
events or a single event? Consider the following sentence.

(240) John-to Mary-wa

[ [e] otagai-o kizutsuke-aw-tta to] sinziteiru.

John and Mary-TOP [ [e] OTAGAI-ACC hurt-AW-PASTCOMP] believe
'John and Mary believe that they mutually hurt each other.'

This sentence receives only a "narrow reading". More precisely, it must receive
an "embedded clause single event reading". This means that the function of Vaw overrides that of otagai in a single event interpretation.
However, the constraints on otagai also obtain, as is shown below. The
intensionality requirement is observed in otagai-o V-aw constructions, as is
shown in sentences (241) and (245). Sentence (242) is not fully grammatical
due to the presence of otagai. In sentence (243) defending was done among
Taroo, Ziroo, and Saburoo, but the restriction is that pairing was done between
Taroo and Ziroo, Ziroo and Saburoo, and Saburoo and Taroo, respectively. And
only pair-internally, the act of mutual defending was done in (243). Sentence
(244) is similar. Pair-internal new pairing was done among the five couples, and
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no pair-external pairing was done. All defending was done couple-externally in
sentence (244).

(241) Otagafs Requirements
a. The intensionality requirement—obtains
b. The duality requirement {otagai is a two event, two participant marker)
-obtains

(242) *?Taroo to Ziroo-wa otagai-o naguri-aw-tta.
Taro and Ziro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC hit-AW-PAST

(243) Taroo to Ziroo to Saburoo-wa otagai-o bengo-si-aw-tta.
Taro and Ziro and Saburo-TOP OTAGAI-ACC defend-AW-PAST
'(Int.) There are three pairs (T, Z), (Z, S), (S, T) who defend the other pairinternally'.

(244) gokumi no fuufu-ga otagai-o hihan si-aw-tta.
five couple-NOM OTAGAI-ACC criticize-AW-PAST
[only couple external]
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(245)

VP
/

\

/

\

NP

V

I

John to Mary-ga

V
DP

/

\

/ \

V

I

V

I

aw

I

[pro [otagai\ ]-o kizutuke 'hurt'
[pro [ofaga/] j-o *naguri 'hit'
As we have seen, the constraints on otagai summarized in (241) both hold for
otagai-o V-aw constructions.
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6. Event-Sensitive Expressions in Englisii

So far we have seen that Japanese "reciprocal"-like constructions are
"event-sensitive expressions." Japanese has sophisticated devices to mark
events. We now look at a set of event-sensitive constructions in English, and
find that similar principles are at work. We have already seen that English 'each
other' constructions are not strictly regulated by the semantics of eventualities.
In this section, we will briefly review same/different constructions, and then move
on to gerund and action nominals in English.

6.1. "Same" and "Differenf
Carison (1987) considers that the postdeterminers same and different in
English are anaphoric expressions that take events or eventualities as their
antecedents. Relevant examples are given below.

(246) Bob and Alice attend different classes (e.g. Bob attends Biology 101 and
Alice attends Philosophy 799).

(247) The same salesman sold me these two magazine subscriptions (e.g.
Salesman Jones sold me this subscription to Consumer Reports, and
Jones, too, sold me this subscription to Cosmopolitan).
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(248) The children like different cartoon shows (e.g. Johnny likes Batman and
Jenny likes Daffy Duck).

(249) Two men who belong to the same political party met me at the train
station (e.g. Two Democrats met me at the train station).
(Carlson 1987)
In sentences like those above, a comparative reading is somehow made
available by virtue of the meaning of the sentence itself. In other words, the
sentence in some way provides its own context. We observe that a plural or a
distributive NP allows the appearance of a sentence internal reading of
same/different Carlson (1987) states that a sentence internal reading is made
possible by the presence of a plural NP which is called a "licensing NP", and the
NP it licenses, which he calls a "dependent NP" (e.g. different classes, the
same salesman....). In this sense, anaphoric expressions such as
reciprocals/reflexives and sentence internal readings of same/different share a
similar property. This is illustrated in table (250).
(250) Same/Different and English Anaphoric Expressions (TABLE 5)
Anaphoric expressions
Pro-forms
(reciprocals and reflexives)
Dependent NP
(different/same NP)

Licensers
antecedent NP
(e.g. John and Mary)
licensing NP
(e.g. John and Mary)
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Carlson (1987) and Moltmann (1992) consider the English 'each other'
construction to be a counterpart of the 'same/different construction with respect
to anaphoricity and the plurality requirement However, 'same/different'
constructions are more straightforwardly comparable to otagaiA/-aw
constructions than they are to 'each other' constructions in English. Like the
cases of otagaiA/-aw, the semantics of eventualities is needed to characterize
the sentence internal reading of 'same/different constructions in English. The
antecedent in 'same/different constructions must contain "multiple eventualities".
The licensing condition of same/different is, roughly, "multiple participants—
multiple events". This is exactly like the licensing condition of otagai N-aw
constructions.

6.1.1. Licensing Conditions of Sentence Internal Reading
It has been accepted that plural NPs are needed to license the sentence
internal reading in 'same/differenf constructions. However, Carlson (1987)
points out that the semantic notion of distributivity is more appropriate for
defining this construction. I claim that semantic notion of eventualities (not that
of distributivity) is the most accurate definition. Consider the following examples.

(251)
a. Different people discovered America and invented bifocals.
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b. John saw and reviewed different films.
c. Max put different plates on the table and in the cupboard.
d. Different people voted for and against the proposal.
e. John painted different houses very red and somewhat blue.
f. (?)John does different tasks eagerly and grudgingly.
(Carlson 1987)

It seems that sentence internal reading in same/different constructions is
sanctioned not only by any distributive NP, but also by conjoined VP's, conjoined
verbs, conjoined PP's, conjoined prepositions, conjoined adjective phrases, and
possibly conjoined adverbs. This clearly shows that 'same/different
constructions in English are "multiple event referring" constructions. The same
person, i.e. 'John', can be agents of the different events in the same sentence.
For example, in (251e), there are two events; one is an event of John's painting
a house very red, and the other is an event of John's painting a house somewhat
blue.

6.1. 2. Syntactic Constraints
Carlson (1987) notes that the syntactic relation between the licensing NP
and the dependent NP is much less constrained than in the case of anaphors.
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and that it is not nearly so free as is the relationship between a pronoun and Its
NP antecedent. His examples are the following:

(252) a. Those men wanted Mary to shave different barbers/ ^themselves.
[locality]
b. Mary appeared to those men to be kicking different peopleHhemselves.
c. Different dogs bit those two men/*each other.

(253) a. The two gorillas saw a woman who fed 'different men/them.
[WH-lsland constraint]
b. The men wanted to see Jill's picture of 'different dogs/them.
[Specificity Effects]
c. Mary painted those pictures, and Fred admired "different dogs/them.
[Coordinate Structure Constraint]

The asterisk Indicates just the absence of a sentence internal reading, not
syntactic deviance in the sentence itself. The examples in (253) show that the
impossibility of a sentence internal reading corresponds to the impossibility of
VV?j-movement from the lower NP position to, or past, the higher one. This Is
similar to a number of syntactic phenomena having to do with long-distance
movement. Including the WA7-lsland Constraint, Specificity Effects, and the
Coordinate Structure Constraint. See the following examples:
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(254) a. *Who did the gorilla see a woman who fed

1

b. *What did those men want to see Jill's pictures of

7

c. *What did Mary paint those two pictures and Fred admire

?

Although Carlson (1987) does not propose a movement analysis of
'same/different constructions in English, the possibility could be pursued that
some kind of semantically-driven movement occurs in 'same/difFerenf
constructions with sentence internal readings as well.

6. 2. Gerund vs. Action Nominais
In English, gerunds take a "single macro event reading", while action
nominais take both a "single macro event reading" and a "multiple event
reading". This is illustrated in (255) and (256) below.

(255) Moving of the desks took two hours, [action nominal]
(256) Moving the desks took two hours.

[gerund]

Sentence (255) is ambiguous. One reading is that there was a single event of
'desk-moving' (which involved moving all of the desks) and that the event took
two hours (this is the 'single macro event' reading). In this case, each desk may
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have taken only five minutes to move. The other reading is that the movement
of each particular desk took two hours (this is the 'multiple event reading'). By
contrast, sentence (256) has only "single macro event reading". The only
possible interpretation is that the whole event of moving ail of the desks took two
hours. There can be sub-events, but they are collapsed into a single general
event It is, in a sense, a collective reading. The similar examples are given
below.

(257) Planting of the trees takes one hour, [action nominal]
(258) Planting the trees takes one hour.

[gerund]

Sentence (257) is ambiguous, while sentence (258) is unambiguous. Sentence
(257) means either that planting each tree takes one hour or that planting all the
trees takes one hour. In (258) only a single macro event reading is available.
The sentence necessarily means that the whole event of planting the trees takes
one hour. Further, look at the following examples. Sentence (259) can co-occur
with floating "each", while sentence (260) cannot. These data confirm our view.

(259) Planting of the trees takes one hour each, [action nominal]
(260) 'Planting the trees takes one hour each, [gerund]

Interestingly, the following sentence is ambiguous.
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(261) Planting each tree takes one hour.

The sentence can mean that each tree takes one hour to plant. The sentence
can also mean that planting all the trees takes one hour, and each here just
emphasizes the consecutive events of planting. This interpretation is a single
macro event reading.
This raises a fundamental linguistic question, a mathematical question of
what the difference might be between "action nominals" and "sentences" (i.e,
VP, IP,...etc.) in a primitive sense. Roughly, the contrast is between a sentences
such as John and Maty move the desks and a similar action nominal, such as
John and Mary's moving of the desks, for example. If we follow Davidsonian
view, sentences like 'John and Mary move the desks.' means that there is a
move of e, the verb itself has an agent of e, e is a moving the desks and John
and Mary did e. Then how can we analyze the action nominals? When we take
up moving of the desks, what is the argument of 'takes two hours' in sentence
(255), for example? Each sub-event has to be distinct in a multiple event
reading, while a collective interpretation is required in a single macro event
reading. What kind of mechanisms are established between tense and
nominals, and tense and gerund? I just point out here that there is a definite
correspondence between form and meaning in English as well, with regard to
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event semantics, and keep such numerous intriguing questions for further
research.

7. Weak Reciprocity and Collectivity
In this section, we will briefly discuss the relation between the notions of
weak reciprocity and "collectivity"^.
Otagai ensures "strict reciprocity" in dual relations. On the other hand, Vaw denotes "weak reciprocity", and it has no restriction over the number of the
participants. V-aw can make a non-dual, asymmetric relation among the
participants. V-aw is distributive from the viewpoint of sub-events; however, it is
collective as a macro event. As we discussed, V-aw constructions force a
^ The notion of "collectivity" must be carefully discussed. Pragmatic factors must be
considered, espedally when we deal with plurals and the definites. Consider the
following sentence.
i)The monkeys are speaking English.
It is well known that definite NPs have to be maximal as a "kind" property. However, in
this example, the existence of one or two monkeys speaking English would be
suffident to make the sentence true. The reason for this is tiiat this is so unusual tiiat
monkeys should speak in English.
If tiie VP in sentence (0 is construed distributi'vely, each monkey has to speak.
However, if sentence (0 is given a collective reading (in other words, if the sentence
receives a single macro event reading), the sentence could be true if a sufficient
number of monkeys speak English. In this regard, compare sentence (0 with sentence
Gi).
(ii) The cows are in the bam.
In (ii), maximality becomes critical. If one cow is left outside of the bam, this sentence
cannot be tiue even in a single macro event reading.
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collective (single macro event) reading. To make the \Aaw sentence true, only
a sufficient number of the participants (not all of them ) could be involved in the
activities in the question. The English 'each other' construction is arguably
vague in this regard also.

8. Summary
In this chapter. I have shown that otagai quantifies over events even in
sentences with stative predicates. This supports Higginbotham's (1985, 1987,
1996) hypothesis that event arguments are a part of Universal Grammar.
Otagai, on the other hand, is an overt dual existential quantifier that binds the
variable e which is Introduced by a predicate. Furthermore, V-aw is an eventanti-distributor and it functions to unite sub-events into a single macro event.
Thus, otagai and V-aw are best characterized in terms of "event semantics"
(Davidson 1967, Higginbotham 1983, 1985, 1996, Carlson 1987, Parsons 1994).
I have further supported the notion of the 'event argument* by describing
event sensitive expressions in English, same/different sentences and IP-gerund
forms. This chapter demonstrated that the notion of "events" should be
Incorporated into a theory of formal grammar that seeks to account for the
processing of anaphoric expressions in both English and Japanese.
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Chapter Four
Semantics of Zibun and Otagai
0. introduction

In Chapter Three, "the intensional requirement of otagai" was briefly
introduced. The same constraint applies to zibun as well. In this chapter, we will
discuss the semantic aspects of otagai and zibun in more detail. We will
demonstrate that zibun and otagai share certain properties from the viewpoint of
the semantics of the referent. We will show that the constraint governing otagai
and zibun is related to "the real/intensional world distinctions" that have been
explored primarily by researchers in formal semantics and some^ of the
researchers who have shed light on language and cognition in the human mind.
We take up the perceptual report construction that we dealt with in
Chapter Two, and see how our semantic constraint on zibun and otagai behaves
in this construction. As we saw in Chapter Two, perceptual reports intrinsically
present a non-propositionai image situation of "intensional context". We will
propose the possibility that zibun and otagai are the "pro-forms of the stageness
of the referent", in other words, "stage-level pro-forms" in the sense of Carlson
(1977).

^ These include Lakoff (1987, 1996), Fauconnier (1985/1994), and Jackendoff
(1975,1985, 1990, 1997).
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This chapter does not set out to solve the problems that have been
raised. Rather, this chapter delineates the characteristics of some of the
potential problems we are to face in examining the semantic properties of zibun
and otagai.

^."Otagai"'s Parallelism with "Zibun"
In this section we will see that otagai shares some properties with zibun.
We will begin by reviewing previous studies, and move on to our proposal and
the discussion.

1.1. The Abstraction Constraint on Zibun and Otagai
1.1.1. Previous Studies
Akatsuka (1972) states that "zibun is not acceptable in the object position
of certain verbs of physical contact"^. In (1) and (2), the (a)-sentences are

^ The statement itself that "zibun is not acceptable in the object position of certain verbs
of physical contact" seems to be appropriately worded here. However, I doubt that
Akatsuka considers this phenomenon to be exactly as her wording depicts. She
proposes "the Like-NP Constraint", which "discards the sentences as ungrammatical if
the reflexives and its antecedent are in peer (Postal 1970) relationship". She notes that
"it is the relation between the two maximum NPs in the simplex sentence", but her
examples and explanation that follows are not fully eluddated. Good examples she
gives are as follows.
i) Hiroshi-wa zibun-no titi'-o sonkei site iru.
selfs father respect
'Hiroshi respects SELFs father'
iO Hiroshi-wa oyahukoomono-no zibun-o hazita.
unfilial son
self ashamed of
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ungrammatical. Compare unavailable (1a), (2a) with acceptable (3), (4).
Sentences (3) and (4) are perfectly grammatical. For pure comparison, we could
leave out the adjunct phrases ('with a knife' and 'with a stick') from Akatsuka's
original sentences (1a) and (2a). Thus, we could obtain simpler sentences such
as (la') and (2a'). Notice that both sentences are equally bad.

(1)a. *Tanaka-wa zibun-o

tantoo-de sasita.

Tanaka-TOP ZIBUN-ACC knife-with stabbed
'Tanaka stabbed self with a knife.'

cf. a' *Tanaka-wa zibun-o sasita.
Tanaka-TOP ZIBUN-ACC stabbed
'Tanaka stabbed self.'

'Hiroshi was ashamed of unfilial self.'
iii) Hiroshi-wa kagami-ni ututta zibun-o nagameta.
mirror-in reflected self looked at
'Hiroshi looked at self who was reflected in the mirror.'
She uses abstract verbs in (i) and (ii), rather than verbs of physical contact Notice that
the sentences such as (iv) and (v) are syntactically perfect, although (iv) is awkward In
terms of lexical semantics of the verb "sonkei-suru" Crespecf). I explain the
ungrammaticality of (1a) and (2a) In a different way. We will see this In the text
Iv) Hiroshi-wa zibun-o sonkei site iru.
self respect
'Hiroshi respects SELF."
v) Hiroshi-wa zibun-o hazita.
self ashamed of

b. Tanaka-wa

zibun-no mune-o

tantoo de sasita.

Tanaka-TOP ZIBUN-GEN chest-ACC knife-with stabbed
Tanaka stabbed selfs chest with a knife.'

c. Tanaka-wa Satoo-o Tantoo de sasita.
Tanaka-TOP Sato-ACC knife-with stabbed
Tanaka stabbed Satoo with a knife.'
(Akatsuka 1972)

(2) a. Tanaka-wa

konboo-de zibun-o

nagutta.

Tanaka-TOP stick-with ZIBUN-ACC hit
'Tanaka hit self with a stick.'

cf. a' "Tanaka-wa zibun-o nagutta.
Tanaka-TOP ZIBUN-ACC hit
'Tanaka hit self.'

b. Tanaka-wa

konboo-de zibun-no atama-o nagutta.

Tanaka-TOP stick-with ZIBUN-GEN head hit
'Tanaka hit selfs head with a stick.'

'Hiroshi was ashamed of SELF.'
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c. Tanaka-wa konboo-de Satoo-o
Tanaka-TOP stick-with Sato-ACC

nagutta.
hit

Tanaka hit Sato with a stick.'

d. Tanaka-wa konboo-de Satoo-no atama-o nagutta.
Tanaka-TOP stick-with Sato-GEN head hit
Tanaka hit Sato's head with a stick.'
(Akatsuka 1972)

(3) John-wa zibun-o

bengo sita.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC defended
'John defended himself.'
(Oshima 1979)

(4) John-wa

zibun-o semeta.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC blamed
'John blamed himself.
(Oshima 1979)

Takezawa (1989, 1991) describes this constraint in terms of affectedness.
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(5) Zibun cannot be governed by V [+changel.
(Cited in Mazuka and Lust 1994)

Takezawa (1991) suggests that "affectedness or transitivity scale of the verbs"^
of the sort proposed by Miyagawa (1989) accounts for this kind of phenomena.
Hirose (1995, 1997) proposes that zibun is a 'private self, while other
overt pronominal forms expresses 'a public self, based on the distinction
between direct speech and indirect speech. However, I assume that the
semantic constraint on zibun/otagai in simplex sentences cannot be reduced to
the report style. The direct/indirect speech distinction is another issue, which we
do not pursue here.

1.1.2. Zibun's Abstraction Constraint: Proposal

^ This probably means that naguru 'hif in (2a') is more transitive or affective than
kenasu 'criticize/blame' in (4). When we are faced witii the sentences like "John-wa
zibun-o izimeta"CJohn tortured himself), they are construed non-physically: 'John illtreated himself mentally'. The situation is. for example, 'John hated himself and he
blamed himself for his past silly behavior*. It cannot be construed to mean that 'John illtreated himself physically'. This sentence cannot refer to physical pain.
Some proponents of this idea have proposed a thematic hierarchy of some sort
(e.g. Jackendoff 1972, Grimshaw 1990). However, there seems to be no clear
correlation between thematic roles that the subject is assigned and the interpretation of
the verbs (cf. Belletti and Rizzi 1988). Also, even if this is so, it Is not clear yet why this
is due to an affectedness scale. Why cannot zibun be a direct object of highly
ti^nsitive verbs? The tiieory must answer this kind of fundamental question. However,
it is not known yet how this will be possible within an approach based on affectedness.
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In Chapter Three, we proposed constraint on ^bun and otagai, roughly,
as follows;

(6) Zibun and Otaaafs abstraction constraint

1. Zibun and otagai cannot occur in the complement position of verbs of
physical contact.
2. In any case where a verb has an ambiguity between a concrete, physical
sense and an abstract, non-physical sense, only non-physical
interpretation, in other words, abstract interpretation is permitted.

Let us see the zibun examples first. The verbs in (7) are physical verbs, and the
sentences are ungrammatical, while the verbs in (8) are non-physical, abstract
verbs, and the sentences are grammatical.

(7) a. *John-wa zibun-o nagutta.
John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC hit
'John hit himself.'

b. *John-wa zibun-o

ketta.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC kicked
'John kicked himself.'
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c. *John-wa

zibun-o aratta.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC washed
'John washed himself.'

d. *John-wa

zibun-o korosita.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC killed
'John killed himself.'

(8) a. John-wa

zibun-o bengo sita.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC defended
'John defended himself.'

(=(3))

(Oshima 1979)

b. John-wa

zibun-o semeta.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC blamed
'John blamed himself.'

(=(4))

(Oshima 1979)

c. John-wa

zibun-o hihan sita.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC criticized
'John criticized himself.'
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d. John-wa zibun-o sinrai sitelru.
John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC

trusts

'John trusts himself.'

e. John-wa

zibun-o keibetu sita.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC despised
'John despised himself.'

Consider sentences (7c) and (7d) again that we have ruled out. We will
renumber these sentences (9) and (10). and give them the other interpretations
that are possible. In unacceptable (7c) "aratta" means 'washed' physically, while
in (9) "aratta" has a metaphorical, abstract meaning, 'cleaned up the entire
object and found out the concealed identity'. That is, in (9) the same verb
"aratta" manifests a feature of abstractness, therefore, the sentence becomes
fully grammatical. Similarly, in perfectly grammatical sentence (10), "korosita"
('killed') receives abstract an interpretation. In this interpretation, John tried to
suppress his original self. John did not commit suicide; John is alive. It is
interesting to note that zibun-zisin, another reflexive pro-form, a phrasal reflexive
in Japanese, cannot occur in (9) and (10).

(9) John-wa zibun/?^ibun-zisin-o aratta.
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John-TOP ZIBUNTZIBUN-ZISIN-ACC investigatedTwashed
'John investigated himself thoroughly.'

(10) John-wa zibun/*zibun-zisin-o korosita.
John-TOP ZIBUNrZIBUN-ZISIN-ACC suppressedTkilled
'John suppressed himself.'

Similarly, in the next example the verb ikasu does not have the literal meaning of
"make one alive physically".

(11) John-wa zibun-o ikasita.
John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC realizedTmake alive
'(int.) John put himself in the optimal situation."
='John succeeded in self-realization.'

Compare (11) and (12). In (12) the physical interpretation is possible, while the
abstract interpretation is unacceptable or marginal at best.

(12) Johni-wa kare2-o ikasita.
John-TOP he-ACC *Veallzed/make alive.
'John made him alive.'
-John did not kill him.'
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This shows us that zibun has a peculiar property of "abstraction" of the
predicates.

1.1.3. Otagai

As we mentioned earlier, Zibun's Abstraction Constraint (=(6)) holds in the
case of otagai as well. Zibun and otagai share the same constraint. The
examples follow.

(13)a. ?*Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o nagutta.
Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC hit
Taro and Jiro hit each other.'"*

b. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa

otagai-o ketta.

Taro-and Jiro- TOP OTAGAI-ACC kicked
Taro and Jiro kicked each other.'

c. ^aroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o aratta.
* In this chapter, I use each other for a close translation of otega/just for convenience
at the expense of predseness. See Chapter 3 for the exact meaning of otagaiconstruction.
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Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC washed
Taro and Jiro washed each other'

d. Taroo -to Ziroo-wa otagai-o

korosita.

Taro-and Jiro- TOP OTAGAI-ACC killed
Taro and Jiro killed each other'

(14) a. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o

bengo sita.

Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC defended
'Taro and Jiro defended each other'

b. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa

otagai-o

semeta.

Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC blamed
'Taro and Jiro blamed each other.'

c. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa
Taro-and Jiro-TOP

otagai-o

hihan sita.

OTAGAI-ACC criticized

"Taro and Jiro criticized each other'

d. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa

otagai-o sinrai site iru.

Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC trust
'Taro and Jiro trust each other'
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e. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o keibetu sita.
Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC despised
Taro and Jiro despised each other'

The sentences in (13a-e) are ungrammatical, since the verbs are physical verbs.
By contrast, the sentences in (14a-e) are grammatical, since the verbs are
abstract verbs. This is entirely parallel with zibun's case in (7) and (8) in the
previous section. Sentences with otagai shown in (15) and (16), which are
comparable to (9) and (10), are also perfect in the abstract interpretations.

(15) Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o

aratta. (=13c)

Taro and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC investigated/*washed
Taro and Jiro investigated each other (thoroughly).'

(16) Taroo -to Ziroo-wa

otagai-o

korosita. (=13d)

Taro and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC suppressed/skilled
'Taro and Jiro suppressed each other.'

In the next subsection, we will look at the other two types of "reciprocal"
expressions, otagai-o V-aw construction and V-aw construction.
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1.1.4. Otagai-o V-aw and V-aw
Here we will examine two types of "V-aw constructions". One is "otagai-o
V-aw" construction, and the other is '([e]) V-aw" construction. We should expect
the constraints on otagai to carry over to otagai-o V-aw construction. Thus, our
prediction is that any otagai-o V-aw construction would resist a physical contact
interpretation, while V-aw constructions allow it Consider the following
sentences. The examples here are parallel to those we have seen before.

{ ^ 7 ) Otaaai-o V-aw construction
a. *Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o naguri-aw-tta.
Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC hit-AW
Taro and Jiro hit each other.'

b. *Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o

keri-aw-tta.

Taro-and Jiro- TOP OTAGAI-ACC kicked-AW
Taro and Jiro kicked each other'

c. *Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o

arai-aw-tta.

Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC washed-AW
'Taro and Jiro washed each other.'
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d. *Taroo -to Ziroo-wa otagai-o korosi-aw-tta.
Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAl-ACC killed-AW
Taro and Jiro killed each other.'

(18) a. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o

bengo si-aw-tta.

Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAl-ACC defended-AW
Taro and Jiro defended each other.'

b. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o

seme-aw-tta.

Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAl-ACC blamed-AW
'Taro and Jiro blamed each other'

c. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o
Taro-and Jiro-TOP

hihan si-aw-tta.

OTAGAl-ACC criticized-AW

'Taro and Jiro criticized each other.'

d. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa otagai-o sinrai si-aw-tte iru.
Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAl-ACC trust-AW
'Taro and Jiro trust each other'
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e. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa

otagai-o kelbetu si-aw-tta.

Taro-and Jiro-TOP OTAGAI-ACC despised
Taro and Jiro despised each other.'

As is seen from the ungrammaticai sentences in (17), the same constraint that
was observed in otagai sentences is also observed in otagai-o V-aw sentences.
This is what we predicted. The sentences that contain otagai as a direct object
cannot refer to the act of physical contact.
On the other hand, the "reciprocal" sentences that do not contain otagai
as a direct object, namely, [e] V-aw sentences do not observe the constraint
under consideration. All of the sentences in (19) are perfectly grammatical. This
is also exactly what we predicted.

(19) feJ V-aw construction
a. Taroo -to Ziroo-wa
Taro-and Jiro-TOP

[e] naguri-aw-tta.
[e] hit-AW-PAST

Taro and Jiro hit each other'

b. Taroo -to Ziroo-wa
Taro-and Jiro- TOP

[e]
[e]

keri-aw-tta.
kick-AW-PAST

Taro and Jiro kicked each other.'
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c. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa

[e]

Taro-and Jiro-TOP

[e]

arai-aw-tta.
wash-AW-PAST

Taro and Jiro washed each other.'

d. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa

[e] korosi-aw-tta.

Taro-and Jiro- TOP

[e] kill-AW-PAST

Taro and Jiro killed each other'

(20) a. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa [e]
Taro-and Jiro-TOP [e]

bengo si-aw-tta.
defend-AW-PAST

Taro and Jiro defended each other."

b. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa [e]
Taro-and Jiro-TOP [e]

seme-aw-tta.
blame-AW-PAST

"Taro and Jiro blamed each other.'

c. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa [e]
Taro-and Jiro-TOP [e]

hihan si-aw-tta.
criticlze-AW-PAST

'Taro and Jiro criticized each other.'

d. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa [e]

sinrai si-aw-tte iru.
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Taro-and Jiro-TOP [e]

trust-AW-PAST

Taro and Jiro taist each other'

e. Taroo-to Ziroo-wa [e] keibetu si-aw-tta.
Taro-and Jiro-TOP [e] despise-AW-PAST
Taro and Jiro despised each other.'

Imani and Stanley (1996) point out that sentences like (21) and (22) are
somewhat unacceptable, while sentences like (23) are acceptable. Otagai-ni in
(23) is an adjunct, an adverbial modifier.

(21) ??Murabito-ga otagai-o tasuketa.
villagers-NOM OTAGAI-ACC helped
The villagers helped each other.'

(22) ?Murabito-ga otagai-o tasuke-aw-ta.
villagers-NOM OTAGAI-ACC help-AW-PAST
'The villagers helped each other.'
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(23) Murabito-ga otagai-ni^ tasuke-aw-ta.
villagers-NOM adv

help-AW-PAST

'The villagers helped each other.'

Imani and Stanley (1996) state that (21) and (22) are acceptable if they are
considered as having a contrastive (or a multiple choice) reading. For example,
imagine that a war broke out near a village in some medieval time, and that in
spite of the lord's order to help wounded soldiers, the villagers helped only each
other. In such cases, (21) and (22) are said to be acceptable. Imani and
Stanley claim that such a contrastive reading is needed to salvage these
sentences. However, they do not explain the difference In the acceptability in
general between abstract verb cases and physical contact verb cases. In both
cases, there may be both a non-contrastive reading and a contrastive one.
However, in the case of abstract verbs, there is no difference in grammaticality
between a "non-contrastive reading" and "contrastive reading"—both are equally
good sentences.
I argue that these examples are properly covered by our constraint. We
will further discuss our constraints in the next subsection.

® Otagai-ni is not an argument here, rather it is an adverb, and "-ni" is not a dative
marker. As I mentioned in Chapter 3, adjunct otagai behaves differently than argument
otagai.
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1.1.5. Abstraction Constraints Revisited: Intensionality Requirement

Here we will reconsider our abstraction constraint We suggest that our
abstraction constraint could be defined by "intensionality".
Consider the following inference pattern. If sentence (24a) is true, (24b)
is also true. More accurately. In order to make (24a) true, the existence of a
specific linguistics student must be premised.

(24) a. John met a linguistics student.
b. Therefore, there exists a linguistics student that John met.

(24a) is roughly translated into (25a).

(25) a. 3x [ (meet (x)) (John) & linguistics student (x)]
b. 3x [linguistics student (x)l
c. 3x [(meet (x)) (John)]

We can conclude from (25a) that a linguistics student exists (=25b) and that
someone specific exists whom John met (=25c).
However, verbs such as need, want, seeic, look for do not show this type
of entailment relation. The following example is from Cann (1993).
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(26) a. Jo wanted to meet a secretary.
b. There exists a secretary that Jo met
c. There exists a secretary.
d. There is someone whom Jo met.
(Cann 1993)

Sentence (26a) could be true even if no secretaries exist. In (26), none of (26b)
to (26d) necessarily follow from (26a). If Jo met a secretary, then there is a
specific secretary that Jo met, as in the case we have seen above. However, if
Jo wanted to meet a secretary, then it does not follow that there is a specific
secretary that he wanted to meet. The following sentences are more salient in
this respect.
I

(27) Jo wanted to meet a unicorn.
(28) John looks for a unicorn.
(29) John seeks a unicorn.

These sentences can express a true proposition without there being any
unicorns in the worid. Unicorns here can be non-specific, since there can be no
particular entity referred in the sentences. These verbs may prevent an
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existential quantifier in an object phrase from having scope over the whole
sentence. We call these verbs 'intensional verbs', while meef-type verbs are
referred to as 'non-intensional' verbs.

(30) a. intensional verbs
want, look for, seek, need, imagine,...
b. non-intensional verbs
meet, find, hit, kick, shave, ...

We will redefine our abstraction constraints as follows;

(31) Intensional Requirement for Zibun and Otaaai

a. Zibun and otagai cannot occur in the complement position of nonintensional verbs.
b. In the case where the verbs have both intensional and non-intensional
interpretation, only intensional interpretation is compatible with
complement position zibun and otagai.

Concepts such as "abstract verbs" we saw in the previous section are now
collapsed into a notion of "intensional verbs", and all data can be explained
under the notion "intensional ity". The intensional world is another world
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distinguished from the real world. The intensional world is a world of
"stageness" which is beyond the spatiotemporal dimension of the actual world in
which the speaker exists.
Henceforth, I will use the term "intensional requirement" to refer to these
constraints. However, I will still use the term "abstraction constraints" where this
seems more appropriate. The term "abstraction constraint" is more neutral than
"intensional requirement". Since certain constructions may require an
"intensional context", the concept of intensionality must be carefully defined.

2. Perceptual Reports and Intensionality
In this section, we will see a "construction-specific Intensional context".
As we briefly saw in Chapter One and Chapter Two, perceptual reports
constructions prepare "intensional context". We claimed that perception verb
complements (PVCs) were considered to be a kind of "photo" of the situation
that the subject perceived. PVCs are "slices" of the perceptible situation. In
other words, PVCs are "stages" that can be quantified over. We will see zibun
and otagafs behavior in PVCs.

2.1. Perceptual Reports
In section 1.1, we have seen the cases where zibun and otagafs
intensional requirement is manifest. In this section, we will see a number of
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cases where the same constraint oddly disappears. Interestingly, the perceptual
report construction evades this constraint. In the following examples, zibun can
be coreferential with Ziroo, as well as Taroo. Our intensional requirement
predicts the ungrammaticality of the sentences where Ziroo and zibun carry the
same indices. Contrary to this prediction, the sentences in (32) are perfectly
grammatical® with the intended interpretation.

(32) a. Tarooi-wa [Ziroo2-ga zibuni/2-o

naguru ] no-o mita.

Taro-TOP [ Jiro-NOM ZIBUN-ACC hit]

saw

Taro saw Jiro hit himself.'

b. Tarooi-wa [Zirooi-ga zibuni/2-o keru ] no o mita.
Taro-TOP [ Jiro-NOM ZIBUN-ACC kick ] saw
® The following sentences are somewhat awkward, but they are not utterly
ungrammatical. With the appropriate adjunct phrases (i', ii'), the acceptability is raised.
In (i', ii'). 2ibur) can refer to both Taroo and Ziroo without oddity, because Taroo can
see the scene where Taroo washed/killed Taroo in the video.
i) ?Tarooi-wa Ziroo2-ga zibuni/2-0 arau no o mita.
Taro-TOP [ Jiro-NOM ZIBUN-ACC wash]
saw
Taro saw Jiro wash self.'
ii)?Tarooi-wa Zir002-ga zibuni/rO korosu no o mita.
Taro-TOP [ Jiro-NOM ZIBUN-ACC kill] saw
Taro saw Jiro kill self.'
i') Tarooi-wa Ziroo2-ga kawa-be zibuni/2-0 arau no o mita.
Taro-TOP [ Jiro-NOM in the river ZIBUN-ACC wash] saw
Taro saw Jiro wash self in the river.'
ii')Tarooi-wa Ziroo2-ga tantoo-de zibuni/2-0 korosu no o mita.
Taro-TOP [Jiro-NOM with a knife ZIBUN-ACC kill] saw
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Taro saw Jiro kick himself.'

This is striking because non-perceptual report constructions do not allow the
coindexation of the embedded subject and zibun (direct object). Consider the
following sentences.

(33) a. *John-wa [BilL-ga zibunro nagutta] to omotta.
John-Top Bill-Nom ZIBUN-Acc hit Comp thought
•John thought that Bill hit self."

b. *John-wa [Billrga ziburiro keru] to omotta
John-Top Bill-Nom ZIBUN-Acc kicked Comp thought
'John thought that Bill kicked self.'

The contrast between (32) and (33) illustrates that "zibun/otagafs abstraction
constraint" is a purely structural and anaphor-intrinsic semantic constraint. This
is also proved by the following simple sentences. If Japanese specific lexical
semantics reasons are crucial to the ungrammaticality in question, (34a) must be
as ungrammatical as (34c) is, which is not in the case.

Taro saw Jiro kill self with a knife.'
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(34) a. Taroo-wa Ziroo-o nagutta.
Taro-Top Jiro-Acc hit
Taro hit Jiro.'

b. Taroo-wa Ziroo-no kao-o nagutta.
Taro-TOP Jiro-GEN face-ACC hit
Taro hit Jiro's face.'

c. *Taroo-wa zibun-o nagutta.
Taro-Top ZIBUN-ACC hit
Taro hit SELF.'

d. Taroo-wa zibun-no kao-o

nagutta.

Taro-Top ZIBUN-GEN face-ACC hit
'Taro hit SELF'S face.'

Otagai also evades abstraction constraints in perceptual reports.

(35) a. watasi-wa [[Taroo-to Ziroo]i-ga otagaii-o naguru no]-o

mita.

I-Top [ [Taro and Jiro]-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hit COMP]-ACC saw
'I saw Taro and Jiro hit each other.'
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b. watasi-wa[[Taroo-to Ziroo] i-ga otagaii-o

kem noj-o

mita.

I-Top [ [Taro and Jiro]-NOM OTAGAI-ACC kick COMP]-ACC saw
'1 saw Taro and Jiro kick each other.'

The same is true in otagai-aw constructions.

(36) watasi-wa [[Taroo-to Ziroo] i-ga otagaii-o naguri-aw no]-o
I-Top

mita.

[Taro and Jiro-Nom OTAGAI-ACC hit-AW COMPJ-ACC saw

'I saw Taro and Jiro hit each other'

As we can easily predict, the third type of "reciprocal" expressions, [e] V-aw
construction, has no problems in coindexing the embedded subject and its empty
object (the direct object) in perceptual report construction.

(37) watasi-wa [Taroo-to Ziroo] i-ga [e], naguri-aw no]-o mita.
I-TOP Taro and Jiro-NOM [e]-ACC hit-AW COMP]-ACC saw
'I saw Taro and Jiro hit each other.'

There are other cases where perceptual report licenses zibun/otagai
which is normally not allowed. Consider sentence (38), where boundary state
predicate sinu 'die' can occur with otagai-ga in perceptual report This contrasts
with non-perceptual report sentence (39) (See Chapter Three). The
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ungrammaticality is not due to the fact that otagai is in tensed nominative
position, since (40) is grammatical in the same structural configuration.

(38) John to Mary-ga (bideo-de) [otagai-ga sinu-no] o mita.
John and Mary-NOM (video-in) [OTAGAI-ga die] saw
'John and Mary saw each other die (in the video).'

(39) *John to Mary-ga [otagai-ga tookarazu sinu darou ]-to

omotte iru.

John and Mary-NOM [OTAGAI-NOM before long die will] COMP think
'John and Mary think that OTAGAI (each other) will die before long.'

(40) John-to Mary-ga [otagai-ga warui ] to omotte iru.
John and Mary-NOM [OTAGAI-NOM should be blamed]-COMP think
'John and Mary think that OTAGAI (each other) should be blamed.'

It is interesting that (38) is well-formed, while (39) is not allowed. The normal
tensed clauses that the verbs such as omotte iru 'think' creates a prepositional
representation, while the tenseless PVCs create non-propositional image
representations. We have observed that the prohibited zibun and otagai are
salvaged in PVCs, in a "stage" situation or an image level of representation. In
the next section, we will see an interesting view of JackendofF, who explores
"intensional context" in a different framework than that of formal semantics.
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2.2. Image Mary vs. Real Mary: JackenclofF(1975,1983,1992,1997)

Jackendoff (1975) discusses sentences like the following.

(41) a. John put Mary in the garbage can.
b. John put Mary In the picture.

Sentence (41a) describes a physical movement of Mary's body, while (41b)
describes John's placing an image of Mary in the picture he is creating. In (41a),
Mary refers to the "Real Mary", the person who is being put in the garbage can.
On the other hand, in (41b), Mary refers to the "Image Mary" in John's mind.
"Real Mary" is "Mary-in-the-real-world", whereas "Image Mary" is "Mary-in-thepicture" in this instance.
Jackendoff cites Chomsky's (1970) examples below. The word 'book' can
refer either to the physical object or to the descriptions or the images it contains.

(42) a. This book weighs five pounds.
[physical object—Real book]
b. This book ends sadly.
[the descriptions or the images it contains—Image book]
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As is clear from the following sentences, these two are not separate
homonymous lexical items.

(43) a. This book, which weighs five pounds, ends sadly.
b. This book, which ends sadly, weighs five pounds.

Similar examples are given below.

(44) a. This painting is done in oil. [physical object—Real painting]
b. This painting is startling,

[the images it contains—Image painting]

(45) a. John's fantasy came to him while he was brushing his teeth.
[physical object—Real fantasy]
b. John's fantasy was boring.
[the images It contains—Image fantasy]

Based on these observations, JackendofF makes the toliowing generalization.

(46) JackendofFs Generalization

"(Significantly,) ordinary language does not distinguish between the two ([the
real object and the image object]) by any overt marking". (JackendofF 1975, p54)
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He further states that:

"We have seen that within the description of images, there is a systematic
and pervasive ambiguity of reference, one branch of the ambiguity
describing an image by way of the real world objects, state of affairs, or
property to which the image purport s to refer, the other branch describing
then sense of the image itself. It is especially significant that the
language is indifferent to the nature of the image, treating picture images,
word images, and mental images in precisely parallel fashion."
(Jackendoff 1975, p 69)

However, if we closely look at the Japanese anaphoric system, we find
that these two uses are clearly distinguished. Let us make Japanese sentences
comparable to (41a,b), first.

(47) a. John-wa Mary-o gomikan-ni osikometa.
John-TOP Mary-ACC garbage can put
'John put Mary in the garbage can.'

b. John-wa Mary-o

e-no naka-ni osameta.

John-TOP Mary-ACC picture-in

put
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'John put Mary in the picture.'

So far, these are parallel to English cases. Mary both refers to Real Mary and
Image Mary, respectively. Then let us replace Mary with a reflexive form
coreferential with John. And next, replace the reflexive form with "reciprocal"
otagai.

(48) a. *John-wa zibun-o gomikan-ni osikometa.

[Real self]

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC garbage can put
'John put self in the garbage can.'

b. John-wa zibun-o

e-no naka-ni osameta. [Image self]

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC picture-in

put

'John put self in the picture.'

(49) a. *John to Bill-wa otagai-o gomikan-ni osikometa. [Real partners]
John-TOP OTAGAI-ACC garbage can put
'John and Bill put each other in the garbage can.'

b. John to Bill-wa otagai-o
John-TOP OTAGAI-ACC

e-no naka-ni osameta. [Image partners]
picture-in

'John and Bill put each other in the picture.'

put
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In (48) and (49), (a)-sentences are bad, but (b)-sentences are perfect. It is
striking that zibun and otagai cannot refer to real person. This contrasts with
English examples below, which are both grammatical.

(50) a. John put himself in the garbage can.
b. John put himself in the picture.

(51) a. John and Bill put each other in the garbage can.
b. John and Bill put each other in the picture.

Clearly, JackendofPs generalization (46) does not hold in the Japanese
anaphoric system. The data in (48) and (49) are exactly what our intensional
requirement predicts. Japanese anaphoric forms, zibun and otagai are sensitive
to "intensional context". We will see more of the similar data in the light of Faltz
and Oehrle's (1987) framework in the next section, which focuses on
"doppelgaenger" cases in anaphor resolution.

2.3.Dopplegaenger and Perception
Faltz and Oehrle (1987) make an interesting observation in English. Faltz
and Oehrle propose the two levels of representations on anaphora resolution—
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the "Identificational level" and the "iconic level". The "identificational level" is
approximately equivalent to a set-theoretically-modelled predicate-argument
structure level, while the "iconic level" may be thought of as a kind of pictorial
representation of the actual scene. Consider the following sentences.

(52) John shaved.

[Real John]

(53) John shaved himself,

[doppelgaenger John]

Note that (52) is undoubtedly the more usual way of announcing the fact that
John removed unwanted facial hair by means of a razor. The intransitive use of
shaved implies the reflexive interpretation such that John shaved real/physical
John. By contrast, himself in (53) can be a doppelgaenger of John. Suppose
that John is a sculptor and has made a clay statue of himself, and suppose that
the statue has a beard, perhaps because John had a beard when he made the
statue. In such case John could remove the beard from the statue. To describe
this situation, (53) can be used, while (52) cannot. Another possible situation we
could imagine Is such as the following. John is a barber, and he shaves a man
in his shop who later learns is an older version of himself, returned to the
present from the future via a time-machine. To report this situation, (53) can be
used, but (52) cannot. Again, himself in (53) is a doppelgaenger of John.
In (53), since explicit NPs appear both as subject and as object, John is
felt, in some sense, to be split into two beings, at some level This split occurs at
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what these authors refer to as the "iconic level". Assume that speakers and
hearers have a pictorial representation of the entities, situations, and events
about which they speak; Faltz and Oehrie call this "the iconic representation" of
their discourse worid. On the other hand, the zero form (a non-explicit noun
phrase) as in (52) requires strict identity at the identificational level, since it is
tied to another noun phrase with which it shares interpretation. In other words,
the syntactically intransitive (52) requires iconic intransitivity for appropriate use.
Oehrie and Faltz present a representative list of doppelgaenger
situations.

(54) a. photograph, painting, drawing, or statue of John
b. a videotape or movie of John
c. John's image in a mirror
d. a role in a book, play, or movie which intends to represent John
e. John at a time other than the present; the present John may have to
use time-travel to interact with this doppelgaenger.
f. an image of John in a dream, hallucination, or vision
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With this list in mind, we analyze the data presented so far with respect to
zibun and otagai. As we have discussed in Chapter Two, perception verb
complements (PVCs) are considered to be abstract, perceived "photos" taken by
the perception verbs; they are "slices" of the perceptible situation. We have
seen that PVCs express the intensional world and their predicates are not
relativized. In PVCs the situations are sliced out and they are snap-shots taken
through the lenses of the perceivers. This means that PVCs could fall on either
case of (54a, b, d). Now it is not surprising that "zibun and otagafs abstraction
constraints" disappear in PVCs. Zibun in PVCs is an exact doppelgaenger of the
antecedent.
Let us consider the rest of the cases (54c,e,f). In (55), the situation is a
doppelgaenger case, thus only zibun is allowed, and zibun-zisin is not.

(55) a. John-wa (kagami no naka-ni) sannin no zibun-o mita.
John-TOP (mirror-in)

three ZIBUN-ACC saw

'John saw three selves in the mirror'

b. *John-wa (kagami-no naka-ni) sannin no zibun-zisin-o
John-TOP (mirror-in)

three ZIBUN-ZISIN-ACC

'John saw three selves (?) in the mirror.'

mita.
saw

(Aikawa 1993)
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Similarly, in example (56), only zibun is possible, since this is a doppelgaenger
situation.

(56) (When John arrived in another world by the time-spaceship)
John-wa zibun-o/^bun-zisin-oncare-zisin-o nagutta.
John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC/ZIBUN-ZISIN-ACC/KARE-ZISIN-ACC hit
'John hit himself.' (in the time-travel case)

The doppelgaenger situation is something like a time-travel situation as in John
hit the younger John or a situation such that John hit "himself in a picture, in
other words, John hit the portrait of himself.
The following examples also illustrate the situation of (54e) and (54d),
respectively.

(57) John-wa ano koro no zibun/*zibun-zisin/*kare-zisin -o
John-TOP that time-GEN ZIBUN/'^IBUN-ZISiN/*KARE-ZISIN -ACC
omoidasita.
remembered
'John remembered the self of those days.'
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(58)John-wa [[zibunrzibun-zisin/?kare-zisin^-ga oosama-ni naru] yume-o]
John-TOP [ZIBUNrZIBUN-ZISIN/?KARE-ZISIN-NOM king become] dream]
mita.
had
'John had a dream that SELF would become a king.'

So far we have seen that the simplex reflexive libun can be a doppelgaenger of
the antecedent, while the phrasal reflexives zibun-zisin and kare-zisin seem to be
impossible for that use. Otagai does not have a phrasal form like otagai-zisin, as
we have seen in Chapter Four. The above sentences are also perfect with
otagai. One possible interpretation is that zisin is an actualization marker of
some sort. We will return to this discussion later.

2.4. Guise: Heim 1992
Helm (1992) claims that two-layer system of presenting referents Is
needed to explain the phenomena of full range of anaphoric processes. Helm's
example Is shown below.

^ If the intended reading is a contrastive reading such that John and no one else will
become a king, kare-zisin is possible. Othenmse, the sentence with kare-zisin is
unacceptable.
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(59) A: is this speal<er Zelda?
B: How can you doubt it? Shei praises hen to the sky.
No competing candidates would do that (Heim 1992)

The second sentence in utterance B should exhibit a condition B violation.
However, the sentence is actually acceptable with the intended reading.
Heim's idea is roughly as follows. There are two levels of representations. One
is the level of cognitive value (cf. Frege 1892), and the other is the level of
proposition. F and G in (60) stand for guises in the level of cognitive value, and
z stands for an individual in the actual world of the utterance. As Aikawa (1993)
point out, the level of cognitive value expresses 'the speaker's intension'.

(60) ftwo-laver system of oresentino referents!
She praises her to the sky.
i
i
F
G (the level of cognitive value; guise) the speaker's intension
z

z

(the level of proposition: individual of the actual world)

Aikawa (1993) states that the interpretation of (61a) is that 'John saw three
guises of John himself, as is illustrated in (62). Again it is interesting to note
that zibun can function as John's ''guise(s)", while zibun-zisin cannot.

(61) a. John-wa (kagami no naka-ni) sannin no zibun o mita. (=55a)
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John-TOP ( mirror-in )

three ZIBUN-ACC saw

b. *John-wa (kakami-no naka-ni) sannin no zibun-zisin-o mita. (=55b)
John-TOP (mirror-in)

three ZIBUN-ZISIN-ACC saw
(Aikawa 1993)

(62) John saw 3 zibun.
i
/ i\
F
G, H, I (the level of cognitive value: guise)
4.
\ i/
z
z
(the level of proposition: individual of the actual world)
If Faltz and Oehrle's mechanism applies to this figure, probably F, G, H and I
are representations of the iconic level, and z is the representation of the
identificational level. The figure (60) could be represented as (63).

(63) Faltz and Oehrle style representation
She praises her to the sky.
i
i
F
G (the iconic level: doppelgaenger)
i
i
z
z
(the identificational level)
As is clear from the above examples, it seems that two levels of representation
('iconic' and 'identificationar) are needed in English as well, although the
distinction is exhibited more subtlely in English than in Japanese.
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2.5. Quantificationai Binding
Here we investigate whether or not "zibun's abstraction constraint" is
manifest when zibun is bound by quantificationai noun phrases (QNPs). As is
illustrated by sentences below, zibun can be bound by QNPs with no problems in
this configuration. The data demonstrate that "zibun abstract constraint"
disappears in QNP sentences. This evidently contrasts with unavailable
sentences like "John-ga zibun-o nagutta.", where non-quantificational NP
sentences are uttered in non-doppelgaenger context.

(64) Daremo-ga zibun-o nagutta.
Everyone-Nom ZIBUN-ACC hit
'Everyone hit himself.'

(65) Daremo zibun-o nagura-nakatta.
ZIBUN-ACC hit-NEG
'No one hit himself.'

(66) Dare-ga zibun-o nagutta no?
who-NOM ZIBUN-ACC hit Q
'Who hit himself/herself?'
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One thing we can notice here is that abun in the above examples is a bound
variable pronoun and it is not a referential pronoun.
The following examples are the cases where zibun is bound by generic
operators (GEN) or existential quantifiers.

(67)Seito-tati-wa siken-ni sippai suruto,

[e] taitei

students-Top examination fail when [e] usually

zibun-o naguru.
ZIBUN-Acchit

'When they fail in the exam, students usually hit themselves.'

(68) Seito-tati-ga zibun-o nagutte-iru.
students-Nom ZIBUN-ACC hitting
'There are some students who are hitting themselves.'

The present hypothesis is that zibun must be non-referential. 2bun can be
bound by QNP, GEN, and existential quantifiers. Zibun is used for
"intensional/image/abstract SELF", but not for "referential/real/physical SELF."
Zibun/otagai yf/Hh an accusative marker allows QNP antecedent, even when the
verb is non-intensional.
As we have seen, the antecedent of otagai must be composed of the
exact two entities to which otagai corefers. Thus, the following sentences are
interpreted in a pair-wise relationship. The total number of the participants must
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be even, and each pair must be related such that one hit the other in (69) or one
did not hit the other in (70). Sentence (71a) is not acceptable because the pairwise reading is not possible for dare-ga 'who-NOM' in Japanese. (71b) allows
only a couple-internal reading.

(69) Daremo-ga otagai-o nagutta.
Everyone-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hit
'Everyone hit each other.'

(70) Daremo otagai-o nagura-nakatta.
OTAGAI-ACC hit-Neg
'No one hit each other.'

(71) a. *Dare-ga otagai-o nagutta no?
who-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hit

Q

'Who hit each other?'

b. Dono kumi-ga otagai-o nagutta no?
which pairs-NOM OTAGAI-ACC hit Q
'Which pair hit each other?' (couple internal reading)
'*Which pairs hit each other?'(couple external reading)
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As long as otagafs dual requirement is satisfied, otagai can also be bound by
QNPs. (72) and (73) show us that otagai can be bound by GEN and an
existential quantifier as well. This is comparable to zibun's cases in (67) and
(68).

(72) Sono kyoodai-wa kenka suruto,

[e] taitei

The brothers-Top quarrel when [e] usually

otagai-o naguru.
OTAGAI-Acc hit

'When they quarrel, the brothers usually hit each other.'

(73) fuufu-ga otagai-o nagutte-iru.
Acouple-Nom OTAGAI-ACC hitting
'There is a couple who are hitting each other.'

Sentence (73) is a thetic sentence we discussed in Chapter Two. The effect is
compatible with the effect observed in perceptual report In these respects,
otagai is completely parallel with zibun as well.
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2.5A. "Zisin" as an Actualization Marker

In this section, we will go back to zibun's case, and examine the
sentences with QNP in doppelgaenger situation. I'll repeat the sentences in (64)
to (66), adding the ungrammatical cases of zibun-zisin and kare-zisin to the
original sentences.

PoDDelaaenqer situation

(74) Daremo-ga zibun/^ibun-zisin/*kare-zisin-o nagutta.
Everyone-Nom ZIBUNrZIBUN-ZISINrKARE-ZISIN-ACC hit
'Everyone hit himself.'

(75) Daremo zibun/*zibun-zisin/*kare-zisin-o nagura-nakatta.
ZIBUNrZIBUN-ZISIN/T<ARE-ZISIN-ACC hit-Neg
'No one hit himself.'

(76) Dare-ga zibun/*zibun-zisin/*kare-zisin-o nagutta no?
who-NOM ZIBUN/^IBUN-ZISINTKARE-ZISIN-ACC hit Q
'Who hit himself/herself?'
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Imagine that people get on a time-spaceship and arrive in the world of ten years
ago. Everyone (the present self) can hit the younger self in that situation. In
that context, sentences (74) - (76) with zibun are possible. Again, we could
imagine another situation such that people get together in Madame Tussaud's
Wax Museum and oddly the statue of everyone present has been prepared in
the museum. They can be standing in front of their own statues and can hit the
statues of themselves. In this situation sentences (74) to (76) with zibun are
perfectly grammatical. However, sentences (74)-(76) with morpheme zisin are
impossible in the same situation.
To put it differently, sentences with zibun-zisin and kare-zisin are possible
only in the actual world. 2bun, zibun-zisin, and kare-zisin have the
complementary distribution in this respect. Sentence (77) only means that John
hit his real self in the actual world.

(77) John-ga zibun-zisin/kare-zisin-o nagutta.
John-NOM ZIBUN-ZISIN/KARE-ZISIN-ACC hit
'John hit the real SELF.' (the actual world)

However, note that the morpheme kare, the third person singular pronoun in
Japanese cannot be bound by a formal operator (cf. Montalbetti 1984, Hoji
1991). Thus, in sentence (78) kare-zisin is impossible, while zibun-zisin is
possible, which is what we predicted.
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(78) Dare-mo-ga zibun-zisinTkare-zisin-o nagutta.
Everyone-NOM ZIBUN-ZISINTKARE-ZISIN-ACC hit
'Everyone hit the real SELF.' (the actual world)

Let us consider the English counterpart of sentence (78). It is intriguing that (79)
is ambiguous.

(79) Everyone hit himself.

The word himself refers to both real self and doppelgaenger. And both are
bound by QNP. This is similar to Japanese zibun and otagai. In either case,
himself 'is a non-referential pronoun bound by QNP.

2. 6. Intensional/Non-Referential "Zibun/Otagai"
2.6.1. "Zibun/Otagai" as a Stage-Level Pro-Form
Let us go back to the original cases we saw in section 1.1. We observed
the difference in grammaticality of zibun/otagai between the case of the object of
physical verbs and the case of the object of abstract verbs. Consider the
sentences in (80) and (81).
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(80) *John-wa zibun-o

nagutta.

John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC

hit

'John hit himself.'

(81) John-wa zibun-o hihan sita.
John-TOP ZIBUN-ACC criticized
'John criticized himself

The situation we consider here is the actual world. In (80) John hit the actual
self. In this case, the sentence is ungrammatical. In (81) John criticized the
actual self (the present self), but not the physical self. Zibun in (80) is the
present John (The agent and the patient share spatiotemporal dimension.), but
in a sense this is a doppelgaenger, since John criticized a specific slice of the
abstract individual called John. John may have loved the whole self, but John
did not love a specific phase of himself at the referring time. One possible
explanation is that nbun in (80) is real John, while zibun in (81) is a
doppelgaenger in a broad sense, or what we call a "stage-level self. Zibun is
considered to be a "stage-level anaphor".
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2.6.2. "Zibun/Otagai" as a Non-Referential Pro-Fomn

The other line of thought regarding (80) and (81) in the previous section is
such as the following. To hit someone, the person you are hitting must exist
physically. The object pronoun or anaphor must refer to someone that really
exists. In this sense this NP is a referential or deictic NR. On the other hand, to
criticize someone, the person does not have to really exist. He/she can exist,
but the subject does not have to know who he/she is. Zbun/Otagai is not a
referential pro-form, rather it denotes the "sense" of the NP (cf. Frege). The
object can be abstraction. For example, John can criticize a nasty person
whoever he or she is. In this sense, this NP is a quantified NP. John can
criticize the creature who has three heads and one eye. John can criticize a
unicorn. The object of the verb in such sentences is referentially transparent.
Regarding sentences (80) and (81), (80) is ungrammatical because zibun is
used referentially, while (81) is grammatical because zibun Is used nonreferentially as a sort of a variable. Here comes the notion of "intensionality".
Intensional requirement derives from zibun/otagafs non-referential nature.
This is reminiscent of Fiengo and May's (1994) paradigm of VP Ellipsis, in
which interesting results are obtained depending on predicate types. Consider
sentences (82) and (83).
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(82) Non-lntensional Verb
John shaved himself and Bill did, too.
(Int.) 'John shaved John and Bill shaved Bill.'
[sloppy reading only]
(83) Intensional Verb
John voted for himself, and Bill did, too.
(Int.1)' John voted for John and Bill voted for Bill.'
(Int.2)' John voted for John and Bill voted for John.'
[both sloppy reading and strict reading are good]

In (82) there is no strict reading available, while the sloppy reading is available.
The sentence only means that both John and Bill shaved their own facial hair. In
(83) both the strict reading and the sloppy reading are possible. The
interpretation could either be that both John and Bill voted for themselves or that
both John and Bill voted for John.
To shave someone, someone must exist. We cannot shave the imaginary
character. We can only shave the person who exists. By contrast, to vote for
someone, the person does not have to exist. We can vote for any person we
like. We could vote for a superman, for example. In s/7ave-type verbs, in other
words, non-lntensional verbs, the object NP the verb takes must refer to
something that really exists, while in vote for-type verbs, intensional verbs, the
object NP that the verb takes can be an abstraction.
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Let us suppose that we are In the actual world. Currently, we do not
consider doppelgaenger cases. Now John shaves real John (the present John).
Although, himseff 'in English can refer to both doppelgaenger and the real
(physical) self, the present discussion concerns only the real self. Then shave
onese/f requires an Identity in the agent and patient in identificational level in
Faltz and Oehrle's (1987) sense. By contrast, vote for oneself does not require
an identity in identificational level. It does not even require identity. It only
requires a parallelism between the non-elliptical part and the elliptical part.

(84) John shaved himself, and Bill [did], too. [only sloppy reading]
z

z

XX

[identificational level]

(85) John voted for himself, and Bill [did], too. [both sloppy and strict reading]
z
z

z
z

X
X

X [?]
z [?]

If the object of non-intensional verbs always takes a wide scope, the NP is
necessarily referential and specific. And if the object of intensional verbs can
take a narrow scope as well, the NP can be non-referential and non-specific as
in the case of (85). The level of representation in (85) could be a third type in
both strict and sloppy reading cases. The object of vote for can be an
abstraction. It is an "intension" ( "sense" in Frege 1892) of the votee.
These data show that the distinction between referential NPs and bound
variable NPs (in a traditional sense) is not sufficiently fine-grained theory. When
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we mention the sloppy reading in VP ellipsis context, the null anaphora in the
elliptical part used to be equally treated as bound variables in both (80) and
(83). However, as we have discussed, the nature of the null anaphora of the
sloppy identity is different in the two cases. Also when we mention the strict
reading in VP ellipsis context, the anaphora in the reconstructed part is
considered to be referential. However, would it be possible for us to call the null
anaphora in the strict reading in (83) referential? A more sophisticated, fine
grained mechanism is no doubt needed to explain the data we have seen.

2.7. "2Sbun" and Evidentiality

In this section, we will see the relationship between zibun/otagai and an
evidentiality morpheme gar attached to verbs or adjectives in Japanese. Gar is
considered to be used to indicate a sensation experienced by a nonspeaker (cf.
Aoki 1986). A sensation cannot be felt by anyone other than a speaker, thus gar
functions as expressing inference of others' feelings. Consider the following
sentences.

(86) a. watasi-wa samui.
I-TOP

feel cold

'I feel cold."
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b. *kare-wa samui.
He-TOP feel cold
'He feels cxjld."

c. kare-wa samu-gar-teiru.
he-TOP feel cold-EVID-PROG
'He feels cold.'

Sentence (86a) is perfect without gar, because it is a description based on direct
experience by the speaker. In contrast, (86b) is ungrammatical, since we cannot
feel other person's sensation directly. Therefore, we cannot express his feelings
without an evidentiality marker. The correct form would be something like (86c).
Similar examples are given below. Sentences in (a) are bad, and sentences in
(b) are good.

(87) a. *kare-wa sabisii
He-TOP lonely
'He is lonely.'

b. kare-wa sabisi-gar-telru.
He-TOP lonely-EVID-PROG
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'He is lonely.'

(88)a. *kare-wa sore-o siri-tai.
He-TOP that-ACC know-want
'He wants to know that.'

b. *kare-wa sore-o siri-ta-gar-teiru.
He-TOP that-ACC know-want-EVID-PAST
'He wants to know that'

In normal speech (not necessarily in poetic speech), the speaker's feelings
cannot be expressed with gar, as in the following.

(89) a. *watasi-wa atu-gar-teiru.
'I am hot'

b. *watasi-wa sabisi-gar-teiru.
'I am lonely.'

However, the sentences will become grammatical, when there is a shift in time
away from the time of utterance.
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(90) a. sono koro watasi-wa taihen sabiti-gar-teita.
that time

l-TOP very

lonely-EVID-PAST

'I was very lonely at that time.'

b. so nareba watasi-wa taihen sabisi-garu-daroo.
so become l-TOP

very

lonely-EVID-would

' If that happened, I would be very lonely.'
(Aoki 1986)

In (90), watasi'V is a doppelgaenger, or a "stage" first pronoun, thus, it behaves
as if it were a third person pronoun. Similar observation is made by Hirose
(1996, 1997). Baku in (91) is another form of first person singular. Sentence
(91a) is ungrammatical just as (89a,b) are. However, (91b) is acceptable, since
boku in the picture is a doppelgaenger.

(91) a. *boku-wa sabisi-gar-teiru.
l-TOP lonely-EVID-PROG
'I am lonely.

b. kono e de-wa boku-wa sabisi-gar-teiru.
this picture-in

l-TOP lonely-EVID-PROG
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'In this picture I am lonely.'

With these data in mind, let us see the interaction between zibun/otagai
and an evidentiality marker gar. Hirose (1996, 1997) observes that the following
sentences are acceptable.

(92)a. boku-wa [zibun-ga sabisi-gar-teiru

] yume-o mita.

I-TOP [ZIBUN-NOM lonely-EVID-PROG] dream-ACC saw
'I saw a dream that self is lonely."

b. boku-wa [zibun-ga sabisi-gar-teiru]-no/tokoro-o

mita.

I-TOP [ ZIBUN-NOM lonely-EVID-PROG] COMP-ACC saw
M saw myself being lonely.'

For comparison, the following sentences can be made. As is clear from the
examples, sentences without gar are unacceptable in (93).

(93) a. * boku-wa [zibun-ga sabisii] yume-o mita.
I-TOP [ZIBUN-NOM lonely] dream-ACC saw
•| saw a dream that SELF is lonely.'
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b. *boku-wa [zibun-ga sabisii]-no/tokoro-o

mita.

I-TOP [ ZIBUN-NOM lonely-PROG] COMP-ACC saw
'I saw SELF being lonely.'

If we replace zibun with boku in sentences (93), the sentences become
grammatical. See the following sentences.

(94) a. boku-wa [boku-ga sabisii] yume-o mita.
I-TOP [ l-NOM lonely] dream-ACC saw
'I saw a dream that I am lonely.'

c. boku-wa [boku-ga sabisii]

-no/tokoro-o

I-TOP [ l-NOM lonely-PROG] COMP-ACC

mita.
saw

'I saw myself being lonely.'

The following examples are with otagai and gar, comparable to those in (92).
These are perfectly grammatical, and this is what we predicted from ziburCs
parallelism with otagai.

(95) a. watasi-tati-wa [otagai-ga sabisi-gar-teiru]
I - PL-TOP

yume-o

mita.

[OTAGAI-NOM lonely-EVID-PROG] dream-ACC saw
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'We saw the dreams that each other were lonely.'

b. watasi-tati-wa [otagai-ga sabisi-gar-teiru] -no/tokoro-o mita.
I -PL- TOP OTAGAI-NOM lonely-EVID-PROG ] COMP-ACC saw
'We saw each other lonely.'

Again, the following sentences without gar are unacceptable.

(96) a. *watasi-tati-wa [otagai-ga sabisii] yume-o
I - PL-TOP

mita.

[OTAGAI-NOM lonely] dream-ACC saw

'We saw dreams that each other were lonely."

b. *watasi-tati-wa [otagai-ga sabisii] -no/tokoro-o mita.
I -PL- TOP OTAGAI-NOM lonely ] COMP-ACC saw
'We saw each other lonely.'

If we replace otagai with first person plural pronouns, the sentences become
grammatical.

(97) a. watasi-tati-wa [watasi-tati-ga sabisii] yume-o

mita.
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I - PL-TOP

[we-NOM lonely] dream-ACC saw

'We saw the dreams that we were lonely.'

b. watasi-tati-wa [watasi-tati-ga sablsii] -no/tokoro-o mita.
I -PL- TOP

we-NOM lonely ] COMP-ACC saw

'We saw ourselves lonely.'

Sentences with otagai must take an evidentiality marker gar in image situations,
while sentences with other pronominals (first, second pronouns) do not
necessarily take gar in image or pictorial situations. This observation suggests
that otagai does not refer to the real persons but to the doppelgaengers.

3. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have shown that otagai and ^'bun share a single
semantic constraint, which w? refer to as the "abstraction constraint". Further
we have argued that this constraint can be expressed more precisely as an
"intensionality requirement". In order to refine the notion of "intensionality" we
are using, we have considered several approaches to anaphora resolution. In
particular, we reviewed JackendofPs (1975) proposal, Faltz and Oehrle's (1987)
two level representation system, and Heim's (1992) two layer approach to
anaphora resolution. These approaches were found to be of use in refining the
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descriptive "abstraction constraint" into the more explanatory "intensionality
context requirement".
Our data indicated that JackendofFs generalization (1975) on overt
marking of the 'real* versus 'image' objects did not hold in the Japanese
anaphoric system. Japanese does distinguish between 'real' objects and 'image'
objects by overt marking. Japanese pro-forms zibun and otagai are instead
sensitive to the presence of an "intensional context". Zibun and otagai are
anaphoric expressions that can represent the "stageness" of the referents. In
other words, Japanese pro-forms zibun and otagai can slice out spatio-temporal
aspects of individuals in the sense of Carison (1977).
We saw in Chapter Three that nbun and otagai are both operators that
can move by LF. Zibun is a distributor, and otagai is an event distributor. These
two pro-forms are devices taken from a rich set of elements that can be used in
natural language to mark the distinction between the 'real' and the 'intensional'.
Zibun and otagai are the morphological realizations of a sophisticated system of
multi-dimensional anaphoric reference in the Japanese language.
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APPENDIX A
De Re/De Dicto Reading and Anaphoric Paradigm in English and Japanese

In this appendix, we will deal with "de re" readings and "de dicto" readings
of sentences, and how these interact with anaphoric expressions in both English
and Japanese.
Distinctions between "de re" and "de dicto' readings of bound elements
have been previously discussed in the literature by Lewis 1979, Chierchia 1989,
Higginlx)tham 1992. We begin by defining these terms. Roughly, a "de re"
reading of a sentence is a reading that reflects a belief about the thing referred to
in the sentence. On a de re reading of a sentence, an NP in the sentential
complement of a verb like believe (e.g. think, doubt, consider, want) refers to an
entity outside of the subject's beliefs. It is something "in the real world". By
contrast, a "de dicto" reading of a sentence is a reading that reflects a belief
about what is said or mentioned. On a de dicto reading of a te/Zeve-type
sentence, the reference of the NP in the sentential complement is "within the
subject's belief world".
Let us see a simple example.

(1) John believes that the bishop is dead.
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On the de re reading of this sentence, the bishop is a description in the real
world. Roughly, it is equivalent to the speaker's description. There is a bishop,
and the existence of the bishop is independent of John's belief. In the "de dicto
reading", on the other hand, the bishop is a description in John's belief. It is a
reflection of John's pre-conceived ideas about the one whose occupation is the
bishop and have nothing to do with the actual individual. Suppose that Mr. Jones
Is the bishop, and Mr. Smith is a street cleaner in the actual world. Further
suppose that in John's belief world, John believes that Mr. Jones is a street
cleaner, and Mr. Smith is the bishop. Now imagine that John found the dead
body and said, "The bishop is dead." Sentence (1) is true in the "de dicto
reading", while sentence (1) is false in the "de re reading". The situation here is
summarized below.

(2)
<the fact> (the real worid)
Mr. Smith is a street cleaner.
Mr. Smith is dead. (The street cleaner is dead.)
"The bishop" is Mr. Jones.
'The bishop is not dead."

<John's belief worid>
Mr. Smith is the bishop.
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"The bishop is dead". -> Mr. Smith is dead.

John's belief world
IMr. Smith (dead)

the street cleaner

the real world
Mr. Jones
(not dead)
Mr. Smith (dead)

de re reading
de dicto reading

(1) John believes that the bishop is dead.
false
true

the bishop

Mr. Jones (not dead)

if we follow the Russeilian view, as does, for example, Neale (1990), the
de re/de dicto distinction is captured by scope. Neale dtes examples such as the
following to support this approach.

(3) Mary believes that the man who lives upstairs is a spy.

According to Neale (1990), the sentence can be represented in either of the
following canonical formats.

(4) a. de re interpretation
[the x: Fx ] O (Gx)
b. de dicto interpretation
O [the x; Fx] (Gx)
where O is a dummy unary sentential operator. (Neale 1990)
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Thus, the ambiguous sentence in (3) is represented as follows.

(5) a. de re Interoretation
[the x: man x & lives upstairs x ] (Mary believes that (spy x))
b. de dicto interpretation
Mary believes that ([the x: man x & lives upstairs x] (spy x))

Example (5-a) is a representation of the de re interpretation in which the NP the
man wtio lives upstairs is outside the scope of believe, while (5-b) is a
representation for the de dicto interpretation in which the same NP is inside the
scope of believe. In the de re reading, the variable x, which is bound by the
quantifier, is specific and can be replaced with a proper name (such as Fred) in
the actual world. Even if Mary does not know the name of the man upstairs, the
inclusion of his name in the sentence would not render it false. By contrast, on
the de dicto interpretation Mary's pre-conceived ideas about the man who lives
upstairs have nothing to do with the actual individuals. Thus, if tt)e man who
lives upstairs were replaced by a proper name, the sentence can be false. With
this in mind, we now turn to the cases of English pro-forms and de re/de dicto
interpretations.
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1.1. Pmnouns, Reft&cives and PRO in English

Higginbotham (1992) points out that PRO is comparable to anaphors
rather than to pronominals with respect to de re/de dicto interpretations. He
states;

"PRO is to be distinguished from pronominals In that pronominals admit,
within opaque contexts, interpretations that are somewhat looser than
PRO, the latter patterning not with the simple form he (say), but rather with
the emphatic form he himself or the simple reflexive himself, in contexts
where it is also possible." (Higginbotham 1992, p86)

Castaneda (1966) discusses situations where the subject is uninformed or
misinformed about his own identity. We can think of a certain war hero who
suffers from amnesia and who remembers nothing of his wartime experiences.
When he reads a book about the war he was in, he can know about the valor of
himself (but he does not know that the hero in the book refers to him). Now
consider the following sentences.

(6) The unfortunate man believes he is a hero.
(7) The unfortunate man believes that he himself is a hero.
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(8) The unfortunate man believes himself to be a hero.

In the above situations, we can understand (6) as true, but not either of the
others. Sentence (7) describes a situation in which the unfortunate man has
awareness of his own identity (de dicto reading), however, the context given here
does not allow this. Therefore the sentence must be understood as false.
Sentence (8) is the same. The unfortunate man must know his identity in the
book (de dicto reading) in order to make the sentence true. Again, in the context
given, the sentence is false. In other words, sentences (7) and (8) strictly require
a de re interpretation. However, the de re reading cannot be obtained, that is,
the sentences are ungrammatical on that reading. The de dicto reading of each
of these sentences is grammatical but false. This is illustrated in the following
table.

(91
de re reading
de dicto reading

(6) The unfortunate man believes he is a hero.
true
can be true

17\ The unfortunate man believes he himself is a hero.
(8) The unfortunate man believes himself to be a hero.
de re reading
de dicto
reading

*

false
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This shows that there is a difference in interpretation between the pronoun (=(6))
and either the simple (=(8)), or the emphatic reflexive (=(7)) fonms in English.
See also the following contrast. The examples are the cases of controlled
complements.

(10) The unfortunate man expects that he will turn out to be a hero.
(11) The unfortunate man expects PRO to turn out to be a hero.
(12) The unfortunate man expects himself to turn out to be a hero.

Only statement (10) can be judged as true (though it need not be), and neither of
the others can. PRO is similar to anaphor himself. (11) is the same pattern of
(7). (8). and (12).

(13)
M l ) T h e u n f o r t u n a t e m a n e x o e c t s PRO to turn out
to be a hero.
de re reading
de dicto reading

*

False

To recapitulate, sentences with reflexives and PRO are unambiguous, (cf.
(7), (8), (11), (12).) In order to make such sentences true, a de re interpretation
is required. We could give such sentences a de dicto interpretation, but if we did
so, they would be false in the given context. On the other hand, sentences with
the pronoun are ambiguous. In addition to a de re interpretation, a de dicto
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interpretation can be obtained with no change in the truth value of the sentence
(see (6) and (10)). The table in (14) summarizes these observations. Sentences
containing pronominals and names like the bishop are ambiguous, while
anaphor-type pronouns are unambiguous. Anaphors require a de re
interpretation.

(14) English pro-forms
Anaphor
pronominals
pronoun
emphatic
simple
reflexives reflexives
de re
true
required required
de dicto can be true false
false

PRO
required
false/
un
available

1. 2. Zibun and Otagai in Japanese

In this section, we will discuss the behavior of zibun and otagai with
respect to de re/de dicto distinction. Consider the following sentences.
Sentences (15) to (21) are Japanese counterparts of Castaneda's examples we
have seen. Sentence (22), which contains "PRO", is added to the examples for
the present discussion. The results are summarized in table (23).
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(15) [sono fuun-na hito]i-wa zibum-aa eiyuu-teki da to sinziteiru.
the unfortunate man-TOP ZIBUN-NOM heroic is believes
The unfortunate man believes that SELF is heroic.'

(16) [sono fuun-na hito]i-wa kargi-ga eiyuu-teki da to sinziteiru.
the unfortunate man-TOP he-NOM heroic is believes
The unfortunate man believes that he is heroic.'

(17) [sono fuun-na hito]i-wa zibun-zisini-oa eiyuu-teki da to sinziteiru.
the unfortunate man-TOP ZIBUN-ZISIN-NOM heroic is believes
The unfortunate man believes that SELF-SELF is heroic.'

(18) [sono fuun-na hito]i-wa kare-zisini-aa eiyuu-teki da to sinziteiru.
the unfortunate man-TOP he-ZISIN-NOM heroic is believes
The unfortunate man believes that [him-SELF] is heroic.'

(19) [sono fuun-na hito]i-wa rsono-hito-zisinli-aa eiyuu-teki da to sinziteiru.
the unfortunate man-TOP the man-ZISIN-NOM heroic is believes
'The unfortunate man believes that [the man-SELF] is heroic.'
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(20) [sono fuun-na hitoji-wa zismi-ga eiyuu-teki da to sinziteiru.
the unfortunate man-TOP ZiSIN-NOM heroic is believes
The unfortunate man believes that SELF is heroic.'

(21) [sono fuun-na hito-tati]-wa otagai-ga eiyuu-teki da to sinziteiru.
the unfortunate man-PL-TOP the man-OTAGAI -NOM heroic is believes
The unfortunate men believes that OTAGAI are heroic.'

(22) [sono fuun-na hito]-wa [PRO'' hon-o yoml-ta]-gattelru.
the unfortunate man-TOP [PRO book-ACC read] want
'The unfortunate man wants to read the book.'
(23)

de re
de dicto

(15)
kare
tnie
can
be
true

(16)
zibun
tnie
can
be
true

^ As is well known, the paradigm of empty pronouns in Japanese is controversial in the
syntactic studies of the literature. Here I follow Kageyama (1993) with respect to the
distribution of PRO in Japanese.
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de re
de dicto

(17)
zibunzisin

(18)
karezisin

(19)
NPzisin

(20)
zisin

(21)
otagai

(22)
PRO

*

*

*

*

*

*

(can be)
false

(can
be)
false

(can
be)
false

false
(?)

false

false

It is interesting to note that kare and zibun pattern like English pronominals, while
zibun-zisin, kare-zisin, NP-zisin, (pro) zisin, (pro) otagai. and PRO show the
pattern of anaphors. See table (24), and compare this with table (14).
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(24) Japanese pro-fonns
Pronominals
zibun
Rare
self
English he
gloss
true
de re
true
de
can be
can be
true
dicto
true

anaphor
zibun-zisin kare-zisin (NP)zisin
(NP)-self
self-self
he/hlmself
required
required required
(can be)
(can be) false (?)
false

otagai

PRO

required
false/ or
un
available

required
false/ or
un
available

Remember that the embedded null subject is obligatorily controlled by the
matrix subject in sentences like (25). The embedded subject pro must refer to
Taroo and Hanako obligatorily. Descriptively, this is due to the presence of
otagai. (See Chapter Three, section 5.3.4.2.)

(25) [Taroo to Hanako]i-ga [proi otagai-o hihan-slta to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ pro OTAGAI-ACC critidzed] think.
Taroo and Hanako think that pro criticized OTAGAI."
[broad reading OK, narrow reading OK]
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This phenomenon is similar to that of PRO in English and Japanese. PRO^ is
controlled by a possible controller in the sentence.
Interestingly, zibun shows quite different pattern in this respect. Consider
the following sentences. The embedded null subject does not have to be
controlled by the matrix subject as in (26).

(26) Taroo2-ga [ [e]i zibuni/2-o oitumeta to] omotte iru.
Taro-TOP [ [e] ZIBUN-ACC pressed/tortured] think
Taro think that [e] tortured oneself.

Suppose that Hanako (someone outside the sentence) had committed suicide,
and that Taro conjectured the possible causes of her tragedy. In such situation,
the null subject can grammatically refer to Hanako. This is the case where zibun
carries index 1 in (26). When zibun carries index 2, zibun refers to Taroo, and
the sentence is grammatical as well.
This sharply contrasts with sentences with otagai such as (25). In zibuncontaining sentences, the embedded null subject Is not necessarily controlled by
the matrix subject, while in ofagaZ-containing sentences, the embedded null
subject is obligatorily controlled by the matrix subject. In the theory we adopted
in Chapter Three, a controlled null subject is analyzed as a pro, while an

^ Here I do not deal with "PRO art".
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uncontrolled null subject is analyzed as a variable, (cf. Chapter Three, section
5.3.4.2.) Now the question arises as to why a variable is allowed in the
embedded subject position despite the presence of zibun. In our system, zibun
attaches to the antecedent as a distributor and the whole NP undergoes QR to
an A' position. It follows that unlike otagai, zibun does not violate the Path
Containment Constraint (cf. Pesetskey 1982). One possible explanation for this
is that the landing site of zibun is different from that of otagai, and consequently,
the paths of zibun and those of the null topic operator (OP) do not overlap. The
hypothetical LF structure of (26) where zibun carries index 2 is roughly as
follows.
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(27)

XP

/
NP2
/
\
[Taroo]2 zibunz

\
CP
/ \
OP1 C
/ \
IP C
/ \
tz
IP
/ \
t2
I'
/ V
VP I
/
\
CP
V

/

ti

ti

\

I

C omotteiru
/ \
'think'
IP C
/ \

r
/ \
VP I
/ \
t2 V

I

oitumeta
'tortured'
path (1)=
{IP. CP, VP, IP, IP, CP}
path (2)= {VP. IP, CP, VP. IP. IP. CP, XP}
In (27) the nodes containing path (1) iDetween the variable in the embedded
subject position and OP (the null topic operator) are a proper subset of those
making up path (2) between the trace and the NP complex [ [Taroo] zibun]. XP is
a node like FocusP, and the idea of unifying paths under "type identity" is
adopted here (cf. May 1985). In this derivation, path (1) is embedded in path (2),
thus the sentence is syntactically well-formed.
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Compare this with ofagaZ-containing sentence (28). Sentence (28) is
utterly ungrammaticai on a broad reading.

(28) *[Taroo to Hanako]2-ga [[ei] otagaia-o hihan-sita to] omotte iru.
Taro and Hanako-NOM [ [e] OTAGAI-ACC criticized] think.
Taroo and Hanako think that [e] criticized OTAGAI.'
=(lnt.) Taroo thinks that someone (x) criticized Hanako,
and Hanako thinks that someone (x) criticized Taroo.

As we discussed in Chapter Three, we posit null operator movement in this case.
Thus, the LF structure^ of (28) would be roughly as follows.

^ The LF structure given in (29) is simplified. As we discussed in Chapter Three, in my
system, otagai is a determiner, and it moves to T® position.
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(29)

CP
/

\
c

OPi

/
IP

/

\

c
\

/
\
[Taroo to Hanako] 1'
/
\
VP
I
/
\
/ \
CP
V I otagab

/ \

ti

I

C omotteim
/ \
'think'
IP C
/ \

ti r
/ \
VP I
/ \
tz V

I

hihan-sita
'criticized'
path(1)=
{IP, CP, VP, IP. CP}
path (2)= {VP, IP, CP, VP, IP}
In this derivation the intersecting paths overlap, and neither is a proper set of the
other. For this reason, sentence (28) is ungrammatical.
This syntactic explanation is based on the assumption that zibun
undergoes an additional movement to XP in (27). Adoption of this assumption
would require further research in order to conclusively motivate the existence of
XP structures such as the 'Focus Phrase'.
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Another line of approach is a purely semantic one. There is a certain
relationship between the de re/de dicto readings available in a given sentence,
and the control phenomena that may t)e exhibited in the sentence. Tables (30)
and (31) below recap the generalizations noted so far. Table (30) contains
Japanese pro-forms and Table (31) contains English pro-forms.

(30) Japanese pro-forms

English
gloss
de re
de dicto

pronominals
non-locality/
or free
kare
zibun
he
self
true
can
be
true

true
can
be
true

anaphor
locality/
or obligatory control by the NP in the sentence
(NP)PRO
zibunkare-zisin (NP)otagai
zisin
zisin
(NP)-self
self-self
he/him
self
required required required required required
false/or
false/or
false(?)
false (?)
false(?)
anun
available available
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(31) English pro-forms

de re
de dicto

Pronominals
fj-ee
Pronoun
true
can be true
anaphor
locality/
or obligatory control by the NP in the sentence
emphatic reflexives PRO
simple
reflexives
required
required
required
(can be) false (can be) false
false/un
available

Pronominal-type pro-forms are always ambiguous in de re/de dicto
interpretations, while anaphor-type pro-forms are strongly constrained in de re/de
dicto interpretations. Pronominal-type pro-forms, which allow multiple
interpretations along the de re/de dicto distinction, are also firee with respect to
selection of antecedents. On the other hand, anaphor-type pro-forms constrain
both the interpretation of the sentence, and undergo constraints in locality and
control phenomena as well. Zibun is a pronominal type pro-form, while [(pro)
[otagai ]] and [(pro) [zisin]] are anaphors. If we consider otagai to be an explicit
"de re marker", we might be able to have more explanatory overview of Japanese
anaphoric system in general.
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Form and meaning are correlated in some way. If we are able to capture
a particular relationship between form and meaning, and if such a correlation
turns out to be universal, the understanding of this correlation would be a
significant step toward eluddating the full range of anaphoric processes in
natural language.
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